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Complex Analysis and Algebraic Geometry
A Volume in Memory of Michael Schneider

Editors: Thomas Peternell • Frank-Olaf Schreyer
2000. x + 406 pages. Hardcover $148.95. 3-11-016204-0

This volume consists of invited refereed papers dedicated to the memory of Michael Schneider.
The contributions cover a wide spectrum in complex analysis and algebraic geometry, focusing
on higher dimensional varieties and Kahler geometry, Moduli spaces and deformation theory,
surfaces and 4-manifolds, and real algebraic geometry. The articles grew out of a symposium in
honor of Michael Schneider (1942-1997), held in Bayreuth, June 1998.

Groups - Korea '98
Proceedings of the International Conference, held at Pusan National
University, Pusan, Korea, August 10-16, 1998

Editors: Young Gheel Baik • D. L. Johnson • A. C. Kim
2000. viii+ 383 pages. Hardcover $148.95. 3-11-016588-0

This volume contains the Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on the Theory of
Groups, held at Pusan National University in Korea. The contributions to this volume give a
broad overall picture of contemporary group theory, with a special emphasis on geometric and
topological methods. Topics covered include deformations and rigidity, wild metric complexes,
generalized triangle groups, 11 homology, HNN extensions, Eilenberg-Ganea Conjecture, cyclically
presented groups, Takahashi manifolds, wreath products, reduction formulae, group actions on
graphs and designs, Grushko-Neumann theorem, and variations on a theme of Higman and
Conder.

Algebra
Proceedings of the International Algebraic Conference on the Occasion of
the 90th Birthday of A.G. Kurash, Moscow, Russia, May 25-30, 1998

Editor: Y. Bahturin
2000. xx + 410 pages. Hardcover $148.95. 3-11-016399-3

This volume contains the selected and refereed papers submitted by the participants of the
International Algebraic Conference dedicated to the memory of the prominent Soviet scholar
Alexander Gennadievich Kurash (1908-1971). The conference was held in Moscow in May
1998, organized by the department of algebra where Kurash served as head for several
decades. Since then the influence of Kurash's school has gone far beyond the limits of general
algebra, an area greatly impacted by him. This is reflected by the variety of fields of mathematics
covered by the contributions to this volume:
• Group Theory
• Theory of Rings, Modules, Homological Algebra and K-Theory
• Lie Groups and Algebras, Invariant Theory, Algebraic Groups
• Algebraic Geometry, Algebraic Number Theory, Commutative Algebra
• Algebraic Systems
• Computer Algebra and Algorithmic Problems
Prices subject to change.
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New Titles from the AMS
Metric Characterization of Random
Variables and Random Processes
V. V. Buldygin, Kyi'v Politechnic Institute, Ukraine, and
Yu. V. Kozachenko, Kyi'v Taras Shevchenko National University,
Ukraine
The topic covered in this book is the study of metric and other close characteristics of different spaces and classes of random variables and the
application of the entropy :nethod to the investigation of properties of
stochastic processes whose values, or increments, belong to given spaces.
Problems and solutions presented show the intrinsic relation existing
between probability methods, analytic methods, and functional methods in
the theory of stochastic processes. The concluding sections, "Comments"
and "References", gives references to the literature used by the authors in
writing the book.
Translations of Mathematical Monographs, Volume 188; 2000; 257 pages;
Hardcover; ISBN 0-8218-0533-9; List $95; Individual member $57; Order code
MMON0/188NT004
Recommended Text

Large Deviations
Frank den Hollander, Nijmegen University, Netherlands
This volume offers an introduction to large deviations. It is divided into two
parts: theory and applications. Also included is an outline of general definitions and theorems. The section on applications focuses on recent work in
statistical physics and random media.
This book contains 60 exercises (with solutions) that should elucidate the
content and engage the reader. Prerequisites for the book are a strong
background in probability and analysis and some knowledge of statistical
physics. It would make an excellent textbook for a special topics course in
large deviations.
Fields Institute Monographs, Volume 14; 2000; 143 pages; Hardcover; ISBN
0·8218·1989-5; List $49; All AMS members $39; Order code FIM/14NT004

with q -series, as well as the usefulness of q -series across the mathemat·
ical sciences. The conference was held in honor of Richard Askey on the
occasion of his 65th birthday.
Contemporary Mathematics; Volume 254; 2000; approximately 440 pages;
Softcover; ISBN 0-8218-1150-9; List $93; Individual member $56; Order code
CONM/254NT004
Supplementary Readmg

Problems in Mathematical Analysis I
Real Numbers, Sequences and Series

W. J. Kaczor and M. T. Nowak, Marie Curie-Skloldowska
University, Lublin, Poland
This book is the first volume of a series of books of problems in mathe·
matical analysis. Each section of the book begins with relatively simple
exercises, yet may also contain quite challenging problems. Very often
several consecutive exercises are concerned with different aspects of
one mathematical problem or theorem. Solutions for all the problems are
provided .The book covers three topics: real numbers, sequences, and
series, and is divided into two parts: exercises and/or problems, and
solutions.
Student Mathematical Library, Volume 4; 2000; approximately 384 pages;
Softcover; ISBN 0-8218-2050-8; List $39; All AMS members $31 ; Order code
STMU4NT004

Dynamical Properties of
Diffeomorphisms of the Annulus
and of the Torus
Patrice Le Calvez, University of Paris, Villetaneuse, France

The first chapter of this monograph presents a survey of the theory of
monotone twist maps of the annulus. First, the author covers the conservative case by presenting a short survey of Aubry-Mather theory and Birkhoff
theory, followed by some criteria for existence of periodic orbits without the
Independent Study
area-preservation property.
An Introduction to the Theory of Local The second chapter generalizes some aspects of Aubry-Mather theory
to such maps and presents a version of the Poincare-Birkhoff theorem
Zeta Functions
in which the periodic orbits have the same braid type as in the linear
Jun-ichi lgusa, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD
case.
This book is an introductory presentation to the theory of local zeta funcThis is the English translation ol a volume previously published as volume
tions. As distributions, and mostly in the archimedian case, local zeta
204 in the Asterisque series.
functions are called complex powers.
SMF/AMS Texts and Monographs, Volume 4; 2000; 105 pages; Softcover;
The volume contains major results on complex powers by Atiyah, Bernstein, ISBN 0-8218-1943-7; List $21 ; All AMS members $17; Order code
SMFAMS/4NT004
I. M. Gelfand, and S. I. Gelfand. Also included are related results by Sato.
The section on p -adic local zeta functions presents Serre's structure
theorem, a rationality theorem and many examples by the author. It
concludes with theorems by Denef and Meuser.
Statistics in Molecular Biology and
This book is accessible and self-contained. Results illustrate the unity of math·
Genetics
ematics by gathering important theorems from algebraic geometry and
Francoise Seillier-Moiseiwitsch, Editor
singularity theory, number theory, algebra, topology, and analysis.The ideas
A publication of Institute of Mathematical Statistics.
are then employed in essential ways to prove the theorems.
AMS/IP Studies in Advanced Mathematics, Volume 14; 2000; 232 pages;
Articles in this volume of conference papers fall into the following broad cate·
Hardcover; ISBN 0·8218·2015-X; List $45; All AMS members $36; Order code gories: population genetics, evolutionary genetics, protein structure, genetic
AMSIP/14NT004
mechanisms, quantitative genetics, human genetics, and sequence motifs.
Talks by Professors D. Botstein, M.·C. King, and M. Olson outlined the great
need for statistical expertise in cutting-edge biological technology. Their stimuq-Series from a Contemporary
lating presentations offered very clear overviews of directions in important
Perspective
areas of genetic research, such as physical mapping, genetic mapping, and
functional genetics.
Mourad E. H. Ismail, University of South Florida, Tampa, and
Distributed worldwide by the American Mathematical Society.
Dennis W. Stanton, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
1999; 313 pages; Softcover; ISBN 0·940600-47-1; List $45; Individual member
Editors
$36; All individuals $36; Order code SMBGNT004
This volume presents the proceedings of the Summer Research
Conference on q -series and related topics held at Mount Holyoke College
(Hadley, MA). Articles in the book reflect the diversity of areas that overlap
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Integration A Functional Approach
K. Bichteler, University of Texas, Austin, 7'X
"One particularly valuable aspect of the book is
that it gives a much richer discussion of Daniell's
approach to integration than is usual. Agenerous
supply of exercises is provided for each chapter. "
-ZAA
Birkhauser Advanted Texts
1998 I 202 pp. I Hardcovei I lSBt~ 3-7643-593~-~ I

$49.50

Functional Analysis

Elements of
Noncommutative Geometry

Knot Theory and
Its Applications

J.M. Gracia-Bondia, J.C. Varilly & H. Figueroa, all,

K. Murasugi, Professor Emeritus, University of Toronto,
Canada; Translated from the Japanese by B. Kurpita

V.S. Sunder, Institute of Mathematical Sciences,

"The book, written in a stimulating and original
style, will serve as a first approach to this interest-Zbl. fiir Mathematik
ing field. "

''A good text for an ambitious one-semester course
or a more leisurely one-year course.. . The discussion is lively and clearly focused, with many illustrative examples. Alarge and varied selection of
exercises ... The proofs are clear and thoughtfully
organized with all the essential details provided. "
-Mathematical Reviews

Universidad de Costa Rica, San Jose, Costa Rica

Following an introduction to the language and techniques of noncom mutative geometry, the book gives
a unified and comprehensive presentation of the
core topics and key research results drawing from
several branches of mathematics. The exposition of
the introductory material is excellent with the main
topics covered repeatedly in the text at gradually
more demanding levels of difficulty. Manyapplications to diverse fields are presented, including
index theory, foliations, number theory, particle
physics, and fundamental quantum theory. Rich in
· proofs, examples, exercises and solutions, this volume is an excellent self-study resource and a useful textbook for a graduate-level course.
Birkhauser Advanted Texts
April2000 I Approx. 650 pp. I Hardtover I ISBN 0-8176-4124-6

$59.95 (lent.)

Singular Integral Equations
R. Estrada, University of Costa Rica, San Jose, Costa
Rica & R.P. Kanwal, Pennsylvania State University,

Spectral Theory

1996, 2nd printing 1999 I 341 pp. I Hord!over
ISBN 0-8176-3B17-2I $76.50

Lie Groups Beyond
an Introduction

Birkhauser Advanted Texts
1998 I 250 pp. I Hardtover I ISBN 3-7643-5892-0 I

A.W. Knapp, State University of NY, Stony Brook, NY

Linear Algebraic Groups

''A wonderful choice of material [and] useful
ideas .. . Each chapter is followed by a long collection of problems [that] are interesting and enlightening... The exposition ... is very careful and complete... This book is delightful [and] would make
a fine text for a second graduate course. "
-Bulletin of the AMS
Progress in Mothemolits, Vol. 140
1996 I 602 pp. I Hordtover I ISBN 0-8176-3926-8 I

$49.50

University Park, PA

Differentiable Manifolds

This is the first modern text to exclusively treat singular integral equations, progressing systematically
from basic concepts of the classical theory to the
more difficult two-dimensional problems. The book
discusses applications to a variety of fields, including potential theory, mechanics, fluid dynamics,
wave scattering, statistics, and population dynamics. Featuring extensive examples, illustrations,
and problem sets, it will serve as an ideal text for
a beginning graduate level course or for self-study
in a variety of scientific disciplines.
2000 I 440 pp. I Hord10ver I ISBN 0-817 6-4085-1

A First Course

J.J. Gray, The Open University, Milton Keynes, U.K

"Contains an amazing wealth of material...
Written with accurate historical perspective and
clear exposition, this book is truly hard to put
down. "
-Zbl. fiir Mathematik (on the first edition)
2000 I 384 pp., 36 illus. I Hardtover I ISBN 0-8176-3837-7

$64.95

Birkhauser Advanted Texts
1998 I 160 pp. I Hardtover I ISBN 3-7643-5816-5 I

Birkhiiuser
Bost on · Basel · Berlin

TO ORDER:
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FAX:
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$44.50
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'fin efficient, accessible, and self-contained introduction to affine algebraic groups... Includes exercises and... is certainly usable by graduate students
as a text or for self-study."
-Mathematical Reviews

E. Kunz, University of Regensburg, Germany
''A very clear and methodically excellent introduction [with j carefully selected exercises ... Each
chapter starts with a brief, but satisfying motivation and ends with detailed references ...and some
historical remarks." -Mathematical Reviews
1985, 5th printing 2000 I 250 pp. I Hardtover
ISBN 0-81 76-3065-1 I $49.50

Basic Ergodic Theory

Linear Differential Equations
and Group Theory from
Riemann to Poincare

The Netherlands

Introduction to Commutative
Algebra and Algebraic
Geometry

Birkhauser Advonted Texts
1993, 3rd printing 1999 I 394 pp. I Hardtover
ISBN 0-8176-3626-9 I $65.00

M.G. Nadkami, University of Mumbai, India
''An extremely clear and careful account of a large
body of material. There are illuminating exercises
and examples, as well as historical asides and an
index. The book is...a pleasure to read and is high-Zbl. fiir Mathematik
ly recommended. "

Second Edition
T.A. Springer, Mathematics Institute, Utrecht,

$64.95

''An interesting, stimulating and pleasant reading
book [with] an intelligent equilibrium between
-Zbl. fiir Mathematik
rigor and informal. "

Second Edition

$49.50

Progress in Mathemalits, Vol. 9
1998 I 350 pp., 12 illus. I Hardtover I ISBN 0-8176-4021-5

L. Conlon, Washington University, St. Louis, MO

$69.95

Second Edition

Chennm; India
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A Different Era of Advertising
"Are you looking for mental whetstones?" the advertisement asked. "It is well
known that one mind may sharpen itself against another. The results are abundantly evident at Battelle Columbus and Battelle Northwest: Young, untried men
work with scientists of established stature. Both gain."
The advertisement, which appeared in the August 196 7 issue of the Notices,
called for the "truly superior ones" to apply for research positions at the Battelle Memorial Institute. The fact that in the 1960s the Notices carried many
such advertisements illustrates the impact of the post-Sputnik science boom
on the job market for mathematicians. Consulting firms, computer manufacturers, oil companies, defense contractors, government agencies, and others
fairly begged mathematicians to apply.
Metaphors like "mental whetstones" seem to indicate a somewhat desperate desire to stand out from the crowd. One full-page advertisement from Douglas Missile and Space Systems Division, which ran in the June 1965 issue, tried
to get readers' attention by displaying two series, 1 - + ~ - + ... and
1 + + ~ + +.... "Which series would you select to represent an approach to
your professional goals?" the advertisement asked. The question was evidently
not rhetorical, for it is answered, "Obviously the one that converges on your
goals." That the question and its answer might leave some readers saying
"Huh?" did not seem to enter the minds of the copywriters.
Other advertisements stated the obvious. "Strangely enough, few [employment advertisements] say much about work," earnestly stated an October 1965
ad from the Center for Naval Analyses (CNA). "Since work is the main purpose
of employment, we'd like to say merely that the Center for Naval Analyses of
The Franklin Institute employs operations and systems analysts, mathematicians, physical scientists, and research engineers ... ."
The wordiness of many of the advertisements is striking, as is the frank
expectation that all candidates would be male. "Westinghouse-Baltimore is
seeking a man to lead the mathematics section of the Electronics Division," reads
the opening sentence of an advertisement in the April1961 issue. Another ad
from CNA, in the April 1966 issue, had a photograph of two people doing
calculations. In case one does not notice they are both male, the text points
this out: "On the blackboard before these men is a part of the mathematical
model they are developing .... "
As the Vietnam War escalated, the fact that many of the advertisers were
defense research organizations or contractors began to raise concerns among
mathematicians. The advertising section of the June 1967 issue carried an appeal, clearly marked as a "paid announcement", signed by 43 mathematicians.
"Mathematicians: Job opportunities in war work are announced in the Notices,
the Society's Employment Register, and elsewhere," the appeal stated. "We
urge you to regard yourselves as responsible for the uses to which your talents are put. We believe this responsibility forbids putting mathematicians in
the service of this cruel war." The appeal was repeated in subsequent issues,
and by its appearance in the August 1968 issue there were around 350 signatories. Also by that time the number of employment advertisements was
markedly down, though whether the appeal caused the decrease is not clear.
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Commentary
In My Opinion

Face to Face: Teachers
and Mathematidans
Fame rarely visits the mathematician. While the names
Beethoven, Rembrandt, and Einstein are household words,
only those most interested in our field recognize the names
of Cauchy or Weierstrass. We have no Hall of Fame, no Nobel
Prize, and when a team does well in the International Mathematical Olympiad, the press hardly blinks.
Why is the work of the mathematician so hidden from
public view? Part of the reason is that it is difficult to explain most advances in mathematics to people with only
general knowledge. But we can go a bit deeper. It's not just
the results of mathematics that the public has trouble relating to. It's also the act of creating mathematics. This is
partly because, of all the arts, mathematics is perhaps the
best at concealing itself. Mathematical thought is ripest
when all traces of the struggle to achieve insight have been
obliterated, when the result appears as if it has sprung full
grown from its creator's head. It is difficult to recognize
the product as the result of an intellectual struggle.
This is one of the most significant obstacles faced by
the students of mathematics, who are striving to assimilate results created by others. They must unfold the carefully wrapped package that is a mathematical idea.
The classical work of Poincare, Hadamard, Polya, Hardy,
and others provides us with examples of mathematicians
who were also gifted at revealing their art to the public. But
there is no particular reason why someone whose talent
lies in obtaining mathematical results should also have a
talent for illuminating their results or taking others through
the process by which they were obtained. For these are not
mathematical processes. They do not partake, for example, of the ineluctable nature of mathematical truth. Different people acquire an understanding of mathematics in
different ways.
Happily, mathematicians are not always called upon to
make their work accessible outside the profession. However, there is one activity which most mathematicians engage in almost daily and which involves helping others acquire an understanding of mathematics. This is the activity
of teaching. If it is to be more than the delivery of cut-anddried results, teaching must involve the stimulation of a
creative process in the learner. To be a good teacher, one
must examine one's own thought processes and how they
relate to those of the students. This sometimes involves a
recapitulation of the creative process. We must recognize
that a knowledge of mathematics does not automatically
imply the ability to convey that knowledge to others. This
is the task of the teacher, and it requires an effort separate and distinct from that of thinking mathematically.
APRIL

2000

Too often the good mathematician turns out not to be
the good teacher. Neither is the good teacher always the
good mathematician. Oddly, the two often work in close
proximity, but back to back. Can we turn them around? Only
if each community recognizes that it has something to learn
from the other.
For example, mathematicians can sometimes learn about
teaching from people in their own education departments.
Now it is certainly not true that anyone on the faculty of
a school of education will know how to teach: those faculties suffer from publish-or-perish as much as others, and
the good teacher of teachers sometimes will not get tenure.
But there are many people in schools of education who understand well and have thought deeply about how to communicate with students.
Another place to look for knowledge about teaching is
the local high school or elementary school. Teachers on the
precollege level are not used to talking about what they
do; they're rarely asked. But good teachers possess deep
wisdom about what it means to know mathematics and how
to recognize whether the student has heard what you intended to say.
Better still than simply taking a lesson would be seeking-or constructing-situations in which mathematicians,
teacher educators, and teachers can sit together and learn
from each other. There has been much talk recently about
the participation of mathematicians in education, and
there have been some rather heavy-handed attempts by
mathematicians to dictate curriculum and even methodology. More success would come from a more open approach, one through which mathematicians and educators might learn from each other, working together to
explore aspects of mathematics that emerge in the classroom.
For we are not talking just about fame here. And we are
not talking just about classrooms. We are talking about the
role of the mathematician in society. We can let this role be
assigned by our institutional structures and unconscious
prejudices, or we can choose it carefully and consciously.
I hope we follow the latter course.
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letters to the Editor

lates to others'. An edited version of
this material (of course emphasizing
its "interdisciplinary" aspects), together with an adequate bibliography, might be collected and
made available on the Web under the auspices of the AMS or
NSF or both, thus serving as a
first approximation to the document that I have in mind.
-Robert Hermann
Brookline,MA

Letters to the Editor
Interdisciplinary Mathematics
I hope that the December 1999 issue
of the Notices is evidence that the mathematical world is at long last seriously
recognizing the importance of research
and development of "interdisciplinary
mathematics"! I have been involved
with this since my experience working
at Lincoln Laboratory in 1959 and have
seen at least some of my work become
of utility in control theory, mechanics, and physics. For the past five years
I have been trying to integrate some of
the mathematics I know with developments in computer science.
I would like to make a modest suggestion. In my interactions over the
years with scientists and engineers, I
have noticed their difficulty in obtaining information about the frontiers of
mathematical research in a condensed
and intuitive form which might be useful in their work. Might something of
this nature be made available on a Web
site?
One way to do this that has occurred
to me might be to piggy-back on the
grant applications which most of us
write throughout our career. As part of
this algorithm, one usually writes a description of past work and how it re438

der to illustrate the obvious progress,
one can mention a variety of examples.
Among these are the justification of
the Boltzman ergodic conjecture for
certain classes of systems, the discovery of Anosov systems, time series
analysis, etc. Moreover, on the basis
of deterministic chaos theory it is
possible now to describe such physical
phenomena as self-organization and
pattern formation, to quantify the fractality, and so on. Why should this area
not be developed by mathematicians?

(Received November 22,
1999)

-Alexander Loskutov
Serge Rybalko
Moscow State University

Chaos Theory: Present
and Future
We were quite surprised by
the opinion column of
Steven Krantz (Notices,
October 1998), "See No Evil, Hear No
Evil, Speak No Evil", in which Krantz in
particular claimed that "there is not
one example of any scientific problem
that has been solved (not just described)
using [chaos theory]." Indeed, there are
plenty of popular "near-science" publications where authors sometimes
adduce highly dubious and speculative
conclusions that seemingly follow from
the mathematical theory of chaotic phenomena. In the history of science this
frequently happens: One can mention
cybernetics, singularity theory, and
synergetics, where similar inferences
have been posted. See also the letter by
David Ruelle entitled "Achievements
of Chaos Theory", Notices, March 1999.
In our opinion, the main problem
raised by Krantz concerns the social attitudes in a mathematical society. The
example with a theater is very beautiful,
but it is necessary to note that among
dramatic and theater critics there are
authorities whose opinions are much
more important than those of an ordinary audience. Moreover, the theater
directors sometimes direct their performances despite the critics: they are
artists and have their own attitudes.
How many mathematicians have proclaimed a new paradigm and a new
world picture? At the same time, mathematicians who deal with physical problems know quite well that methods of
chaos theory have been successfully
applied in many fields of physics. In or-
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FYI Item "BMS Report on
Institutes"
As a member of the panel commissioned by the Board on Mathematical
Sciences of the National Research
Council, I write to correct several
inaccuracies in the "For your information" note by Allyn Jackson entitled
"BMS Report on Institutes" in the
December 1999 issue of the Notices.
First of all, the panel was told from the
start that its task was to be totally
independent of the re-competition
process for existing NSF-supported
mathematical institutes. Second, I
recall no support whatsoever from
panel members for an Oberwolfachstyle U.S. conference center. Third, the
panel strongly urged the preservation
of funds for principal investigator
grants. Finally, the panel's recommendation of consideration of two new
sorts of institutes was made with the
explicit caveat that such institutes
should be funded with new funds and
not drain scarce resources from existing NSF research programs. Indeed, the
report states in its Executive Summary
and repeats in its Recap and Closing
Comments the following statement,
italicized both times for additional emphasis: "[T]he committee strongly
believes that it would not be in the best
interest of either the mathematical
sciences community or society as a
whole to transfer funding from existing mathematical sciences individual
(principal investigator) research grant
programs to funding for existing or
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Letters to the Editor

additional mathematical sciences
institutes."
-Eric M. Friedlander
Northwestern University
(Received December 10, 1999)
Federal Funding for Basic
Research

In her opinion column "Opinion and
Responsibility" (Notices, December
1999), Mary Beth Ruskai raises an
important point. It appears that my
essay "The Immigration Law of 1990
and Its Effects" (Notices, August 1999)
did not adequately address whether
overall federal funding for basic
research was or was not declining
during the 1990s. The substance of this
question is too important to be left
hanging: news of healthy or of declining budgets can color perceptions on
a wide range of issues and should not
be made in error. Accordingly, I have
researched the question in more detail
than I was able to do during the preparation of the original essay.
The Office of Management and
Budget publishes historical tables of
funding by agency and funding by
function and subfunction. Of the agencies, funding to the NSF has been the
statistic habitually employed in the
mathematical community to gauge
federal commitment to our discipline.
Of the functions and subfunctions of
federal outlays, Sub function 2 51,
"General science and basic research",
most closely aligns with basic research
as Ruskai defines it. Funding to the NSF
occupies the lion's share of the appropriations gathered into this
subfunction; funding for the Space
Program, NIH, and many other federal
technical programs do not appear
there at all. In addition, the portion of
NSF funding that is devoted to education does not appear in Function
250 at all, but rather in Function 500.
An examination of NSF funding and
Sub function 2 51 funding, both in constant dollars and as a fraction of the
Gross Domestic Product, reveals
surges in the 1960s and declines in the
1970s. Both accounts, as a fraction of
GDP, have been holding their own
through the 1980s and '90s: that for
the NSF holding at about 75% of its
post-Sputnik levels, and that for Subfunction 2 51 holding at about half. In
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constant dollars both accounts have
had healthy growth during the past
two decades. In fact, in constant dollars each account was at an all-time
high in 1998, the last year the tables
provided by the OMB are not qualified
with the word "estimate". Those who
wish to check the work should begin
their navigations at http: //w3.
access. gpo. gov/usbudget/ and at
http://www.bea.doc.gov/bea/dn/
gdp 1 ev. htm.
In all, the assertion in my essay of
August 1999 holds, though for reasons
not properly presented there. The evidence is little short of overwhelming
that federal funding for basic research
was not declining in the 1990s. The declines happened twenty years earlier.
-Damon Scott
Rochester, NY
(Received December 15, 1999)

Rota Students
In regard to the two unknown Ph.D.
students of Rota mentioned on page
205 of the February Notices, I can give
the following information about one
of them, Robert L. McCabe.
He received his degree in mathematics from Boston University in 1971
with a dissertation entitled "On Distensions of Positive Operators". That
has the sound of Rota. However, in the
abstract of his dissertation a different
adviser is listed. No doubt Rota helped
him, but since Rota was not on the
faculty of Boston Unuversity, another
acted in this role. I believe that McCabe
now teaches at the University of
Massachusetts at Dartmouth, MA.
I cannot help with 0. Murru.

-WA. Beyer
Los Alamos National Laboratory

(Received February 22, 2000)
Location of joint Meetings

The selection of Washington, DC, for
the winter meeting of the American
Mathematical Society was ridiculous.
Throughout the meeting there was
ice on the streets, and the temperature
was always below the freezing point.
For those people in the Omni Shoreham Hotel, the walk to the Marriott
Hotel was a real hazard. The map that
showed the Marriott Hotel across from
the Omni Shoreham was in error.
There is no reason to select a northern or borderline site for the winter
meeting when some southern city
would be better. To refresh your memory, here are a few locations of other
winter meetings: 198 7 in San Antonio,
Texas; 1988 in Atlanta, Georgia; 1989
in Phoenix, Arizona; 1993 in San Antonio, Texas; 1996 in Orlando, Florida;
1997 in San Diego, California; 1999 in
San Antonio, Texas.
Other southern cities are possible:
namely, Miami, Florida; New Orleans,
Louisiana; and Houston, Texas.
Please schedule future winter meetings of the AMS in the Deep South. If
one wishes to visit Washington, DC, it
should be in the spring or fall.

The Notices invites letters
from readers about mathematics and mathematics-related
topics. Electronic submissions
are best. Acceptable letters are
usually limited to something
under one printed page, and
shorter letters are preferred.
Accepted letters undergo light
copyediting before publication.
See the masthead for electronic
and postal addresses for submissions.

-A. W Goodman
Tampa, Florida

(Received February 10, 2000)
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Cannonballs and
Honeycombs
Thomas C. Hales

W
Figure 1. An
optimal
arrangement
ofequalballs
is the facecentered
cubic
packing.

hen Hilbert introduced his famous list of
23 problems, he said
a test of the perfection of a mathematical problem is whether it
can be explained to the first
person in the street. Even
after a full century,
Hilbert's problems have
never been thoroughly
tested. Who has ever chatted with
a telemarketer about the Riemann hypothesis or discussed general reciprocity
laws with the family physician?
Last year a journalist from Plymouth, New
Zealand, decided to put Hilbert's 18th problem to
the test and took it to the street. Part of that problem can be phrased: Is there a better stacking of
oranges than the pyramids found at the fruit stand?
In pyramids the oranges fill just over 74% of space
(Figure 1). Can a different packing do better?
The greengrocers in Plymouth were not impressed. "My dad showed me how to stack oranges
when I was about four years old," said a grocer
named Allen. Told that mathematicians have solved
the problem after four hundred years, Allen was
asked how hard it was for him to find the best packing. "You just put one on top of the other," he said.
"It took about two seconds."
Not long after I announced a solution to the
problem, calls came from the Ann Arbor farmers
Thomas C. Hales is professor of mathematics at the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. His e-mail address is

market. "We need you down here right
away. We can stack the oranges, but
we're having trouble with the artichokes."
To me as a discrete geometer
there is a serious question behind the flippancy. Why is
the gulf so large between
intuition and proof?
Geometry taunts and defies us. For example, what
about stacking tin cans? Can
anyone doubt that parallel rows
of upright cans give the best arrangement? Could some disordered heap of cans
waste less space? We say certainly not, but the
proof escapes us. What is the shape of the cluster
of three, four, or five soap bubbles of equal volume that minimizes total surface area? We blow
bubbles and soon discover the answer but cannot
prove it. Or what about the bee's honeycomb? The
three-dimensional design of the honeycomb used
by the bee is not the most efficient possible. What
is the most efficient design?
This article will describe some recent theorems
that might have been proved centuries ago if only
our toolbag had matched our intuition in power.
This article will describe the proof that the pyramid stacking of oranges is the best possible. But
first I explain a few terms. A sphere packing always
refers to a packing by solid balls. (The subject of
sphere packings should more properly be called
ball packings.) Density is the fraction of a region
of space filled by the solid balls. If this region is
bounded, this fraction is the ratio of the volume

hales@math.lsa.umi ch.edu.
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of the balls to the volume of the region. If any ball
crosses the boundary of the region, only the part
of the ball inside the region is used. If the region
is unbounded, the density of the intersection of the
region with a ball of radius R is calculated, and the
density of the full region is defined as the lim sup
over R.

Harriot and Kepler
The pyramid stacking of oranges is known to
chemists as the face-centered cubic packing. It is
also known as the cannonball packing, because it
is commonly used for that purpose at war memorials. The oldest example I have seen is the pyramid of cannonballs from the sixteenth century
that rests in front of the City Museum of Munich.
Formulas for the number of cannonballs stacked
in mounds have been known this long. In the sixteenth century Walter Raleigh gave his mathematical assistant, Thomas Harriot, the task of finding the formula. Harriot did this without difficulty.
As Harriot grew in reputation as a scientist,
spheres became a favorite topic of his. To him,
atoms were spheres. To understand how they stack
together is to understand nature. Numbers were
spheres. In the tradition of Pythagoras, triangular
numbers are stacked like billiard balls set in a triangle. Harriot drew Pascal's triangle, but with a
sphere packing with that many spheres replacing
each number.
In 1606 Kepler complained that his recent book
on optics was based entirely on theology. He turned
for help to Harriot, who had been conducting experiments in optics for years. In fact, Harriot's
knowledge of optics was so advanced that he had
discovered Snell's law-twenty years before Snell
and forty years before Descartes. Harriot supplied
Kepler with valuable data in optics, but he also tried
to persuade Kepler that the deeper mysteries of optics would be unfolded through atomism. Unlike
Kepler, Harriot was an ardent atomist, believing
that the secrets of the universe were to be revealed
through the patterns and packings of small, spherical atoms. Kepler was skeptical. Nature abhors a
vacuum, and between the atoms lies the void.
Harriot persisted. Kepler relented. In 1611 Kepler
wrote a little booklet, The Six-Cornered Snowflake,
that influenced the direction of crystallography
for the next two centuries. This slender essay was
the "first recorded step towards a mathematical theory of the genesis of inorganic or organic form." 1
In a discussion of sphere packings he constructed
the face-centered cubic packing. Kepler asserted
that it would be "the tightest possible, so that in
no other arrangement could more pellets be stuffed
into the same container." This assertion has come
to be known as the Kepler Conjecture. It went without a proof for nearly four hundred years, until
1£. L. Whyte, in The Six-Cornered Snowflake, Oxford
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1966.
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Figure 2. There are two optimal ways to place
one layer of spheres upon another. Many
different optimal packings can be constructed
by varying the placement of each successive
layer.

August 1998, when I gave a proof with the help of
a graduate student, Samuel P. Ferguson.
Theorem (Kepler Conjecture). No packing of balls
of the same radius in three dimensions has density
greater than the face-centered cubic packing.

The face-centered cubic packing is constructed
by setting one layer of balls upon another. Each layer
is a regular pattern of balls in a grid of equilateral
triangles. But there are other sphere packings that
have exactly the same density (rr I .JIB ~ 0. 74) as
the face-centered cubic packing. The best-known
alternative is the hexagonal close-packing. Its
individual layers are identical to those of the facecentered cubic, but the layers are staggered to
produce a different global packing with the same
density (Figure 2). There is no simple list of all
packings of density rr 1.JIB, but there are many
other possibilities. The density of the packing in
space is defined as a limit, and removing one, two,
or a hundred balls from the packing will not affect
the limiting density. Nor will removing an entire infinite layer of balls.
This article gives the broad outline of the proof
of the Kepler Conjecture in the most elementary
terms possible. The proof is long (282 pages), and
every aspect of it is based on even longer computer
calculations. A jury of twelve referees has been de·
liberating on the proof since September 1998. No·
body has raised doubts about the overall correct·
ness of the proof. And yet, to my knowledge, no
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touches all three. The triangle ABD formed by the
centers is equilateral.
We now change our point of view. We view all
of the balls as arranged in planes parallel to ABD.
In each of those layers the centers of the balls repeat the pattern of the equilateral triangle ABD.
The balls of one layer should be nestled in the pockets of the layer before so that each ball rests on
three below it. The lattice this describes is the
face-centered cubic.

Figure 3. In the optimal lattice packing, a ball in
the layer above the layer shown will touch the
three balls A (or A'), B, and C.

,. -- --

.....

___

Figure 4. The linearly transformed region on
the right occupies a smaller fraction of the
equilateral triangle than the fraction inside the
unit disk.

one has made a thorough independent check of the
computer code.
Gauss
Gauss was the first to prove anything about the Kepler Conjecture. He showed that if all of the centers of the balls of a packing are aligned along the
points of a lattice, then it can do no better than the
face-centered cubic packing. Gauss's name confers
an undeserved prestige to this elementary result.
The proof takes only a few lines and requires no
calculations. In the best case it will certainly be true
that two balls will touch each other. Once two balls
touch, the lattice constraint forces the balls to
touch along long parallel strings of balls, like a thick
row of marshmallows on a roasting stick. In the
best case it will also certainly be true that two of
the long parallel beaded strings will touch. The lattice constraint forces the balls to be laid out in identical parallel plates. The centers of four balls in the
plate f orm a parallelogram, as shown in Figure 3.
The parallel plates should be set one on the other
so that the plates are as close as possible. A ball
D of the next layer is set in the pocket between
three balls A, B, C in the layer below so that it
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Thue
The two-dimensional version of Kepler's conjecture
asks for the densest packing of unit disks in the
plane. If we inscribe a disk in each hexagon in the
regular hexagonal tiling of the plane, the density
of the packing is rr I .JI2 :::; 0.9069. Thue's theorem, announced in 1890, affirms that this is the
highest density possible. There is a common misconception that the proof of Thue's theorem is not
elementary. The proof here is based on an idea of
Rogers's and does not require calculus. The ideal
presentation of this proof would be one that
develops interactively ·on the computer screen
without written words. But I never found the time
to write the computer program, and I resort to
words.
Take an arbitrary packing of the plane by
nonoverlapping disks of radius 1. We will partition
the plane into regions and will show that each region has density at most rr I .JI2. Center a larger
circle of radius 2 I J3 around each disk. Whenever
two of these large circles intersect, draw the segment between the two points of intersection and
draw two congruent isosceles triangles with this
segment as base and vertices at the centers of the
two circles. There cannot be a point interior to
three large circles. Indeed, in the extreme case,
three large circles meet at a point, the circumcenter, if the centers are the vertices of an equilateral
triangle of edge 2.
This gives our partition of space: regions outside all of the larger circles, the isosceles triangles,
and the part inside the larger circles but outside
all triangles. The regions outside all of the larger
circles have density 0, which is certainly less than
rr I .JI2. The density of the interior of the larger circles is the square 3 I4 of the ratio (1 : 21J3) of the
smaller to larger radius, again less than rr 1.JI2.
This inequality can be seen geometrically by drawing a hexagon that the small circle inscribes and
the large one circumscribes. The hexagon has density rr I .JI2, and this will be greater than the density inside the full larger circle.
To calculate the density of an isosceles triangle,
we apply a linear transformation to the triangle
(preserving ratios of areas and hence densities) to
transform it into an equilateral triangle with edge
21 J3. The transformation scales along the orthogonal axes through the base and altitude of the
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triangle and fixes the vertex v opposite the base
of the isosceles triangle. The unit circle is transformed into an ellipse. The linear transformation
preserves the lengths of the two equal edges of the
isosceles triangle. Hence the ellipse cuts those
edges at distance 1 from its center v. This
identifies all four points of intersection of two
conic sections, the ellipse and the unit circle centered at v (see Figure 4 .) Knowing these points of
intersections, we deduce that the intersection of
the ellipse with the interior of the equilateral triangle is contained in a disk of radius 1 centered
at v. In particular, the density of the equilateral triangle is increased by replacing the ellipse with a
circle of radius 1. The equilateral triangles fit together to form hexagons with inscribed disks of
radius 1. The density of these pieces is therefore
rr 1JU. This completes the proof of Thue's theorem.

Three Dimensions
We return to three dimensions to discuss the proof
of the Kepler Conjecture. To avoid the unpleasant
boundary effects caused by finite packings, we
study sphere packings that extend to all of Euclidean space. Sphere packings are determined by
a countably infinite set of parameters which give
the coordinates of the center of each sphere. It was
realized in the 1950s that it should be possible to
prove the Kepler Conjecture by looking at a finite
number of balls at a time. With this in mind, we
discuss finite clusters of balls.
Voronoi
Each ball in our packings should be painted one
solid color from a finite color set. These colors are
needed in the details of certain constructions to
resolve degeneracies, to make piecewise smooth
functions smooth, and to keep domains compact.
These colors will help me avoid oversimplifications in my exposition. But by going into details
about colors, I would obscure the main lines of the
proof of the Kepler Conjecture. So now that we have
established that the balls are colored, the reader
is free to paint all the balls black.
Let t > 1 be a real number. We define a cluster
of balls to be a set of nonoverlapping colored balls
around a fixed ball at the origin, with the property
that the ball centers have distance at most 2t from
the origin. A cluster of n balls is determined by the
3n coordinates of the centers. These coordinates
give a topology on the set C = C(t) of all clusters,
making it a compact set. Two clusters with a different number of balls or different colorings lie in
different connected components of C.
The ball at the center of the cluster is contained
in a truncated Voronoi cell. By definition the Voronoi
cell is the set of all points that lie closer to the origin than to any other ball center in the cluster. The
truncated Voronoi cell Vr(p) is the intersection of
APRIL
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Figure 5. The face-centered cubic packing is produced by
placing a ball inside each rhombic dodecahedron in the tiling.

the Voronoi cell with a ball of radius t at the origin. We have seen Voronoi cells already in the
proof of Thue's theorem without calling them that.
The regular hexagons that appear in the proof of
Thue's theorem are the Voronoi cells of the optimal packing. And the large disks, sliced at times
to form isosceles triangles, are truncated Voronoi
cells (t = 21 J3). Truncation is purely a matter of
convenience, making the volumes ofVoronoi cells
easier to estimate.
Truncated Voronoi cells give a bound on the
density of sphere packings. We place every ball of
a packing inside its truncated Voronoi cell. Voronoi
cells do not overlap; a point of intersection of two
closed Voronoi cells, being equidistant from the center of two balls, lies on the boundary of both. The
parts of space outside all truncated Voronoi cells
do not meet any balls and have density 0. The density of the packing is no greater than its densest
truncated Voronoi cell. That is, the greatest possible
volume ratio of ball to truncated Voronoi cell is an
upper bound on the density of a packing.
The Voronoi cells of the face-centered cubic
packing are identical rhombic dodecahedra, as
shown in Figure 5. Let Vfcc be the volume of the
rhombic dodecahedron. The density of the facecentered cubic packing is the ratio of the volume
of the unit ball to Vfcc :
4rr l 3
Vfcc

=

~ ""' 0.74.

JIB

The most distant vertices of the rhombic dodecahedron are J2 from the center. Thus, if t;:: JZ,
then truncation has no effect. If t < JZ, then the
truncation cuts into the rhombic dodecahedron and
destroys the relation between its volume and our
target rr I JIB. We fix the truncation at t = J2, its
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smallest useful value. The truncation now fixed, we
drop t from the notation and write V(p) = Vr(p).
The minimum volume of a Voronoi cell (either
untruncated or truncated at t = .J2) was recently
determined by Sean McLaughlin. For this result he
was awarded the AMS-MAA-SIAM Morgan Prize in
January 2000. It confirms a conjecture made by
L. Fejes T6th nearly sixty years ago.

Theorem (McLaughlin). The volume of the Voronoi
cell of a sphere packing of a cluster p is uniquely minimized by a regular dodecahedron of inradius 1.
The cluster of balls that gives the regular dodecahedron is a cluster with one ball at the center
and twelve additional balls tangent to the one at
the center, placed at the centers of the faces of the
regular dodecahedron.
The ratio of the volume of the unit ball to the
volume of the regular dodecahedron is an upper
bound on the density of a sphere packing. This
upper bound is about 0.75. In two dimensions the
Voronoi cell of minimal volume is the regular hexagon, and it tiles the plane to form the optimal
packing. In three dimensions the Voronoi cell of
minimal volume no longer tiles. The locally optimal figure, the dodecahedron, no longer corresponds to the globally optimal figure, the tiling by
rhombic dodecahedra. This is the source of complications in the proof of the Kepler Conjecture.
We add a correction term f to the minimization
of the volume of Voronoi cells; namely, we define
a continuous function f on C and consider the
minimization problem

~n (vol(V(p)) + f(p)).
We say that f is fcc-compatible if the minimum of
vol(V(p)) + f(p) is Vfcc. the volume of the rhombic
dodecahedron.
Let/\ be the set of centers of the balls in a general packing. For ,\ E /\ consider the cluster of
balls centered at distance at most 2t = 2v'2 from
,\.Translating the cluster to the origin, we obtain
a cluster P?. in C. Let AR = /\ n BR be the set of all
centers within distance R of the origin. We say that
f is transient if

L

f(p;>..) = o(R 3 ).

AEAR

Assume that f is fcc-compatible and transient.
By summing
Vfcc ::;

vol(V(p)) + f(p)

over i\R, we obtain

Divide by R3 vrcc to get the density of a packing inside a ball of radius R.
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-

4rr /3

::; - -

Vfcc

+ o(1) =

-

rr

JIB

+ o(1).

Taking the limit as R tends to oo, we obtain the
bound rr I JIB on the density of the packing.
That shows that the whole proof of the Kepler
Conjecture follows if a transient fcc-compatible
function f can be found. To establish fcc-compatibility, an extremely difficult nonlinear optimization problem on C must be solved. We select the
function f with transience in mind, so that transience is automatically satisfied.
Fejes T6th

Do correction terms with the required properties
exist? The evidence suggests that they exist in
abundance. The first correction term was proposed byL. Fejes T6thin 1953, but his clusters were
much larger than those used here. His clusters
contain so many balls that fcc-compatibility has
never been established. Nevertheless, his proposal
represents a significant advance, because it gave
the first evidence that the Kepler Conjecture could
be solved through an optimization problem in a
finite number of variables. He proposed in 1964
that computers might be used to determine the
minimum. Thus, the general strategy of a proof was
set.
The correction terms f are based on a careful
study of the local geometry of sphere packings.
Fejes T6th's correction term f(p) has the form

L a(p, q)v(q),
q

with q running over all centers of balls in the cluster p within a fixed distance of the center of the
cluster. The term v(q) is the volume of a truncated2 Voronoi cell centered at q . The constants
a(p, q) sum to zero, Lp a(p, q) = 0, for all clusters
p in a packing. This zero-sum condition leads to
a cancellation of the terms in L. f(p), and hence to
the transience of f. This correction term illustrates
the general correction term strategy: f is constructed as sums of volumes that are added at p
and subtracted again at q. The sum L. f(p) behaves
like the telescoping series 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + ... , and
each term of the sum is swallowed by the next in
its path. Transience results from this cancellation
of terms.
Of course, there is no need for the volumes that
are shuffled between p and q to be Voronoi cells.
One of many other possibilities is known as the Delaunay decomposition. In that decomposition an
edge is drawn between two centers of balls if their
Voronoi cells share a face. These edges form simplices, known as Delaunay simplices, and the simplices partition space.
When asked to name the most difficult part of
the proof of the Kepler Conjecture, I answer
2A different truncation constant is used in this approach.
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without hesitation that it was the design of the decomposition of space implicit in f. I had worked
with Voronoi cells without success and had also
tried Delaunay simplices. Both approaches became
complicated beyond my ability to understand them.
My progress stopped. Finally, one day in November 1994 I realized how to combine the two approaches into a hybrid decomposition that retained the best features of each. From that day on,
I never waivered in my confidence that the Kepler
Conjecture would eventually be solved by the hybrid approach.
Hybrid correction terms are extremely flexible
and easy to construct, and soon Samuel Ferguson
and I realized that every time we encountered difficulties in solving the minimization problem, we
could adjust f to skirt the difficulty. The function
fbecame more complicated, but with each change
we cut months-or even years-from our work.
This incessant fiddling was unpopular with my
colleagues. Every time I presented my work in
progress at a conference, I was minimizing a different function. Even worse, the correction function in my early papers differs from the one in the
final papers, and this required me to go back and
patch the old papers. The correction function did
not become fixed until it came time for Ferguson
to defend his thesis, and we finally felt obligated
to stop tampering with it. However, if I were torevise the proof to produce a simpler one, the first
thing I would do would be to change the correction function once again. It is the key to a simple
proof.

Closeness is determined by a parameter3 T E (2, T) . If two
ball centers have distance at most Tfrom
the origin and distance at most Tfrom
each other, we draw
a circular arc on the
unit ball at the origin
connecting the two
unit direction vectors
pointing to the two
ball centers (Figure

Combinatorial Structures
With fa fixed transient function, the only remaining problem is the minimization problem: show that
the corrected volume F(p) = vol(V(p)) + f(p), for
p E C, is at least the volume Vfcc of the rhombic dodecahedron. The space of clusters Cis so complicated that we cannot minimize F directly. We associate with each cluster p E C a planar graph that
identifies the most prominent geometrical features of the cluster. Next, we give a lower bound
on the value of F(p) that depends only on the combinatorial structure of this planar graph. In most
cases the combinatorial lower bound on F(p) is
greater than Vfcc . as desired. The combinatorial
approximation to F(p) is rather crude, and sometimes it fails to give the lower bound we want. By
means of a computer search we can generate all planar graphs for which the combinatorial lower bound
on F(p) is less than Vfcc· If F(p) < Vfcc . the planar
graph of p must appear on this computer-generated list of possibilities. This list contains about
5,000 planar graphs.
The planar graph of a cluster p is easy to construct. Each edge of the graph corresponds to pairs
of balls that are close to the ball at the origin and
that are close to each other. Set T = 4..j3[7"" 2.618 .

cross.
Figure 7. This configuration must be
The planar graph excluded because it produces
-or more accu- overlapping edges on the unit sphere.
rately, the spherical
graph-associated
with a cluster p is the one formed by this system
of arcs on the unit sphere. For example, the planar graph associated with the face-centered cubic
packing is an alternating pattern of equilateral triangles and squares, with two triangles and two
squares meeting at every vertex. The planar graph
associated with the regular dodecahedral cluster
is the icosahedral graph with twenty triangles
arranged five to a vertex.
In the complement of this collection of arcs on
the unit sphere, we call the closure of each connected component a standard region. In simple
cases, these standard regions are just spherical
polygons on the unit sphere. But in general they
may be much more complicated. The most difficult estimates in the proof of the Kepler Conjecture are those that establish that the complicated
standard regions are never optimal. This is done
by making a combinatorial approximation to the
minimization problem. We calculate a lower bound
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These circular
arcs do not meet, ex- Figure 6. A tetrahedron cuts out a
cept at their end- spherical triangle on the unit sphere.
points. In fact, this is
why we require that
T < T . If T = T, we
have the configuration of ball centers
'
/
shown in Figure 7.
'
/
''
The edges all have
/
/
''
length 2 or T , and
/
B
'
the edges of length
T are marked with
0~------~--------~
heavy lines . The
''I
/ /
edges A and B give
crossing arcs on the
''
I
/
'
/
sphere at the origin
'' I
0 . For any smaller T,
the arcs cannot

',

'

II!
I

/

/

///

/

/

3 We use T = 2. 51, but this is rather arbitrary.
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on F(p) that depends only on the combinatorial
structure of the planar graph associated with p.
Most of my time between 1995 and 1998 was
spent working out a proof of these combinatorial
lower bounds. Already in 1994 I knew what the
bounds should be, but the proofs eluded me. The
primary difficulty was with standard regions with
a large number of sides. As the number of sides
increased, the dimension became too large for me
to handle.
The eventual proof was shaped by the capabilities of computers. If computers had been more
powerful, the proof might be drastically shorter.
If computers had been less powerful, I would still
be working toward a solution. As a result of the
development of computers, the proof of the Kepler
Conjecture fifty years from now will likely be entirely different from what it is today.
A simple heuristic told me what I could get
from a computer. My computer was generally able
to prove statements about a single tetrahedron, but
failed to prove anything about more complicated
geometrical objects. In other words, my computer
could tell me about the six-dimensional space parametrizing the edge lengths of a tetrahedron but
was too slow to handle seven dimensions. Given
that the Kepler Conjecture is an optimization problem in about seventy variables, I found this limitation to be a frustrating one. The challenge of the
problem was to come to a thoroughly six-dimensional understanding of a seventy-dimensional
space.
5,000 Cases
In some cases the crude combinatorial bounds
were not good enough. One case turned out to be
far more intricate than the others, and it became
the subject of Ferguson's thesis. The remaining
4,999 or so planar graphs were analyzed individually. For each there is a large-scale nonlinear optimization problem to be solved. Minimize F(p)
subject to the constraint that the cluster be associated with the given planar graph. Nonlinear optimization problems of this size can be hopelessly
difficult to solve rigorously. We might easily have
come this close to a solution only to be thwarted
in our attempts by nonlinearities. But a new observation carries us forward: the large-scale structure of the problem is linear and can be solved by
linear programming methods.
The large-scale linearities of the problem can
best be understood by turning back to the problem, solved by McLaughlin, of minimizing the volume of a truncated Voronoi cell. Here there is no
correction term; that is, f = 0. To further simplify
the exposition, let us assume that there is no truncation, so that the full Voronoi cell lies inside a ball
of radiu s .J2 at the origin. We divide the Voronoi
cell into simplices according to some convenient
scheme. To fix our attention, here is one possibil-
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ity. Drop a perpendicular from each face (at a point
on the face we will call v) to the center of the
Voronoi cell. Drop a perpendicular from each edge
(at a point w) of the face to v. The vertices of a simplex are the center of the Voronoi cell, the point
v on the face, the point w on the edge of the face,
and finally either endpoint of the edge. These simplices partition the Voronoi cell.
Instead of minimizing the volume of the Voronoi
cell directly, we can introduce variables Xi representing the volumes of the individual simplices. We
minimize the sum of the Xi (which is certainly linear in Xi), subject to the constraint that the pieces
fit together. The assembly constraints are all linear. There are constraints of the form z = z' (which
is linear in z and z ' ), where z is the length of an
edge of a simplex and z' is the length of a matching edge of a second simplex that shares an edge
with the first. There are constraints of the form
oc1 + ocz + ... + ock = 2rr (linear in OCi) that stipulate
that the dihedral angles of the simplices around
an internal edge should sum to 2rr, and there are
similar linear constraints for edges that lie on a face
of the Voronoi cell. The problem becomes a massive linear programming problem.
There is a flaw in this argument: there are unavoidable nonlinear constraints. The volumes Xi
and the dihedral angles OCi are nonlinear functions
of the edge lengths of a simplex. Nevertheless, the
large-scale structure of the problem is linear. The
nonlinear relations are the relations that hold for
a simplex in isolation. These nonlinearities involve
a small number of variables and can be treated by
computer according to the heuristic principle enunciated above that the computer can tell us whatever we want to know about a single simplex. In
particular, the computer verifies inequalities between volumes, dihedral angles, and edge lengths
that can be used as linear substitutes for the nonlinear relations.
If we now go back to the Kepler Conjecture, so
that the correction term f is nonzero, the large-scale
structure of the problem is still linear. In fact, the
function f is defined geometrically as a linear combination of volumes. Knowing that linear programs
would be an essential part of the proof, I was careful to choose a function f adapted to that end. By
breaking larger objects into smaller objects, we can
express the minimization problem in terms of simple quantities such as areas of spherical triangles
and volumes of simplices, subject to linear assembly constraints. All nonlinearities of the problem are confined to a small number of variables.
Linear Programs
The linear part of the problem was solved with a
linear programming package. A typical linear optimization problem involves about 200 variables
and perhaps 2,000 constraints. I estimate that
nearly 105 linear programming problems of this
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size were solved as part of the solution. This is a
small calculation in comparison with industrial
applications of linear programming.
Some variables represent distances between
balls in various finite clusters of balls. Other variables represent dihedral angles, volumes, solid angles, and corrected volumes ofVoronoi cells. Some
constraints express geometric relations between
the variables. Other constraints restrict the lengths
and angles so that physically realistic packings of
balls are obtained. The linear programming problems minimize the corrected volume subject to
these constraints. By checking that in every case
the corrected volume is greater than the volume
of the rhombic dodecahedron, the Kepler Conjecture is proved.

Figure 8.1n 1964 a cell (right) was discovered that is more
efficient than the bee's honeycomb (left).

Honeycombs
If we turn to the next page after the Kepler Conjec-

ture in Kepler's Six-Cornered Snowflake, we find a discussion of the structure of the bee's honeycomb.
The rhombic dodecahedron was discovered by
Kepler through close observation of the honeycomb.
The honeycomb is a six-sided prism sealed at one end
by three rhombi. By sealing the other end with three
additional rhombi, the honeycomb cell is transformed into the rhombic dodecahedron.
During the eighteenth century, mathematicians
made extensive studies of the isoperimetric properties of the honeycomb and believed the honeycomb to be the most efficient design possible. For
example, in 1743 C. MacLaurin in his investigation
of the rhombic bases of the honeycomb concluded,
"The cells, by being hexagonal, are the most capacious, in proportion to their surface, of any regular figures that leave no interstices between them,
and at the same time admit of the most perfect
bases." However, the obvious answer provided by
the honeybee turned out to be incorrect. Upsetting
the prevailing opinion, L. Fejes T6th discovered that
the three-dimensional honeycomb cell is not the
most economical (Figure 8). The most economical
form has never been determined.
The cannonball packing of balls leads to honeycomb cells. It is also related to more general
foam problems. If we tile space with hollow rhombic dodecahedra and imagine that each has walls
made of a flexible soap film, we have an example
of a foam.
Kelvin
The problem of foams, first raised by Lord Kelvin,
is easy to state and hard to solve. How can space
be divided into cavities of equal volume so as to
minimize the surface area of the boundary? The
rhombic dodecahedral example is far from optimal.
Kelvin proposed the following solution. Truncated
octahedra fill space (see Figure 9). In fact, their
cross-sections are regular octagons, and the octagons tile the plane except for square holes. Each
truncated octahedron contains square plugs, so
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Figure 9. Kelvin conjectured that the optimal partition of
space into equal volumes is obtained by warping the tiling of
space by truncated octahedra.

that the next layer of octahedra plugs the square
holes of the previous layer.
Kelvin found that by warping the faces of the
truncated octahedra ever so slightly, he could obtain a foam with smaller surface area than the
cells of the truncated octahedra. This was Kelvin's
proposed solution. It satisfies the conditions
Plateau discovered for minimal soap bubbles.
Everyone seemed satisfied with Kelvin's solution;
only a proof of optimality was missing.
Kelvin and his supporters were wrong, as the
physicists D. PhelanandR. Weaire showed in 1994.
They produced a foam with cavities of equal volume with a considerably smaller surface area than
the Kelvin foam. The Phelan-Weaire foam contains
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Figure 10. In 1994 R. Phelan and D. Weaire found this
counterexample to the conjecture of Kelvin stated in
the caption of Figure 9.

/
Q) - - - - -0

I

Pappus

Figure 11. The centers of the Phelan-Weaire cells are
located at the corners, at the marks on the faces, and
at the center of the cube.

two different types of cavities, one with 14 sides,
the other with 12. (See Figure 10.) Imagine a cube
with a small ball at each vertex and one in the center. Add two balls to each face as shown in Figure
11. Form the Voronoi cells around each ball, adjusted so that they all have the same volume. If one
warps the faces of this configuration ever so
slightly, the Phelan-Weaire counterexample to
Kelvin's conjecture is obtained.
A finite version of the problem might be more
tractable. What shape minimizes surface area if the
foam contains only finitely many bubbles of equal
volume? If there is a single bubble, the problem is
the classical isoperimetric problem. The sphere
uniquely minimizes the area of a surface enclosing a given volume. The problem of two bubbles,
448
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known as the double bubble conjecture, was solved
only recently by J. Hass, M. Hutchings, and
R. Schlafy.4 The problem for more than two bubbles is still unsolved.
The Kepler Conjecture and the Kelvin problem
are both special cases of a more general foam
problem. Phelan and Weaire ask us to imagine that
the soapy film walls have a measurable thickness.
We interpolate between the Kepler and Kelvin problems with a parameter w (measuring the wetness
of the film) that gives the fraction of space filled
by the thick film walls, and 1 - w is the fraction
filled by the cavities. If the foam is perfectly dry,
then w = 0 and the film walls are surfaces. The
Kelvin problem asks for the most efficient design.
When the foam becomes sufficiently wet, w is
close to 1 and the cavities of the foam can be independently molded. The isoperimetric inequality
dictates that they minimize surface area by forming into perfect spheres. The Kepler problem asks
for the smallest value of w for which every cavity
is a perfect sphere.
R. Weaire was writing a book on sphere packings
when I finished the proof of the Kepler Conjecture,
and we began to correspond. Under his influence,
I turned to the planar version of the foam problem.
This problem goes back over two thousand years.
What is the most efficient partition of the plane into
equal areas? The Honeycomb Conjecture asserts
that the answer is the regular hexagonal honeycomb.

AMS

Around 36 B.C. the Roman scholar Marcus Terentius Varro wrote a book on agriculture in which he
discusses the hexagonal form of the bee's honeycomb. There were two competing theories of the
hexagonal structure. One theory held that the hexagons better accommodated the bee's six feet. The
other theory, supported by the mathematicians of
the day, was that the structure was explained by
the isoperimetric property of the hexagonal honeycomb. Varro writes, "Does not the chamber in the
comb have six angles ...The geometricians prove
that this hexagon inscribed in a circular
figure encloses the great est amount of space."
This ancient proof has been lost, unless it was
the proof presented a few centuries later by Pappus of Alexandria in the preface to his fifth book.
The argument in Pappus is incomplete. In fact, it
involves nothing more than a comparison of three
suggestive cases. It was known to the Pythagoreans that only three regular polygons tile the plane:
the triangle, the square, and the hexagon. Pappus
states that if the same quantity of material is used
for the constructions of these figures, it is the
hexagon that will be able to hold more honey.
4 The double bubble conj ecture, Electron. Res. Announc.
Amer. Math. Soc. 1 (1995), no. 3, 98- 102.
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Pappus's reason for restricting his attention to the
three regular polygons that tile are not mathematical (bees avoid dissimilar figures) . He also excludes gaps between the cells of the honeycomb
without mathematical argument. If the cells are not
contiguous, "foreign matter could enter the interstices between them and so defile the purity of their
produce."S
In 1943 L. Fejes T6th gave a proof of the Honeycomb Conjecture under the hypothesis that all
the cells are convex polygons. He stated that the
general conjecture had "resisted all attempts at
proving it." In 1999 I found the first general proof.

Theorem (Honeycomb Conjecture). Any partition
of the plane into regions of equal area has perimeter at least that of the regular hexagonal honeycomb
tiling.
The main ingredient of the proof is a new
isoperimetric inequality which has the regular
hexagon as its unique minimum.
My expectations of mathematics have been
shaped by the Kepler Conjecture. I have come to
expect every theorem to be a monumental effort.
I was psychologically unprepared for the light
20-page proof of the Honeycomb Conjecture. It
makes no significant use of computers and took
less than six months to complete. In contrast with
the years of forced labor that gave the proof of the
Kepler Conjecture, I felt as if I had won a lottery.
The honeycomb problem is preparation for the
real challenge, the Kelvin problem. What is the
most efficient partition of space into equal volumes? Is it the Phelan-Weaire foam?
In this year of renewed interest in Hilbert's
problems, many mathematicians are proposing
new lists of problems. My submission to Hilbert's
millenniallist is the Kelvin problem. It has a rich
history. Its solution will require new ideas from geometric measure theory. Frank Morgan predicts that
the Kelvin problem might take a century to be
solved. For starters: Does an optimal solution exist?

About the Cover

The mathematical structure of the hexagonal honeycomb has intrigued humankind for
over two thousand years. Pappus attributes
great wisdom to bees for choosing the hexagonal form for the cells in the honeycomb. The
theme of the sagacity of the bees is repeated
throughout the centuries, and the bee in Arabian Nights asserts that "Euclid himself could
learn from studying the geometry of my cells."
Mathematicians, as early as the first century
B.C., have remarked on the efficiency of the design of the honeycomb. As the Roman scholar
Marcus Terentius Varro expressed it, "The geometricians prove that this hexagon inscribed in
a circular figure encloses the greatest amount
of space." This isoperimetric property of the
honeycomb has continued to intrigue mathematicians today. The article "Cannonballs and
Honeycombs" describes a modern version of
this ancient observation in two dimensions.
In three dimensions, the bee's honeycomb is
not the most efficient design possible, as was
shown by L. Fejes T6th (see page 447).
-T. C. H.
"Bees on a Honeycomb". Photograph by Peter
Poulides for Tony Stone Images.
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Communications Security
for the Twenty-first Century:
The Advanced Encryption
Standard
Susan Landau
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"Standing the 'Test <f>f Time: The .Data Encryption Standard",
March 2000 Notices, pages 341- 349.
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ryptography was once the domain of
generals and small children, but the advent of the Information Age changed
that. In the early 1970s the Nat~onal
Security Agency (NSA) and the Natwnal
Bureau of Standards (NBS) realized that noncombatant adults needed to protect their sensitive,
but unclassified, information. Though NSA is the
usual government agency for building cryptosystems, the agency was unwilling to design a cryptosystem for public consumption.
Instead, NBS issued a public solicitation for a
cryptographic algorithm. ffiM responded. The company submitted a cryptosystem with a 56-bit key.
(An assumption, first codified by Kerckhoffs in
the nineteenth century, holds that security of a
cryptosystem should rest entirely in the secrecy of
the key and not in the secrecy of the algorithm. A
conventional cryptosystem is considered secure
when its work factor-the amount of time needed
to decrypt-is about 2key length.) The new algorithm
became the Data Encryption Standard (DES). In the
first article of the two-part series, I described DES
and the design principles behind "block-structured
algorithms". The box in the present article briefly
defines some technical terms that were introduced
in my DES article; more detail about these definitions may be found in that article. In the present
article I describe the mathematics and politics behind DES's successor: the Advanced Encryption
Standard.
Susan Landau is an associate editor of the Notices and is
senior staff engineer at Sun Microsystems Inc. Her e-mail
address is susan. l andau@east. sun. com.
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A Twenty-Year Battle over Cryptography
Many in industry and academia were skeptical of
DES. Concern centered on whether NSA had placed
a "trapdoor" in the algorithm (a shortcut to decryption). There were also objections to DES's key
length; critics believed that the relatively short
key length had been chosen so that NSA could
read DES-encrypted traffic.
During the next two decades there were frequent battles over cryptography. Using export controls and threats of other legal action, the U.S.
government attempted to stop the spread of strong
cryptography.! Seeking to build secure computer
systems, industry found export controls on cryptography to be a major obstacle-though, to be
sure, not the only one.
In the late 1970s several MIT faculty were told
they would be violating laws on arms exports if they
presented their research in public-key cryptography at a conference in Ithaca, New York. Foreign
nationals would be present, and discussion of the
cryptographic research in such a venue was viewed
as export of military arms.
Several inventors of cryptographic devices found
themselves silenced when secrecy orders, which forbid inventors from publicly discussing their work,
were placed on their patent applications. NSA
director Bobby Inman warned that if scientists did
1 "Strong cryptography" is a floating term, meaning whatever cryptography is invulnerable to present technology.
In the 1970s, 56-bit DES was strong. Currently, 56 bits is
viewed as insecure, and 70-90 bits is strong. For applications that will need to be secure well into the twenlyfirst century, strong is a key size of 128 bits or more.
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not exercise "prior restraint" on cryptographic publications, the NSA might seek legislation that would.
Tensions were high. Under lawyers' advice, the
MIT professors presented their work, the now wellknown RSA algorithm. The secrecy orders on the
patent applications were lifted, and an American
Council of Education study recommended a twoyear experiment in NSA prepublication review of
research in cryptography. Although voluntary, the
reviewing experiment eased the situation, and the
informal arrangement continues to this day. Over
the years relations between the cryptographic research community and the NSA have grown amicable. But if cryptographic research went public,
cryptographic products did not spread widely.
Export control prevented that. Cryptographic
algorithms are intellectual ideas written on pieces of
paper and are protected in the U.S. by the First
Amendment. Cryptographic products are not; they
are part of manufactured goods. Cryptographic systems, and the products that incorporate them, are
subject to export controls. The United States is the
undisputed leader in computer hardware and software. Cryptography is most useful when integrated
into large systems, and controls on U.S. cryptographic products effectively prevent the spread
of cryptography. Because U.S. manufacturers are
reluctant to develop and maintain products with
differing grades of cryptography for domestic and
foreign consumption, export controls also effectively limit domestic use of strong cryptography.
When strong encryption is available, products with
shorter keys become difficult to sell; manufacturers
are unwilling to risk overseas markets by supplying
better products domestically.
The government's tactics sometimes led to
absurdities. In 1994 a security engineer applied
for a license to export a copy of the popular book
Applied Cryptography. Export of the book was permitted under the First Amendment, of course, but
an export license for the book's appendix, which
contains source code for cryptographic algorithms
on a floppy disk, was denied. In another case, a
mathematics professor at the University of Illinois
wanted to post cryptographic code on the Internet
and sought an opinion from the Department of
State, which said no. Both cases are wending their
way through the courts.
Industry battles centered on bits: how many
would the government allow in exported products? Under a 1992 agreement the magic number
was 40 bits. DES is 56 bits. With narrow exceptions,
products incorporating DES could not be exported.2
2 These numbers are for private-key cryptography, in
which encryption and decryption use the same key. Public-key cryptography typically needs significantly more bits
to achieve the same level of security as a private-key algorithm. Thus, for example, the 128 bits to be used in the
Advanced Encryption Standard is viewed as providing
the same level of security as a 2,560-bit RSA key [10].
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Some Terminology in the DES Article
A block cipher is a cryptosystem on a string of symbols that
sequentially repeats an internal function, called a round. DES

is a 16-round block cipher, with sixteen 48-bit subkeys that
are generated from DES's 56-bit key. Feistel ciphers are block
ciphers in which the 2t-bit input is split in half as Lt-1 and
Rt-1; in the tth round, the left half L1 is the right half of the
previous round, Lt :== Rt -1, while the right half Rt is a function
of both previous halves, Rt :== Lt-1 Ell f(Ri-1, Kt). Here f is an
arbitrary round function, and each round key K 1 is derived from
the key K. Feistel ciphers are provably invertible. Decryption
is the algorithm in reverse, with subkeys used in the opposite
order. (In order to make decryption a genuine inverse of encryption, the final round of a Feistel cipher switches the ciphertext to (Rr, Lr ).) Variations of Feistel ciphers allow "unbalance"; e.g., the block may be split into more than two parts,
with several of the pieces acted upon.
S-boxes are functions that map n bits to m bits; they are
look-up tables that introduce nonlinearity into block-structured
algorithms.
There are several attack models, the most popular of which
are:
• ciphertext-only: the adversary has access to the encrypted
communications;
• known-plaintext: the adversary has some plaintext and its
corresponding ciphertext;
• chosen-plaintext: the adversary chooses the plaintext to be
encrypted;
• chosen-ciphertext: the adversary picks the ciphertext to be
decrypted.

A 1996 National Research Council report on
cryptography policy recommended an immediate
loosening of export controls. No changes occurred
until1998, when a $250,000 special-purpose machine built by the Electronic Frontier Foundation
cracked a DES-encrypted message in 56 hours. At
that point U.S. export controls were relaxed to
permit DES in exported products. In recent months
export controls have been lifted even further, with
no limit on number of bits.
A DES Replacement: The Advanced
Encryption Standard

A DES replacement was overdue. In 1997 the
National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST, formerly the National Bureau of Standards)
announced a competition for the algorithm's replacement and held public meetings to discuss
the criteria for a proposed Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES). Key length was most important. A
1996 ad hoc committee argued 90 bits was
currently the minimum key length needed to provide data security for twenty years [1]. NIST sought
that much security and more-encrypted files
should remain confidential well after AES was
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retired. NIST settled on a minimum key length of
128 bits.
(Although triple-DES-three iterations of DEShad become popular, several factors led NIST not
to adopt the algorithm as the successor to DES.
Triple-DES had 48 rounds where 32 would probably do. Software implementations on many machines were too slow for digital video and other
high-speed data. The 64-bit block size was found
to have intrinsic vulnerabilities when used with anticipated twenty-first-century data rates. So tripleDES was not that attractive as a Federal Information Processing Standard. And since the American
National Standards Institute was already developing a triple-DES standard, NIST could simply endorse that and spend its funding on developing a
new algorithm with higher capabilities.)
Given the government's intransigence over exporting strong cryptography, NIST's proposal was
surprising, and initial reaction was mistrustful.
Would the process be coopted by the National
Security Agency? Opening the AES process to
non-U.S. citizens was crucial. Theorems do not
establish a cryptographic algorithm's strength; surviving cryptanalytic attacks does. And cryptanalysis
expertise is international-the most effective cryptanalytic attacks on DES have been made by Israeli and
Japanese researchers. A review process limited to U.S.
citizens would result in an untrusted Advanced
Encryption Standard-and a potentially vulnerable
one. NIST allowed foreign submissions and foreign
viewing of the candidates. A foreign national who
wanted software implementations of the candidates
could have them. The person had to register with
NIST and promise not to pass on the algorithms
(even if obtained from another source). While within
the U.S. export-control laws, in spirit this system
formed a contrast to the export rules so recently
enforced regarding DES.
After some public input, NIST settled on straightforward requirements: (i) the algorithm must
implement private-key cryptography (also known
as symmetric cryptography), (ii) the algorithm must
be a block cipher, and (iii) the algorithm must
work on 128-bit blocks and with three key sizes:
128, 192, and 256 bits. If selected, candidates
would have to be available worldwide on a nonexclusive, royalty-free basis.
Evaluations would be on security, cost, and
implementation flexibility. Since simplicity aids in
understanding, implementing, and assessing the
security of the candidates, design simplicity would
also be a factor. The winner should work in a
variety of venues, including 8-bit processors, highperformance data switches, high-definition
television, voice and satellite communications, and
smart cards (credit cards with a small processor).
This last requirement presents serious complications. Diverse technologies have competing techni452
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cal requirements; sauce for the goose may really
cook the gander.
There would be several evaluation meetings to
discuss the submissions; after the second, designers would be allowed "minor" tweaks to their
submissions. After a year NISTwould determine five
finalists; after another, the winner or winners-NIST
could pick more than one. NIST could also choose
to modify the candidates in picking a winner: for
example, changing the number of rounds in an
algorithm.
The jump in key size over DES was impressive. Requiring the algorithm's worldwide availability on a
nonexclusive, royalty-free basis acknowledged the
role AES would play in international e-commerce.
NIST' s biggest challenge was evaluating the candidates' strength. Cryptanalysis is a young science
that lacks an overarching theory. Certifying a 128bit symmetric key algorithm is a voyage into the
unknown. NIST could use mathematical arguments
and various measures (e.g., how much a candidate's
output was indistinguishable from a random permutation) to establish an algorithm's security. But
such approaches are only as strong as the imagined
attack model. At the end one is left with statements
of the form: "We tried, and algorithm X could not be
attacked by methods 'D, L, or S." Such an approach
does not inspire confidence; linear cryptanalysis
was not discovered until nearly twenty years after
DES's unveiling. And then there is the potential of
trapdoors. For years many feared NSA had put a
trapdoor in DES. Now NIST had to ensure that analgorithm whose design it did not control did not have
hidden aspects. ·
Complicating analysis is NIST's lack of expertise.
Congress empowered NIST to develop civilian computer security and cryptography standards, but
has not provided adequate funding for the job.
Concern centered on NSA. Would the agency's evaluations be public? NIST would rely on a combination of public and its own studies for the first
round of evaluations, and the lab would show its
choice of candidates to NSA before making the list
public. It was assumed by many that NSA would
share serious concerns it had about an algorithm's
security with NIST, but left unstated was what
constituted a serious concern. Suppose NSA's analysis showed that an algorithm with a 128-bit key
provided at most 120 bits of security; would that
be sufficient for the algorithm to be considered
secure? How about 110? Where would the line be
drawn? NSA was not saying.
The AES Candidates

AES candidates were due June, 15, 1998. Of the
twenty-one submitted, fifteen met NIST's criteria:
LOKI97 (Australia); Rijndael (Belgium); CAST-256
and DEAL (Canada); FROG (Costa Rica); DFC (France);
Magenta (Germany); E2 (Japan); CRYPTON (Korea);
Hasty Pudding Cipher (HPC), MARS, RC6, SAFER+,
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and Twofish (United States); and Serpent (United
Kingdom, Israel, Norway). Except for the Hasty
Pudding Cipher, all of the "U.S."-candidates included non-U.S. nationals on their design team.
In August 1999 NIST announced the five finalists: MARS, RC6, Rijndael, Serpent, and Twofish.
These were widely accepted-along with some support for E2-as the "best" submissions, and NSA
called these "appropriate choices," reported NIST. But
there was also concern that the first year of public
evaluation had concentrated on picking off the easy
targets and that the remaining evaluation period
was insufficient for a full evaluation of the finalists.
The winner(s) will be determined in summer 2000.
In some cases the reasons for an algorithm's
elimination were clear. DEAL was slow. HPC suffered
from some weak keys (1 in 2 56 keys has 2 30 equivalent keys-pairs of keys that give the same
encryption). FROG was vulnerable to a variety of
differential and linear cryptanalysis attacks (an
analyst with sufficiently many targets could expect to recover the first key after 2 56 · 7 steps).
LOKI9 7 was similarly vulnerable to an attack using
only 2 56 chosen plaintexts; Magenta's key scheduling (the method by which key bits are furnished
to the algorithm) made the algorithm very easy to
break; indeed, the break happened shortly after the
algorithm's presentation.
Other eliminations were based on the competition. In terms of speed, CAST was in the middle
of the pack, but the algorithm had large ROM
requirements. SAFER+ was slow. In design and
speed, both algorithms were similar to Serpent,
but Serpent beat SAFER+ on speed and CAST on
versatility (good performance in a variety of environments). Serpent made the next round; CAST and
SAFER+ did not. Although CRYPTON's performance
was similar to that of Rijndael and Twofish, CRYPTON did less well and had a key scheduling weakness.3 E2 was similar to Rijndael and Twofish but
slower and was not implementable on low-end
smart cards-E2 uses too much RAM, and it lost
out. DFC was an odd case. Its framers had given
proofs of the algorithm's security, but their model
was sufficiently restrictive that the algorithm
lacked a convincing case of security. With some
weaknesses already apparent and too slow in certain tests, DFC was cut. The variety of systemsand the variety of attacks upon them-demonstrated the multidimensionality of cryptosystem
design.

Cryptographic Design
Though there are many wrong ways to build a cryptosystem, there is no clear right way. To simplify
implementation and a security analysis, a system
3CRYPTON's developers submitted a "tweak" to the key
scheduling during the first round of evaluations. But since
CRYPTON was viewed as a weak candidate on other
grounds, NIST ignored this modification.
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should be easy to describe. It should run efficiently.
It must be invertible, though extremely hard to in·
vert without the key. It should have small key-size
and memory requirements. To an extent that may be
surprising to mathematicians, design decisions are
technology driven: current processors determine
which operations are fast and thus useful to incorporate into the algorithm. DES's S·boxes were designed to take advantage of 8-bitprocessors; AES's,
32-bit ones.
One school of thought in cryptosystem design
lets the new technology strongly guide the choice
of operations, thereby obtaining algorithmic complexity with high-speed performance. IDEA, an early
1990s cryptosystem, does this. IDEA's round function uses bitwise addition modulo 2, usually written
EB orXOR; addition modulo 216 ; andmodifiedmultiplicationmodulo (2 16 + 1), all ofwhichrunquickly
on the 16-bit processors available at the time the
algorithm was proposed.
NSA takes a different tack. Realizing that any
widely deployed system will be implemented across
a variety of hardware and software systems, the
agency believes in "keep it simple" and prefers to
use elementary primitives such as XOR and table
lookup. As opposed to more complex operations
such as floating-point arithmetic, these functions
act the same way regardless of system architecture.
There are countless other tradeoffs. Perhaps
the most fundamental contrast is between those algorithms that are simpler to verify but potentially
less secure and those that are more complex and
potentially more secure but more difficult to
verify. In a block-structured cryptosystem, this
particular issue plays out on the question of rounds:
should there be many simple rounds or fewer,
more complex ones? Even relatively simple cryptosystems can be secure when run for 32 rounds.
System designers typically begin with a set of
capabilities; this may be the architectures or processors on which the algorithm will run and the set
of operations that are standard to this set of machines (and thus can be done efficiently), or a set
of performance constraints. The latter may include
maximizing overall speed or minimizing size of
memory or the time needed to change keys. This
is an issue in Asynchronous Transfer Mode, a highperformance data-switching network technology.
While cryptosystem design should be a standardized procedure in much the way that bridge
building is, the fact is that bridge building is much
better understood. The purpose of a cryptosystem
is to make decryption of messages extremely difficult without the key. The design of a cryptosystem has a dual objective: ensure cryptanalysis is
difficult while making the security certifiable. The
complexity of the two tasks and a lack of knowledge about how to achieve the second generally result in the design of cryptosystems done with
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cryptanalysis well in mind, system certifiability
much less so.
Some rules of thumb are standard. No output bit
should be a linear function of the input bits; indeed,
no linear function of the output bits should be a
linear function of the input bits [3], [9]. This does
not mean that linear functions cannot be part of a
cryptosystem, but that the system must include
nonlinearity. In block-structured algorithms the
nonlinearity is frequently achieved by using lookup tables called S-boxes.
One can define the distance of a function to the
set of linear functions, and the upper bound is
achieved by a set of functions known as "bent functions". Bent functions are as distant as one can get
from linear functions and were used in the design
of the S-boxes for the AES submission CAST, for
example.
Differential and Linear Cryptanalysis
The most serious attacks on block-structured algorithms to date are differential and linear cryptanalysis; both are described in greater detail in my
DES article. Differential cryptanalysis is a chosenplaintext attack that relies on the idea that a fixed
input difference may, with high probability, generate a particular output difference. Key bits can be determined by encrypting pairs of plaintexts X, X'
with prescribed bitwise difference Z = X Ell X' and
by seeing which key bits are "suggested" by the output difference.
Linear cryptanalysis is a known-plaintext attack
that works by finding linear relationships between
plaintext, ciphertext, and key bits which reveal information about the key. Let B[i] denote the fh bit
of an array B, and define

B[i1, i2, ... , ikl

=

B[h] Ell B[i2l Ell··· Ell B[ik].

Let P, C, and X be the plaintext, ciphertext, and
key respectively. Fundamentally, one is seeking
relationships of the form:
P[i1, i2, ... , ial Ell C[j1,)2, ... ,jb]
= X[k1, k2, ... , kc].
There are some interesting correlations in the
round function of DES. For example, the second
input bit of the fifth S-box agrees with the XOR of
all four output bits of that S-box with probability
12
64 = 0.19.
Let R1 be DES after the first round, let R1s be
DES after the fifteenth round, and let p be the
probability that the equation
RI[h,i2, ... ,ial EllR1slJt.J2, ... ,Jbl
= X[k1, k2, ... , kcl
holds. There is a linear relationship of this type that
holds with probability 1/2-1.19 X 2- 21 for random plaintexts and their associated ciphertexts.
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This relationship depends on the fifthS-box as follows: There are twelve key bits input to the fifth
S-box inR1 andR1s; guess these twelve subkeybits
in rounds 1 and 15 (6 in round 1, 6 in round 15).
If the guess is correct, the equation will be satisfied with probability p (if not, the probability will
be much lower). For m plaintext-ciphertext pairs,
count the number of plaintext-ciphertext pairs for
which this equation holds. If the guess on the subkey bits is correct, the expected value of this sum
will be pm or (1- p)m. If one performs this computation for more than Ip - 1 I 21 - 2 pairs, there is
a high likelihood of success. The attack uses 24 3
plaintext-ciphertext pairs-fewer than exhaustive
search, but certainly not fast.
In the case of DES, both differential and linear
cryptanalysis are theoretical rather than practical
attacks. Yet these are very powerful cryptanalytic
techniques that cannot be ignored by system designers. To defend against differential cryptanalysis, one modifies the S-boxes until for every
fixed nonzero input difference to DES there is no
output difference that occurs with high probability. For linear cryptanalysis one performs a sinlilar calculation; one ensures that no linear relationship of the output bits occurs with probability
too far from 1/2. (The farther the probability is
from 1/2, the greater the number of rounds needed
to ensure resistance.)
What Does It Mean for an Algorithm to Be
Secure?
Even determining so fundamental a notion as what
it means for an algorithm to be secure is quite complicated. Exactly what is one protecting against?
There are cryptosystems that are believed secure
but whose implementation puts them at risk. Part
of the complication with a strict mathematical
analysis is ensuring that an appropriate model of
security and certification is captured.
Cryptosystems are Boolean functions, i.e., functions mapping n bits to m bits. For simplicity, I
begin with m = 1. Designers seek balance. Functions should spread their output evenly; e.g., functions that map to a single bit should have half the
output be 0, half 1. Let hwt(~) count the number
of nonzero components of a vector ~ (this is the
Hamming weight of~). One way to say f is balanced
is that hwt(f) = 2n- 1 .
The product of r distinct variables is an rth
order product. Every Boolean function f (x 1, . . . , x n)
can be written uniquely as a mod 2 sum of distinct
rth order products, 0 ::; r ::; n. The maxinlum order
that occurs is called the nonlinear order of f. For
example, f(xl, x2, x3) = x1 + X3 + X2X3 has nonlinear order 2.
One can require that a cryptographic function
be rth_order balanced, meaning that the output is
statistically independent of any linear combination
of r input variables (this is known as being rth_
order correlation immune). Guo-Zhen Xiao and
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James Massey showed that having f(x) be rth_order
correlation immune is equivalent to having f(?S) be
statistically independent of any subset of at most
r input variables. Balance can go only so far. It
might be better if for any subsetS of {0, . . . , n - 1} ,
fiS (ffixed onS) were balanced. But the only functions that satisfy this are XOR and its complement.
Propagation of change is also presumably a
good characteristic for a cryptosystem. Arthur
Webster and Stafford Tavares defined the strict
avalanche criterion, which says that with every
change in an input bit, the output bit changes with
probability 1/2. This idea generalizes: f satisfies
the propagation criterion of degree k (PC(k)) if f(x)
changes with probability of 1/2 whenever i bits of
x are complemented, 1 ::; i::; k::; n. An information-theoretic interpretation of PC(k) is that if
1 ::; hwt(~) ::; k, then the mutual information between f(?i) and f(?i El1 ~) is zero [9].
Since cryptosystems cannot be built solely from
linear functions, a natural algebraic question to ask
is whether higher-order polynomials are correlation immune. For small r there are many balanced
quadratic functions that are rth_order correlation
immune. However,
Theorem ({9], p. 248): There are no quadratic
functions o~ n variables that are r correlation immune for L 3n J :5 r s n and no balanced quadratic
functions that are rth -order correlation immune if
n - 2 s r s n . Here L • J denotes greatest integer.

Let us now turn to Boolean functions that map
n bits tom bits for general m . The nonlinear order

of such a function is the maximum of the nonlinear orders of the m coordinate functions.
The finite field GF(2n) can be identified additively with n bits in a noncanonical way, and then
the function f(x) = x- 1 with f(O) = 0 is a Boolean
function from n bits to n bits. Kaisa Nyberg [8] studied this function and other power-type functions .
She showed that this f has nonlinear order n - 1
if n > 1, the nonlinear order being independent of
the way that GF(2n) is identified with n bits. She
showed that this function has good cryptographic
properties. But it must be combined with other
cryptographic functions, since it has a compact representation and thus is subject to an "interpolation attack". Otherwise, it might be possible to express the cryptosystem as a rational function of
low degree, and coefficients could be determined
from a small number of plaintext/ciphertext pairs.
S-boxes, which form the basis of block-structured algorithms, are considerably more complex
than the simple Boolean functions just described.
There has been progress in this direction. Nyberg
observed that a round function should have:
1. high nonlinearity, i.e., large distance from linear
functions;
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2. high nonlinear order, i.e., the degrees of the
output bit functions are large;
3. resistance against differential cryptanalysis;
and
4. efficient construction and computability.
In addition, all linear combinations of the output
bits should have high nonlinearity. Combining the
specific functions Nyberg studied with various
affine transformations, one achieves these goals.
A full theory of S-box design does not exist. I suspect that NSA, which has been in the cryptosystemdesign business for at least a generation longer than
the public cryptographers, did not have a theory
of S-box design twenty years ago-or DES would
have been built resistant to linear cryptanalysis.
Such a theory would also have to account for interactions between the S-boxes. In their differential cryptanalysis attack on DES described in my DES
article, Eli Biham and Adi Shamir demonstrated
that S-box interaction played a role in the strength
of the algorithm; Mitsuru Matsui showed this was
true also in resistance (or lack thereof) to linear
cryptanalysis.
No mathematical theory accounts for attacks
that are "out of the box". Paul Kocher recently successfully broke a number of "secure" algorithms
using tinting and power-analysis attacks. Using a
chosen-ciphertext attack, Kocher timed decryption to determine which operations were being
used. This revealed which decryption key bits were
a "1". Thus Kocher found the decryption key. Using
this approach, Kocher determined the exponents
used in the Diffie-Hellman key-exchange algorithm
and factored the modulus used for the RSA algorithm [6]. Power-analysis attacks rely on the remarkably effective observation that the power consumed during encryption and decryption depends
on the operation being performed and the data
being processed. Kocher has produced startling pictures in which the 16 rounds of DES are clearly visible from the graph of power consumption of a
smart card during DES encryption. Kocher's attacks, which rely on the physical aspects of the implementation, had not been part of any previous
model considered by cryptographers.
Different cooks add their own ingredients to a
cryptographic brew. The five NIST finalists, for example, include an "extended" Feistel network
(MARS), two standard Feistel networks (RC6,
Twofish), one substitution-permutation network
(Serpent), and an algorithm that relies on finite-field
operations to construct the S-box (Rijndael). MARS
and RC6 use multiplication to perform diffusion,
but MARS multiplies key words by data words,
while RC6 multiplies words that are formed from
a combination of key and data. Twofish uses "keydependent" S-boxes that are constructed on the fly.
In any given round, Serpent implements one
S-box in parallel-32 copies of it. No other finalist, or candidate, does that.
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The AES Finalists
I will briefly describe each of the finalists,
explaining the design principles behind them. Full
descriptions, including implementation details,
are available through the NIST Web site.4 For this
article I will confine myself to the implementation
with a 128-bit key.

In MARS, IBM designers used the well-established
Feistel network, the reasonable idea that multiplication provides good diffusion properties, the
fact that all modern processors support multiplication of 32-bit numbers, and their intuition that
an algorithm in which the top and bottom rounds
of a cipher employ functions different from the
middle ones is better resistant to differential and
linear cryptanalysis.
MARS breaks the 128-bit input block into four
32-bit words. MARS uses a 32-round unbalanced
Feistel network: in each round one data word and
some key words modify the remaining data words.
The algorithm begins by adding key words to the
four data words. The key is then ignored for the
next eight rounds. In each of these rounds MARS
uses two S-boxes with one distinguished word.
This word determines the indices for the S-boxes
that will modify the other three data words, called
"target words".
MARS's S-boxes were built using SHA-1 s applied
to some fixed constants, specifically, expansions
of the fractional parts of e and rr. To assure users
the algorithm has no trapdoors, algorithm designers are careful to explain their choice of fixed
parameters. Input parameters were varied until the
generated S-boxes had good differential and linear
properties. This is reminiscent of the design procedure for DES, though the construction procedure is
more explicit-and more public.
Denote the S-boxes by SO and S1 and the four
bytes of the distinguished word by bO, b 1, b2, and
b3 . The first target word is XORed with SO[bO] and
added to S1[b1], the second is added to SO[b2],
and the third is XORed with S1[b3]. The distinguished word is rotated 24 bits. All the words are
then rotated before the next round. To thwart easy
differential attacks, after four of the rounds (the
first, second, fifth, and sixth) certain data words
are added to others.
Symmetry in a cryptosystem (symmetry within
a round function, the same round functions at the
beginning and end of the algorithm) simplifies the
system's architecture and its security analysis. But
to thwart various attacks, MARS's first and last
4http: I jaes. ni st .gov/.
5The Secure Hash Algorithm, SHA-1, is the algorithm
used in the Federal Information Processing Standard SHS
(Secure Hash Standard). A cryptographic hash function
is a many-to-one mapping that provides a compact
representation of an input; it has many applications,
including providing an integrity check for a message.
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eight mixing rounds differ from the sixteen core
rounds. And to thwart differential and linear cryptanalysis attacks, MARS's designers chose to make
the rounds at the beginning and end of their algorithm asymmetric: the last eight rounds of MARS
process words in a different order from the first
eight. Similarly, to provide resistance to chosenciphertext attacks, data words in the middle sixteen rounds of the algorithm are processed in a different order in the first eight rounds of the core
from that in the last eight.
This core of MARS is even more complex. Again,
one data word modifies the three others, but this
time through a combination of fixed rotation, multiplications, XOR, data-dependent rotations (rotations whose amount is determined by the data), and
S-box lookups. MARS uses multiplication to prevent differential cryptanalysis attacks. It employs
data-dependent rotations to thwart differential
and linear attacks.
MARS's key schedule includes a key expansion
via a linear transformation, a Feistel network to stir
key bits, a test to eliminate any strings with ten consecutive 1's orO's, and an XOR. The key schedule
ensures the lowest two key bits in any key word
involved in a multiplication are 1's. While not as
complicated as the encryption routine itself, the
MARS key schedule is nonetheless intricate. NIST
commented about MARS that its "complexity makes
analysis difficult in a restricted timeframe" [7].
This complexity may work against choosing MARS
as the Advanced Encryption Standard.
RC6
RC6, a 20-round Feistel cipher out of RSA Security
Inc., is much simpler. Whitfield Diffie, the coinventor of public-key cryptography, has remarked
that Ron Rivest, one of the principal designers of
RC6 and co-inventor of the public-key algorithm
RSA, is the "master of the too-good-to-be-true
algorithm." This may be, but RC6's precursor, RC5,
was introduced several years ago and has held up
well so far. The fact that RC6 is similar to RC5
means that the public vetting of RC5 is likely to
partially apply to RC6, thus simplifying certification of this AES submission.
Since the simpler algorithm sheds light on its
descendant, I begin with RC5, which uses just three
operations: XOR, addition, and rotation. The
algorithm permits the user to set block size, w = 16,
32,or64bits;numberofrounds,O:::; r:::; 255;and
number of key bytes, 0 :::; b :::; 2 55. Let K; be the key
for the ith round, whose construction will not be
described (I will instead explain the RC6 schedule).
RC5 with r rounds is
A :=A+Ko
B :=B+K1
for i := 1 to r do : {
A := ((A al B) < < < B)+ K 2;
B := ((B alA)<<< A) +Kzi+l
}.
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Here a < < < b means rotate thew-bit word a to the
left by the amount given by the least significant
logw bits of b.
Instead of two registers of 32-bit words of RC5,
RC6 operates on four registers (A,B, C,D) of 32bit words. RC6 treats the four words in pairs,
(A, B), (C, D), and permutes the pairs in the last step
of each round by
(A,B, C,D) := (B, C,D,A),

thus mixing them. As in RC5, data-dependent
rotations provide much of the cryptographic
complexity of RC6:
B :=B+Ko
D :=D +K1

for i := 1 to r do : {

t := (B X (2B + 1)) < < < 5
u := (D X (2D + 1)) < < < 5
A := ((A 61 t) < < < u) + K2i
C := ((C 61 u) <<< t) +K2i+l
(A, B, C, D):= (B, C, D, A)
}.

And that, aside from "pre-whitening" and "postwhitening" steps and some minor modifications of
the RC5 key schedule, is RC6. (Whitening is a simple
idea: XORkeymaterial with the input (or output) to
a block algorithm. This is to prevent attackers from
acquiring plaintext-ciphertext pairs.) Although
at first RC6 does not appear to be a Feistel cipher,
observe that during a round, the only action on
blocks Band D are rotations to blocks A and C. Thus
one can model L := (B, D), R :=(A, C), and then
indeed RC6 is a standard Feistel network.
RC6's key schedule is simple and similar to
RC5's.LetP = B7£15163 andQ = 9E3779B9 be the
hexadecimal representations of e - 2 and .J5 - 1)
respectively. Copy the key into an array W of w 3 2bit words, adding extra O's to the last word to fill it
out as needed. Then the subkeys are generated as
follows:

i(

Ko :=P
fori:= 1 to 2r + 3 do
Ki := (Ki-1 + Q) mod 2 32
i := j := A := B := 0
v := 3 x max(w, 2r +4)
for s := 1 to v do: {
A := Ki := (Ki +A+ B) < < < 3
B := WJ := (WJ +A+B) <<< (A+B)
i := (i + 1) mod 2(r + 1)
j := (j + 1) mod w
}.

RC6's strength lies in the resistance to differential and linear cryptanalysis provided by the
data-dependent rotations and in the diffusion provided by the quadratic function f(x) = x(2x + 1) .
Twofish
Twofish, proposed by Counterpane Systems, a
U.S.-based cryptographic consulting firm, is a 16APRIL
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round Feistel network with two modifications. One
is a one-bit rotation before and after the data enter
the round function proper. The other alteration
is key-based S-boxes. Twofish's designers believe
dynamically varying S-boxes enhance security.
Key-dependent S-boxes are unusual. DES's Sboxes were explicitly constructed to resist differential cryptanalysis; randomly constructed S-boxes
are vulnerable to differential cryptanalysis attacks.
The vulnerability is exploited through the examination of many plaintext-ciphertext pairs (in the
case of 56-bit DES, on the order of 247 chosen
texts). While in any particular instantiation of
Twofish some key-dependent S-boxes may be weak,
the fact that the S-boxes are dynamically constructed complicates differential and linear cryptanalysis attacks.
The round function begins with input whitening. The 128-bit input is broken into four 32-bit
words Wo, W1, W2, W3 (numbering from left to
right), W1 is rotated eight bits to the left, and Wo
and W1 go through the fourS-boxes, So, ... , S3. The
four S-boxes are distinct; all are 8-bit to 8-bit bijective and key dependent. They are constructed
from permutations that satisfy good differential
and linear properties. The S-box operation is followed by matrix multiplication, addition modulo
232, and addition of key bits. Wo and W1 are XORed
to a whitened w2 and w3 respectively, then rotated
one bit (to the right for Wo, to the left for W1). The
bit rotations are put in to thwart an attack that relies on the byte alignment of the S-boxes and matrix multiplications. These words become the two
left words for the next round, while their old
whitened selves become the two right words for
the next round.
The matrix multiplication diffuses bits; it ensures
that all single-byte input differences have unique
output differences and that any single-byte input
change produces an output Hamming difference
of at least eight bits. The addition modulo 232
combines the two words Wo and W1 for further
mixing. The operations are T := Wo + W1 mod 232 ,
W1 := Wo + 2Wl mod 2 32 , and Wo := T.
Twofish's key schedule is relatively straightforward. But NIST warned that Twofish's overall
complexity "has drawn some concern" ([7], p. 53).
Serpent
Serpent, created by three cryptographers from the
United Kingdom, Israel, and Denmark, is a conservative design. There are 32 rounds-a high
number-each of which consists of XORing the
key and the intermediate data, a pass through sboxes, and a linear function that combines fixed
rotations and XOR (in the last round, the linear
function is replaced by a key-mixing operation).
While the rules used to generate the linear transformation appear ad hoc-with a < < < 7 here, a 61
there-they function as advertised: the linear
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transformation increases avalanche. After three
rounds, each plaintext bit affects all data bits.
Each round of Serpent has 32 identical S-boxes
(each a 4-bit to 4-bit one) applied in parallel. And
herein lies the cleverness of Serpent. The bits are
operated upon independently, and a 32-bit processor neatly works on the 128-bit data segment. The
fact that each round uses 32 identical S-boxes
means that the action of the S-boxes on bits
0, 1, 2, 3 is identical to the action on bits 4, 5, 6, 7;
bits 8, 9, 10, 11; etc. So bits 0,1,2,3 are fed to the
first input of the processor and operated upon
through a series of Boolean operations, while simultaneously bits 4, 5, 6, 7 are fed to the second
input of the processor and operated upon by the
same set of operations, etc. The result is bits 0, 4,
... , 124 of the output.
Now the processor can compute the next set of
outputs. The inputs have already been fed in.
Again, since the S-boxes are replicated, the same
operation is done on all 32 bits of the processor.
The outputs are bits 1, 5, ... , 125 of the output. This
process is repeated twice more, and thus all 128
bits of output are computed. This is followed by
the linear transformation that diffuses the results
of the bits. During these operations the processor
is used to its fullest.
Each S-box is used four times, in rounds
i, i + 8, i + 16, i + 24 of Serpent, for 0 ~ i ~ 7. The
S-boxes are created from DES's via a simple program that builds a 3 2 x 16 matrix consisting of the
entries of the 8 DES S-boxes. (Each row of this matrix can be viewed as a 4-bit to 4-bit S-box.) The program swaps rows in this matrix around until it has
8 S-boxes that satisfy certain differential and linear characteristics.
Serpent's key schedule is simple. The algorithm
uses 132 32-bit words of keying material. The initial key is padded to 2 56 bits, and an intermediate
version is rewritten asK:= W-sW-7 ... W- 1 (eight
3 2-bit words). Then Wi := (Wi -8 EllWi-5 EllWi-3
EllWi-lEllcf> Ell i) <<< 11 and:
{ko,k1.kz,k3}

{k4,ks,k6,k7}

.-

{kg, kg, kw, ku}
{k124, k1zs. k126. k127}
{k12s, k129, k13o, km}

.-

S3(wo,w1,wz,w3)
Sz(w4,ws,W6,W?)
S1 (Wg, Wg, WlQ, Wu)
S4(W1z4, w1zs. w126. Wiz?)
S3(w1zs. w129, W13o, w131l.

where cp = 9E3779B9 in hexadecimal is i(JS- 1),
and the ki are the keys used in the round function.
Serpent's security is based on a high number of
rounds, which provides strong resistance to differential and linear cryptanalysis.
Rijndael
Rijndael, developed by two Belgian cryptographers,
relies more directly on algebraic constructs than
do the other algorithms. Let GF(2 8) be defined by
the irreducible polynomial x 8 + x 4 + x 3 + x + 1, and
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then view the 128 bits= 16 bytes as elements of
the field. The data are placed in a 4 x 4 array of
elements of GF(28).
Rijndael has ten rounds, each consisting of four
operations: ByteSub, ShiftRow, MixColumn, and
AddRoundK.ey (the last round skips the MixColumn
operation). Let elements in the array be indexed
beginning with 0. ByteSub has two steps: (i) each
array element is replaced by its multiplicative
inverse in GF(2 8) (0 is mapped to itself), and (ii) the
array undergoes a fixed affine transformation over
GF(2 8). Then ShiftRow cyclicly shifts the elements
of the fh row of the array i elements to the right.
In MixColumn the columns of the array are considered as polynomials over GF(2 8) (the column
Ai = (ao,i, al.i, az,i, a 3,i) is viewed as the polynomial a3,ix 3 + az,ix 2 + a1,iX + ao,i, for example) and
multiplied modulo x 4 + 1 by 03x 3 + 01x 2 + 01x
+ 02 to give elements of a new 4 x 4 array B (thus,
bo i is the zeroth-degree term in the product of
a3:ix 3 + az,ix 2 + al.ix + ao,i with 03x 3 + 01x 2 +
01x + 02 modulo x 4 + 1, h,i is the coefficient of
the "x" term, etc.). MixColumn diffuses the bits of
each array element through its column. RoundKey
is an XOR of the key (given by the key schedule) with
the elements of the array.
Rijndael admits many possibilities for parallelism: in the ByteSub and RoundK.ey operations the
bytes can be operated on independently, and in the
Shiftrow and MixColumn operations the rows and
columns respectively can be independently manipulated.
The S-box (ByteSub) was designed for resistance
to differential and linear cryptanalysis. It is invertible, and as Nyberg has shown it minimizes correlation between linear combinations of input bits
and linear combinations of the output bits. MixColumn increases diffusion. Let x be a vector, and
let A be a linear transformation. Define the branch
number of a linear transformation as:
minx.fohwt(~)

+ hwt(A(x)).

Since MixColumn works on columns independently,
if a state has a single nonzero byte, the output can
have at most four nonzero bytes. Hence the maximum branch number is 5. The polynomial 03x 3
+01x 2 + 01x + 02 achieves this maximum.
The key schedule for Rijndael is a simple expansion using XOR and cyclic shift.
Choosing a Winner
The finalists have varying strengths and weaknesses. RC6 and Rijndael have simple definitions;
MARS and, to a lesser extent, Twofish have designs
that complicate analysis. Serpent is slow on
virtually all platforms, but its security looks good.
In particular, the algorithm has a large "security
margin", that is, a high number of rounds relative
to differential and linear attacks that are
successful on reduced-round versions of the
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algorithm. RC6 has a low security margin; MARS
a large one.
The successful candidates are not perfect. All
have serious problems in smart cards, where the
attacker has limited access to the card's performance during encryption. Because of their use of
multiplication and rotation, both MARS and RC6
are vulnerable to timing attacks. So is Twofish,
although less so. But a differential power-analysis
attack exhibited far more serious problems. Taking power samples of the whitening process from
100 independent block encryptions, a rogue smartcard implementation leaked all 128 bits of
Twofish's key [2]. This was not due to a peculiarity of Twofish-all the other round-one AES
candidates were equally vulnerable to this attack.
There are ways around such penetrabilities, but
these come at a cost of time and space, neither of
which is in great supply in smart cards. Perhaps
smart cards are not an appropriate venue for the
same algorithm expected to secure international
e-commerce. A special-purpose algorithm might
serve better.
When NBS put forth DES in 1975, the electronic
world was in a fledgling state. Few anticipated the
phenomenal growth of the Internet and e-commerce.
AES is an ambitious undertaking. It is only two
decades since the public community in cryptography
numbered more than a handful of researchers. 6
NIST's venture is predicated on the idea that in the
twenty-odd years since the sanctification of DES and
the birth of public-key cryptography, cryptographic
expertise outside the spy agencies has grown to the
point that an algorithm to protect international commerce and communications can be developed by
the public sector. AES is an interesting experimentand a strong endorsement of the public expertise
that has developed in so brief a time.
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Teaching Geometry
According to Euclid
Robin Hartshorne

I

n the fall semester of 1988, I taught an undergraduate course on Euclidean and nonEuclidean geometry. I had previously taught
courses in projective geometry and algebraic
geometry, but this was my first time teaching Euclidean geometry and my first exposure to
non-Euclidean geometry. I used the delightful book
by Greenberg [8], which I believe my students enjoyed as much as I did.
As I taught similar courses in subsequent years,
I began to be curious about the origins of geometry and started reading Euclid's Elements [12]. Now
I require my students to read at least Books I-IV
of the Elements. This essay contains some
reflections and questions arising from my
encounters with the text of Euclid.
Euclid's Elements
A treatise called the Elements was written approximately 2,300 years ago by a man named Euclid, of
whose life we know nothing. The Elements is divided
into thirteen books: Books I-VI deal with plane geometry and correspond roughly to the material taught
in high school geometry courses in the United States
today. Books VII-X deal with number theory and include the Euclidean algorithm, the infinitude of
primes, and the irrationality of -/2. Books XI-XIII
deal with solid geometry, culminating in the construction of the five regular, or platonic, solids.
Throughout most of its history, Euclid's Elements
has been the principal manual of geometry and
indeed the required introduction to any of the
sciences. Riccardi [15] records more than one thousand editions, from the first printed edition of

Robin Hartshorne is professor of mathematics at the University of California at Berkeley. His e-mail address is
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1482 up to about 1900. Billingsley, in his preface
to the first English translation of the Elements
(1570) [1], writes, "Without the diligent studie of
Euclides Elements, it is impossible to attaine unto
the perfecte knowledge of Geometrie, and consequently of any of the other Mathematical Sciences."
Bonnycastle, in the preface to his edition of the
Elements [4], says, "Of all the works of antiquity
which have been transmitted to the present time,
none are more universally and deservedly esteemed
than the Elements of Geometry which go under
the name of Euclid. In many other branches of science the modems have far surpassed their masters;
but, after a lapse of more than two thousand years,
this performance still retains its original preeminence, and has even acquired additional celebrity
for the fruitless attempts which have been made
to establish a different system." Todhunter, in the
preface to his edition [18], says simply, "In England
the text-book of Geometry consists of the Elements
of Euclid." And Heath, in the preface to his definitive English translation [12], says, "Euclid's work
will live long after all the text-books of the present
day are superseded and forgotten. It is one of the
noblest monuments of antiquity; no mathematician
worthy of the name can afford not to know Euclid,
the r eal Euclid as distinct from any r evised or
rewritten versions which will serve for schoolboys
or engineers."
These opinions may seem out-of-date today, when
most modern mathematical theories have a history
of less than one hundred years and the latest logical restructuring of a subject is often the most prized,
but they should at least engender some curiosity
about what Euclid did to have such a lasting impact.
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0 F EUCLID.
How Geometry Is Taught Today
A typical high school geometry course
PROP. XLVII. THE OR.
contains results about congruent triangles, angles, parallel lines, the
N any right angled triangle, the fquare which is dePythagorean theorem, similar triangles,
fcribed upon the fide fubtending the right angle, is
and areas of rectilinear plane figures
equal to the fquares defcribed upon the fides which conthat are familiar to most of us from our
tain the right angle.
own school days. The material is taught
mainly as a collection of truths about
geometry, with little attention to axioms
Let ABC be a right angled triangle having the right angle BAC;
and proofs. However, one does find in
the fquare defcribed upon the fide BC, 1hall be equal to the fquares demost texts the "ruler axiom", which says
fcribed upon BA, AC.
that the points of a line can be put into
On BC defcribe a the fquare BDEC, and on BA, AC the fquares a. 46. 1.
one-to-one correspondence with the real
GB,
HC; and thro' A draw b AL parallel to BD or CE, and join AD, b. 3 I . I .
numbers in such a way that the distance
FC.
therefor becaufe each of the
between two points is the difference of
G
c. 30. Def.
the corresponding real numbers. This is
angles BAC, BAG is a right angJec,
presumably due to the influence of
the two fl:raight lines AC, AG upBirkhoff's article [3], which advocated
on the oppofite fides of AB, make F
the teaching of geometry based on meawith it at the point A the adjacent
K
surement of distances and angles by the
angles
equal to two right angles ;
real numbers. It seems to me that this use
merefor CA is in the fame fl:raight
of the real numbers in the foundations
of geometry is analysis, not geometry. Is
lined with AG. by the fame read. 14. I·
there a way to base the study of geomfen, AB and AH are in the fame
etry on purely geometrical concepts?
firaight line. and bccaufc the angle
A college course in geometry, as far
DBC is equal to the angle FBA,
as I can tell from the textbooks currently
for
each of them is a right angle,
available, provides a potluck of different
add to each of them the angle ABC, and the whole angle DBA fhall be
topics. There may be some "modern
Euclidean geometry" containing fancy
equal e to the whole FBC. and becaufe the two fides AB, BD are equal c. ~. AK.
theorems about triangles, circles, and
to the two FB, BC, each to each, and the angle DBA equal to the angle
their special points, not found in Euclid
FBC; the bafe AD 1hall be equal f to the bafe FC, and the triangle f. 4· I.
and mostly discovered during a period
ABi to the triangle FBC. now the parallelogram BL is double g of g. 4'· r.
of intense activity in the mid-nineteenth
'
G 2.
the
century. Then there may be an introduction to the problem of parallels, with
the discovery of non-Euclidean geome- Figure 1. The Pythagorean theorem, in Simson's translation [17]. The
try; perhaps some projective geometry; proof shows that the triangle ABD is congruent to the triangle FBC. Then
and something about the role of trans- the rectangle BL, being twice the first triangle, is equal to the square GB,
formation groups. All of this is valuable which is twice the second triangle. Similarly, the rectangle CL equals the
material, but I am disappointed to find square HC. Thus the squares on the sides of the triangle ABC, taken tothat most textbooks have somewhere a gether, are equal to the square on the base.
hypothesis about the real numbers equivnitudes of the same kind could be compared as to
alent to Birkhoff's ruler axiom.
size: less, equal, or greater, and they could be
This use of the real numbers obscures one of
the most interesting aspects of the development
added or subtracted (the lesser from the greater).
of geometry: namely, how the concept of continuity,
They could not be multiplied, except that the opwhich belonged originally to geometry only, came
eration of forming a rectangle from two line seggradually by analogy to be applied to numbers,
ments, or a volume from a line segment and an
leading eventually to Dedekind's construction of
area, could be considered a form of multiplication
the field of real numbers.
of magnitudes, whose result was a magnitude of
a different kind.
In Euclid's Elements there is an undefined conNumber versus Magnitude in Greek
cept of equality (what we call congruence) for line segGeometry
ments, which could be tested by placing one segIn classical Greek geometry the numbers were
ment on the other to see whether they coincide
2,3,4, .. . and the unity 1. What we call negative
exactly. In this way the equality or inequality of line
numbers and zero were not yet accepted. Geosegments is perceived directly from the geometry
metrical quantities such as line segments, angles,
areas, and volumes were called magnitudes. Magwithout the assistance of real numbers to measure

I
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their lengths. Similarly, angles form a kind of magnitude that can be compared directly as to equality
or inequality without any numerical measure of size.
Two magnitudes of the same kind are commensurable if there exists a third magnitude of the same
kind such that the first two are (whole number) multiples of the third. Otherwise they are incommensurable. So Euclid does not say the square root of
two (a number) is irrational (i.e., not a rational number). Instead he says (and proves) that the diagonal
of a square is incommensurable with its side.
The difference between classical and modern
language is especially striking in the case of area.
In the Elements there is no real number measure
of the area of a plane figure. Instead, equality of
plane figures (which I will call equal content) is verified by cutting in pieces and adding and subtracting congruent triangles. Thus the Pythagorean
theorem (Book I, Proposition 47, "1.47" for short)
says that the squares on the sides of a right triangle,
taken together, have the same content as the square
on the hypotenuse. This is proved as the culmination of a series of propositions demonstrating
equal content for various figures (for example, triangles with congruent bases and congruent altitudes have the same content).
For the theory of similar triangles, a modern
text will say two triangles are similar if their sides
are proportional, meaning the ratios of the lengths
of corresponding sides are equal to a fixed real number. Euclid instead uses the theory of proportion,
due to Eudoxus, that is developed in Book V of the
Elements. Two magnitudes a, b of the same kind are
said to have a ratio a : b. This ratio is not anumber, nor is it a magnitude. Its main role is explained
by the following fifth definition of Book V: Two
ratios a : b and c : d are equal (in which case we say
that there is a proportion a is to bas cis to d, and
write a : b :: c : d) if for every choice of whole
numbers m, n, the multiple rna is less than, equal
to, or greater than the multiple nb if and only if
me is less than, equal to, or greater than nd,
respectively.
No arithmetic operations (addition, multiplication) are defined for these ratios, but they can be
ordered by size. In Book V a number of rules of operation on proportions are proved, using the above
definition-for example, one called alternando
(V.16), which says if a:b::c : d, then also
a: c :: b: d.
The whole theory of similar triangles is developed in Book VI based on the definition that two
triangles are similar if their corresponding sides
are proportional in pairs.
Thus Euclid develops his geometry without
using numbers to measure line segments, angles,
or areas. His theorems have the same appearance
as the ones we learn in high school, yet their meaning is different when we look closely. So the
questions arise: How and when did this change of
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perception occur? How and when were the real
numbers introduced into geometry? Was Euclid
already using something equivalent to the real
numbers in disguised form?
Development of the Real Numbers
In Greek mathematics, as we saw, the only numbers

were (positive) integers. What we call a rational
number was represented by a ratio of integers.
Any other quantity was represented as a geometrical magnitude. This point of view persisted even
to the time of Descartes. In Book ill of La Geometrie
[6], when discussing the roots of cubic and quartic equations, Descartes considers polynomials
with integer coefficients. If there is an integer root,
that gives a numerical solution to the problem.
But if there are no integral roots, the solutions
must be constructed geometrically. A quadratic
equation gives rise to a plane problem whose solution can be constructed with ruler and compass.
Cubic and quartic equations are solid problems
that require the intersections of conics for their solution. The root of the equation is a certain line segment constructed geometrically, not a number.
Halley [10] improves the method of Descartes
to find roots of equations of degree up to six,
using intersections of cubic curves in the plane. But
he also shows an interest (following Newton) in
finding approximate decimal numerical solutions
to an equation. He comments that the geometrical method gives an exact theoretical solution but
that for practical purposes one can get a more accurate solution-"as near the truth as you please"by an arithmetical calculus.
One hundred years later the acceptance of
approximate numerical solutions had progressed
so far that Legendre [14, p. 61], in discussing the
theory of proportion, says
If A,B, C,D are lines [line segments],
one can imagine that one of these lines,
or a fifth, if one likes, serves as a common measure and is taken as unity.
Then A, B, C, D represent each a certain
number of unities, whole or fractional,
commensurable or incommensurable,
and the proportion among the lines
A,B,C,D becomes a proportion of
numbers.
Legendre's uncritical acceptance of numbers representing geometrical magnitudes makes his proofs
easier but at the expense of rigor, for he has not said
what kind of numbers these are, nor has he proved
that they obey the usual rules of arithmetic.
It was Dedekind [5] who provided a rigorous definition of the real numbers. He was dissatisfied
with the appeal to geometric intuition for matters
of limits in the infinitesimal calculus and wanted
to give a solid theory of continuity based on numbers. He saw the property of continuity expressed
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in the property of a line: that if one divides its
points into two nonempty subsets A, B, with every
point of A lying to the left of every point of B, then
there exists exactly one point of the line that marks
this division. This prompted him to define a real
number as a partition of the set of rational numbers into two nonempty subsets A, B, with a < b
for all a E A and b E B.l He then defined operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division for these new real numbers and proved
that they obey the usual laws of arithmetic (hence
form a field in modern language). He also proved
the key property of existence of a least upper
bound of a nonempty bounded set of real numbers,
needed for the theory of limits in the infinitesimal
calculus.
Dedekind's awareness of the abstract nature of
his construction is shown by this telling remark:
"If space has any real existence at all, it does not
necessarily need to be continuous. And if we knew
for certain that space was discontinuous, still nothing could hinder us, if we so desired, from making
it continuous in our thought by filling up its gaps."
The German expression is die Stetigkeit in die Linie
hineindenken or to think the continuity into the line.
While the gradual acceptance of numbers to
measure geometrical quantities was a useful
development in thinking about geometrical
problems, this approach did not have a rigorous
basis until Dedekind's construction of the field of
real numbers, and until then there was no adequate
substitute for Eudoxus's theory of proportion.
Dedekind's definition implies a criterion for the
equality of two real numbers lX, /3 : namely, that a
rational number m/n is less than, equal to, or
greater than lX if and only if it is less than, equal
to, or greater than /3. This is almost identical to
Euclid's definition of equality of ratios in the
theory of proportion. So one may ask: Did Euclid
already have the concept of real numbers in the
back of his mind? Tempting as it may be to impute
such a discovery to Euclid, I say no, because Euclid
dealt only with those magnitudes that arose in his
geometry, magnitudes constructible by ruler and
compass, while Dedekind made the amazing mental leap of considering the set of all Dedekind cuts,
which for Euclid would have been inconceivable.
The Rise of Analytic Geometry
Analytic geometry, as we understand it today,
is b ased on the prin ciple that by dr awing two
lsuch a partition (A, B) Dedekind called a cut. Strictly
speaking, each rational number r defines two such cuts,
one in which r is the largest element of A and the other
in which r is the smallest element ofB. Dedekind said he
would regard these two cuts as defining the same real number. Readers of Rudin [1 6] will recognize that Rudin's
cuts are the /eft-hand halves of Dedekind's cuts, with the
ambiguity of rational cuts resolved by requiring that A
have no largest element.
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perpendicular axes in the plane and choosing an interval to serve as unit, one can establish a one-toone correspondence between the points of the plane
and ordered pairs of real numbers. This
correspondence creates a dictionary between
geometry and algebra, so that geometrical problems
can be translated into algebraical properties of polynomial or more general functions of a real variable.
Going one step further, one may define the
plane to be the set of ordered pairs of real numbers and a straight line to be the subset of all pairs
(x, y) satisfying a linear equation ax+ by+ c = 0,
with a and b not both 0. Then geometry as an independent discipline disappears; it becomes a
branch of algebra or real analysis.
A common misconception is that analytic geometry was invented by Descartes. In the form just
described, certainly not. The real nUIIlbers had not
yet been invented, and even the idea of representing a line segment by any sort of number was
not yet clearly developed. If we read the geometry
of Descartes carefully, we see that he is applying
algebra to geometry. In any problem, he represents known line segments by letters a, b, c, ... , and
unknown line segments by letters x, y, z, ... . Then
from the data of the problem he seeks relations
among them that can be expressed as equations
with letters a, b, c, x, y, z, .... These equations are
solved by the usual rules of algebra. The solution
gives a recipe for the geometrical construction of
the unknown line segments.
Throughout this process, the letters represent
line segments, not numbers. What Descartes has
really done is to create an arithmetic of line segments. Two line segments can be added by placing them end to end. Two line segments a, b can
be multiplied, once one has fixed a segment 1 to
act as unit, by making a triangle with sides 1, a,
and another similar triangle with sides b, x, so
that x = ab . His equations are always equations
among line segments.
The same approach is followed by Guisnee [9].
It is only by the time of Legendre that his contemporary Biot, in one of the first books on "analytic
geometry" [2], allows the letters to be interpreted
either as line segments or as the numerical values representing them. But Biot, like Legendre, does not say
just what kind of numbers he is using.
Nowhere in the geometry of Descartes does
he explain by what right he may assume that the
operations he defines on line segments obey the
usual laws of arithmetic. For example, it is a nontrivial matter to show that his multiplication of line
segments, defined using similar triangles as above,
is commutative. This difficulty is answered in the
most satisfactory way by Hilbert.
Hilbert, in his Grundlagen der Geometrie [13],
gives a set of axioms for geometry based on those
of Euclid but including others to make explicit
some notions, such as betweenness, that were only
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farthest stars, and infinitesimal subworlds inside
every electron?

I
Figure 2. The Haberdasher's puzzle, to dissect an equilateral
triangle into a square, from Dudeney [7]. It is an exercise to
construct, with ruler and compass, the exact
cuts necessary to make this work.

intuitive in the Elements. Then he defines arithmetic
operations of addition and multiplication on the
set of equivalence classes of congruent line segments and proves that there exists an ordered
field whose positive elements are the equivalence
classes of line segments. This is a wonderful
result. First, the field evolves intrinsically from
the geometry instead of being imposed from without. Second, we discover that this field is not
necessarily the field of real numbers. If we take only
the axioms of Euclid's Elements, where all constructions must be effected by ruler and compass,
we obtain the constructible field of all real numbers contained in successive quadratic extensions
of <Q. If we take Hilbert's slightly weaker axioms,
which do not include the circle-circle intersection
property, we obtain the smaller field of all totally
real elements in the constructible field. Only if we
add the extra axiom that every Dedekind cut of a
line is determined by a point of that line, is the field
generated by our geometry necessarily isomorphic to the field of real numbers.z
So why not, in the pure spirit of geometry, consider
other geometries in which Dedekind's axiom does not
hold? What if we lived in a non-Archimedean universe, with other infinite universes beyond the
2 Hilbert's

axioms (or plane geometry postulate a set of
points and a set of subsets called lines, a notion of betweenness, and undefined relations of congruence (or
line segments and for angles. The axioms o(incidence require that two distinct points lie on a unique line, plus conditions of nontriviality. The axioms of betweenness govern the relation that a point B lies between points A and
C. The axioms ofcongruence include, among others, that
it is possible to lay off a segment congruent to a given segment on a given line; that it is possible to lay off an angle
congruent to a given angle at a given point on a line; and
the side-angle-side (SAS) criterion (or congruence of triangles. These are the basic axioms of a Hilbert plane. For
Euclidean geometry one needs also the parallel axiom, that
there is at most one line parallel to a given line through
a given point; and the circle-circle intersection axiom, that
if one circle has a point inside and a point outside another
circle, then the two circles meet in two points.
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Conclusion
These reflections suggest another way for a course
in geometry to grow, with its roots in the purely
geometric tradition and branches making use of
modern algebra. We start with the first four books
of Euclid's Elements, culminating in the elegant
construction of the regular pentagon, but not
including the theory of proportion and similar triangles. We retrofit the foundations with Hilbert's
axioms to bring the treatment up to modern standards of rigor. We use Hilbert's segment arithmetic
to obtain a coordinate field intrinsically determined
by the geometry. With this field we can develop the
usual theory of similar triangles.
The transition to non-Euclidean geometry is
natural. If we drop the parallel axiom, we can explore the results of neutral geometry, in which the
parallel axiom is neither affirmed nor denied. If we
add the axiom of existence of limiting parallel
rays, we can develop all of hyperbolic geometry, including the construction of an intrinsic field of coordinates, and an associated hyperbolic analytic
geometry and hyperbolic trigonometry.
With this approach there is no need for the real
numbers, no appeal to continuity. In this way the
true essence of geometry can develop most naturally and economically.
Dividends
Whenever one approaches a subject from two different directions, there is bound to be an interesting
theorem expressing their relation.
In the theory of area, for example, Euclid's notion of equal content is based on cutting up andrearranging a plane figure. The modern approach is
to consider a measure of area function that to each
figure associates a real number, its area. The equivalence between these two approaches is expressed
in the following theorem of Bolyai and Gerwien.
Theorem. Two rectilinear plane figures A and B

have the same measure of area if and only if it is
possible to cut the figure A into triangles A1, ... , An
and B into triangles B1, ... , Bn in such a way that
A; is congruent to B; for each i.
The proof (see, for example, [11, §24]) uses little more than the results on application of areas
in the end of Book I of Euclid's Elements.
Gauss noted with curiosity that in the treatment of volumes in Book XII of the Elements, Euclid does not use the analogous method of dissection to define equal volume content, but instead
employs a limiting process called the method of
exhaustion. Hilbert asked in his third problem at
the International Congress of 1900 whether this
limiting process was really necessary. Dehn provided the answer by showing that a cube and a
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tetrahedron of equal ~;olume cannot be dissected
into a finite number of congruent su.bsolids. The
proof {see, for example, [ll., §27]) is a nice example of the application of algebra to geometry.
i\li(Qifi'a\~

The moral of my story is: Read Euclid and ask
questions. Then teach a course on Euclid and later
developments arising out of these questions.
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Julian D. Cole
(1925-1999)
George Bluman, L. Pamela Cook, joe Flaherty,
jerry Kevorkian, Norman Malmuth, Robert O'Malley,
Donald W. Schwendeman, and Marshall Tulin

The applied mathematics community suffered a great loss
with the death of one of its
leaders, Julian D. Cole, on
April17, 1999, at the age of 74.
Julian was born in Brooklyn, New York, onApril2, 1925.
He received his B.S. in engineering from Cornell and his
Ph.D. from Caltech, where he
worked with Hans liepmann.
During his career he was a
faculty member at Caltech, scientific liaison officer in
London for the Office of Naval
Research, a faculty scholar at
Julian D. Cole Boeing, a faculty member and
department chair at UCLA, and
a chaired professor at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. He received many awards for excellence
throughout his career, including election to membership in the National Academy of Engineering and
the National Academy of Sciences simultaneously
in 1976. He was a fellow of the American Physical
Society, the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, and the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences. Among other awards he received the
von Karman Prize (SIAM), the Award for Meritorious Civilian Service (Air Force), the Fluid
Dynamics Award (AIAA), and the National Academy
of Sciences Award in Applied Mathematics and
Numerical Analysis.
The opening segment is adapted and reprinted, by permission, from an article that first appeared in SIAM News,
June 1999.
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Julian will be best remembered professionally
for his seminal research and his books: Perturbation Methods in Applied Mathematics (1968, followed by revisions in 1981 and 1996); Multiple
Scale and Singular Perturbation Methods (1996,
with Kevorkian), Transonic Aerodynamics (1986,
with Cook), and Similarity Methods for Differential
Equations (1974, with Bluman). His professional career has been reviewed in some detail by Marshall
Tulin as "Julian David Cole-A Scientific Biography"
in Mathematics Is for Solving Problems (SIAM, 1996).
This is a must read for any aspiring applied mathematician and for any devotee of Julian. It surveys
the development and the significance of Julian's
work, creating a profile of a career.lt summarizes:
... Julian's early experience in bringing
mathematics forcefully to bear on important, current engineering problems
took place at GALCIT, the very laboratory where von Karman translated his
own tradition in America. The heart of
that tradition was a deep commitment
to the scientific formulation and mathematical solution of real engineering
problems, rather than to the development of mathematics for its own sake ....
Here the importance of historical and
exemplary figures like Rayleigh and
Kelvin in the [nineteenth] century and
Timoshenko, Burgers, and von Karman
in the first half of [the twentieth] century are crucial. In the second half of
[the twentieth] century, Julian Cole certainly takes his place with his predecessors. Von Karman had clearly
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understood and publicized the vast and
mostly uncharted territory of nonlinear
phenomena looming ahead in engineering, and it was the heart of this
territory in aerodynamics, transonics,
which Julian conquered .... What sets
Julian aside from many other engineers
using theory is the depth and general
applicability of the mathematical tools
which he has devised for the solution
of problems. In this respect, his body
of work is exceptional.
Julian was notable for his patience, persistence,
and integrity. He was accepting of others' faults,
and a wise man. He thought about mathematics
continually, and he was always ready for technical questions and discussions. He was a role model,
a man whose mind was sharp and who was able
to see through problems quickly, but yet a man who
remained diffident and humble. He was not only
a great researcher but even more a superb teacher.
He was an absorbing lecturer. He was generous with
his time and generous and open with his thoughts
and ideas. He could get to the heart of any problem and distill it to its relevant and simplified
components. It is ho surprise then that Julian had
so many collaborators and guided thirty-six Ph.D.
theses to completion. Those of us who were lucky
enough to have known and to have worked with
Julian, including his students, are deeply indebted
to him for our outlook on our work and on life.
Many of us have shared with Julian information gleaned from his voracious reading. Many of
us have been to the racetrack with him and have
learned how to read the Daily Racing Form and how
to bet on horses. Some of us remember sitting
through an initially frightening earthquake as Julian
calmly and soothingly continued to lecture. Some
remember a seminar (on the inner ear) in the
Doctors' Lounge at the UCLA Hospital, with Julian
in hospital patient's garb, until the nurses ejected
us. (That was after an infamous attempt by Julian
at motorcycling.) He enjoyed food, wine, and music and most of us have shared a memorable meal
wi;h him. Julian was a hiker, a skier, and a runner
who ran virtually everyday of his life. He was a devoted father who was proud of his children.
Despite his illness, typical of his love and dedication to his profession, Julian was teaching and
initiating research collaborations until the time of his
L. Pamela Cook is professor and chair of mathematical sci-

ences at the University of Delaware. Her e-mail address
is cook@math. ude l . edu.
joe Flaherty is the Amos Eaton Professor of Computer Science at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. His e-mail address is fl aherje@cs. rpi. edu.
Marshall Tulin is director of the Ocean Engineering Laboratory at the University of California at Santa Barbara.
His e-mail address is mpt@vortex. ucsb. edu.
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death. He was at that time the Margaret Darrin
Distinguished Professor of Applied Mathematics at
RPI, where his wife, Sue, had also been a faculty member in applied mathematics and where he had been
for the last seventeen years.
-L. Pamela Cook, joe Flaherty,
and Marshall Tulin

jerry Kevorkian and Robert O'Malley
In the late 1940s Paco A Lagerstrom and Julian D.
Cole started a small research group on perturbation theory at the Guggenheim Aeronautical
Laboratory at the California Institute of Technology
(GALCIT). The main focus of the research was to
understand the mathematical underpinnings for solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for fluid
flow in the limits as the Reynolds number tends to
infinity (boundary-layer theory) and to zero (StokesOseen flow). Many of the ideas that are now at the
core of singular perturbations were developed by
this group. In his narrative article "The development
of perturbation theory at GALCIT" (SIAM Review,
1994), Cole generously credits colleagues for various crucial ideas. In fact, in many cases, the seminal contributions were uniquely his.
In collaboration with Lagerstrom and Leon
Trilling, Cole found that weak shocks for a class of
limiting solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations
were described by what was later called the Burgers
partial differential equation. Julian then found the
exact solution of the nonlinear Navier-Stokes equation using an ingenious transformation to the linear diffusion equation that has since been widely
used and generally known as the Cole-Hopf transformation. This was just the beginning of Julian's
skillful use of similarity and invariance methods.
The nature of a limiting solution for a
nonlinear equation is often physically, though
not always mathematically, obvious. For
example, in flow of a viscous fluid over a body,
the effects of viscosity are concentrated in a
layer adjacent to the body surface, and this
(boundary) layer gets thinner as the viscosity
decreases (i.e., as the Reynolds number
approaches infinity). On the other hand, an
observer at a fixed point in the stream
experiences a progressively less viscous (outer)
flow in this limit. The approximate equations for
the outer flow follow trivially by ignoring the
viscosity in the Navier-Stokes equations. The
approximate equations governing the flow in the
boundary layer may be derived physically on the
basis of the relative importance of various terms
in the Navier-Stokes equations. In fact, this was
jerry Kevorkian is professor of applied mathematics at the
University of Washington. His e-mail address is
kevork@amath.washington.edu.
Robert O'Malley is professor of applied mathematics
at the University of Washington. His e-mail address is
omalley@amath.washington.edu.
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the point of view taken by L. Prandtl in his
seminal seven-page report "On the motion of a
fluid with very small viscosity", given as a tenminute presentation at the Third International
Congress of Mathematicians in Heidelberg in
1904. The idea that the boundary-layer limit is a
systematic mathematical consequence of the
Navier-Stokes equations-that it is, in fact, the
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exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equations in
the limit of the Reynolds number approaching
infinity after a unique scaling of the variablesis due to Lagerstrom and Cole. To derive the
partial differential equations that govern this
limiting solution, one merely applies this
rescaling and limit process to the
Navier-Stokes equations. Moreover,
this process generalizes to yield the
higher-order terms in the asymptotic
expansion. For the case of high
Reynolds number flow, these
expansions are called the inner
(boundary layer) and outer (inviscid)
expansions. Cole pointed out that a
given equation has a finite number of
such distinguished limits, each valid
in a separate geometric domain, and
that these are fundamental in
computing a uniformly valid
Cole (on left) running asymptotic solution to the boundary
with jerry Kevorkian. value problem.
As explained by Van Dyke (SIAM
Review, 1994), Prandtl's boundary-layer theory
was ahead of its time and slow to catch on, even
in the hydrodynamics community. By the 1930s
Richard Courant, as head of the famous
Mathematical Institute at Gottingen, sought to
encourage a mathematical analysis of boundarylayer theory to be developed through interaction
with Prandtl's own Aero- and Astronautics
Institute, just down the street. The Nazi rise
prevented such cooperation, however. Fittingly,
Prandtl's flamboyant student Theodore von
Karman was the founding director of GALCIT,
and Julian Cole was awarded SIAM's von Karman
prize in 1984. K.-0. Friedrichs provided the first
significant mathematical analysis of the subject
in the early 1940s at New York University, and
he and Wolfgang Wasow introduced the term
singular perturbations in a 1946 paper on
nonlinear oscillations. Related mathematics was
also developed in Russia by Tikhonov and
Pontryagin, among others. (Indeed, our current
mathematical understanding of matching is
most rigorously presented in books by Vasil'eva,
Oleinik, and Il'in.) The Caltech group interacted
closely with Friedrichs and others both pure and
applied at NYU, with analysts like Arthur Erdelyi
at Caltech, and with fluid and aerodynamicists
in Cambridge, England, and Cambridge,
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Massachusetts, among many others. Ultimately,
contacts with the likes of George Carrier at
Harvard, C.-C. Lin and Norman Levinson at MIT,
Edward Fraenkel and Ian Proudman at
Cambridge, Keith Stewartson in London, and
Paul Germain in Paris put the GALCIT group at
the center of a very significant interdisciplinary
international effort in asymptotic analysis.
Important European friendships were made
while Cole served as a scientific liaison officer
with the London Office of Naval Research from
1955 to 1957.
Cole called the expansion associated with a
given distinguished limit a limit-process expansion, and the mathematical basis for connecting two
adjacent expansions was an important issue that
occupied him and other members of the GALCIT
research group. For example, in studying high
Reynolds number flow over a body, Prandtl hadargued on physical grounds that the boundary-layer
solution at an infinite distance from the body
should agree with the inviscid flow on the body surface. This seemingly paradoxical requirement was
shown to be the limiting form of a more general
matching principle that was formulated by Saul
Kaplun, a senior research fellow at GALCIT.
Although Kaplun's ideas were important in establishing the general basis for matching of asymptotic
expansions, Cole took a more pragmatic approach.
He showed that once two adjacent distinguished
limits and their associated expansions are derived,
then matching can be implemented in terms of an
intermediate variable and associated limit process
valid in an overlap domain common to both.
Members of the GALCIT group met informally
once a week to present their research and solicit
feedback. At one of these meetings in 1959, Jerry
Kevorkian, a graduate student working on the
problem of satellite orbits in a thin atmosphere,
highlighted the difficulty of calculating solutions
valid for long times within the framework of limit
process expansions. The classical perturbation
methods used in celestial mechanics, which relied
almost exclusively on the Hamiltonian formalism,
did not apply to this dissipative motion. He argued
that a regular perturbation expansion, where the
time is fixed and the small parameter (measuring
the small aerodynamic forces acting on the satellite) tends to zero, corresponds to an inner (or
initially valid) expansion analogous to a boundarylayer expansion. This expansion is not valid for long
times, however, and the breakdown in the solution
is exhibited by the occurrence of mixed secular
terms; these are products of linear and trigonometric functions that become unbounded for large
time. Indeed, since the time of Lagrange those
doing celestial mechanics had often been forced
to develop methods based on casting out such
mixed secular terms. No limit process expansion
exists for long times because oscillatory terms
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have infinite frequency in this limit. Thus, although
the solution depends on two time scales, a short
time measuring the orbital period and a long time
measuring the period over which orbital decay
due to drag becomes significant, the orbital evolution over long times cannot be expressed in
terms of a single scale as in an outer expansion.
At this meeting Kaplun suggested an approach
for deriving the slow evolution of the orbital elements based on their small change over one cycle.
While Kevorkian was working on this idea (which
proved to be feasible albeit very laborious), Cole
casually remarked that it would be worthwhile to
construct an expansion that depends on the two
time scales simultaneously! This was the needed
breakthrough that led to what is now known as the
method of multiple scales for the solution of problems with cumulative perturbations. Kevorkian's
1961 Ph.D. thesis, later available as a Douglas Aircraft report and in an AMS 1966 publication Space
Mathematics, outlined the necessary formalism
and included a number of illustrative examples. In
a layer-type problem, two or more limit process expansions, each involving its own independent variable (scale) and each valid in its own domain, arise
in the asymptotic description of the solution; a uniformly valid approximation is then constructed
by the appropriate superposition of elements of
these expansions. In contrast, for a cumulative
perturbation problem the asymptotic approximation of the solution is represented as a general function of the multiple scales at the outset, generalizing Lindstedt's strained coordinate method as
presented in Poincare's Celestial Mechanics. In the
simplest case the solution depends on two scales
only, the strained fast time and the slow time, and
the expansions procedure is called "two-timing".
The scope of this method has since been extended
significantly. For ordinary differential equations it
applies to rather general systems consisting of
N + M first-order equations for N fast phases and
M slow variables. Such systems arise in many
applications, including satellite dynamic s, the
dynamics of charged particles in accelerators,
the motion of electrons in free electron lasers, and
the modal evolution of a large class of nonlinear
vibrating systems. Th e method also applies to a
variety of partial differential equations that model
problems where small cumulative perturbations
affect the solution in the far field. Numerou s
examples occur for wave propagation in both
homogeneous and heterogeneous media.
While on sabbatical leave at Harvard during
1963-64, Cole began a book, Perturbation Methods
in Applied Mathematics, in which he gives a comprehensive account of the techniques mentioned
above using examples taken from diverse areas.
This book followed closely the first work on the
subject, Perturbation Methods in Fluid Mechanics
by Milton Van Dyke, another GALCIT graduate, deAPRIL
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voted entirely to applications in fluid mechanics.
Cole's 1968 book was revised and updated by
Kevorkian and Cole in 1981 to include an account
of the method of averaging and more recent work
on multiple scale
methods with applications in
satellite dynamics as well as
weakly nonlinear
waves. The discussion of averaging, originally
due to Krylov,
Bogoliubov, and
Mitropolsky, is
particularly important, because
averaging can
sometimes be
used to justify
two-timing, as
was first shown
by John Morrison
of Bell Laboratories in 1966. As Cole on the beach with Marshall Tulin.
this book demonstrates, however, multiple scales can be applied much more
broadly than averaging, particularly for partial differential equations. Examples of singular perturbation problems in cell biology, an area that Cole
and co-workers explored after he left Caltech, were
also described.
Cole's own 1949 Caltech thesis, under Hans
Liepmann, concerned transonic flow. That subject,
like hypersonics, remained one of active research
and collaboration by Cole until his death. Important
early analytical work was done with his Caltech student Arthur Messiter, while some significant computational finite difference schemes were developed
with Earll Murman in 1968 at the Boeing Scientific
Research Laboratory. Much more recent practical
work was done jointly with Norman Malmuth of the
Rockwell International Science Center and with
Pamela Cook of the University of Delaware. A hybrid of asymptotics and numerics, combined with
considerable physical insight, is central to such
transonic small disturbance theory. Most of this
work is presented in Cole and Cook's 1986 book
and in a 1993 SIAM book edited by Cook. At
Rensselaer, Cole worked with and inspired much
additional work by Zvi Rusak, Oleg Ryzhov, and Don
Schwendeman. The recent use of hodograph methods by Cole and Schwendeman to numerically design airfoils is particularly impressive and masterful.
Julian Cole was particularly gifted in applying
perturbation techniques to a wide spectrum of
physical problems. Some were problems already
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explored by others, where he added valuable new
perspectives. For example, in his paper on heat conduction in a heterogeneous medium (SIAM]. on
Appl. Math., 1995) he revisited a problem first
discussed by Rayleigh to explain the origin of a
curious 13/3 power occurring in the expansion of
the effective conductivity of a cubical array of
spheres in a matrix. However, most of Cole's work
on singtllar perttrrbations dealt with fascinati..'1g
new areas of applications such as cell biology, the
mechanics of the inner ear (cochlea), and other examples that highlight the power and elegance of
perturbation solutions. This interest and commitment to solving real problems is reflected in the
title for the collection of papers celebrating his
seventieth birthday: Mathematics Is for Solving
Problems.

A more recent survey of perturbation methods
is given in Kevorkian and Cole's 1996 book, Multiple
Scale and Singular Perturbation Methods. In addition to a collection of new examples on layer-type
problems, this book contains a unified and complete survey of multiple scale and averaging methods for ordinary differential equations. The discussion of multiple scale methods for partial
differential equations is also considerably expanded. Together, Cole's three books on perturbation methods have been widely acclaimed as
timely texts as well as reference works. Their broad
appeal to students and research workers may be
attributed to the systematic exposition of fascinating topics and the use of varied and challenging examples related to applications.

Donald W. Schwendeman
I knew Julian Cole as a colleague and as a good
friend from 1987, at which time I joined the
Department of Mathematical Sdences at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute. Since then it was my privilege
and good fortune to work with Julian on a number
of interesting and challenging problems in applied
mathematics and theoretical aerodynamics. Our
main work together was in the areas of transonic
and hypersonic flow, but Julian and I shared other
interests, including mathematical problems from
industry, semiconductor device modeling, and similarity methods, among others. By the time I began
working with Julian, he was a well-known applied
mathematidan, having made a number of important contributions in the areas of perturbation theory, aerodynamics, group theory, and more. I, on
the other hand, was an assistant professor just
getting started in the business, but Julian enjoyed
working with others and young people in particular. So, because of our shared interests and complimentary skills, we enjoyed a close collaboration, my recollections of which and connections to
Donald W. Schwendeman is associate professor of
mathematics at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. His
e-mail address is schwed@rpi . edu .
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Julian's earlier work I share below.
One of the first problems we worked on together
involved shock-free inviscid flow past bodies of
revolution. The main issue from the point of view of
theoretical fluid dynamics is whether a body of revolution can be constructed so that in the presence
of a uniform free-stream subsonic flow of a given
Mach number Moo there is a local supersonic zone
about the body that is free of shock waves. Such a
flow would be free of wave drag due to shock waves
and, through the "equal area rule", could be used as
a guide to design airplanes in high-speed subsonic
flow. Mathematically the problem can be formulated
in terms of a nonlinear mixed-type partial differential equation assuming potential flow. Within the
framework of small-disturbance theory, in the physical plane (x, r), where x is axial distance in the
direction of the free-stream flow and r is radial
distance, the body becomes a distribution of point
sourcesalongthex-axisgivenbyS(x)forx E [-1, 1].
The source function provides a boundary condition
for the Karman-Guderley equation,
(K- (;y + 1)cf>x)cf>xx + cf>rr + (1/f)c/>r

=

0,

where cp is a disturbance potential, r = 8r is the
scaled radial distance (8 being the thickness of the
body), and K = (1 - M~) I 8 2 > 0 is the transonic
similarity parameter. The problem is to specify
S(x) for a given K such that the solution for cp(x, f)
in the region r > 0 has a smooth supersonic (hyperbolic) zone within the outer subsonic (elliptic)
flow.
Julian suggested a method of solution in
which the problem is formulated in the hodograph
plane, where the velodty components become the
independent variables and the partial differential
equation for cp is transformed to a nonlinear
Tricomi equation. In this way the unknown boundary between the elliptic and hyperbolic regions in
the physical plane becomes a known boundary in
the hodograph plane, and the smoothness of the
solution can be determined by checking the sign
of the Jacobian of the transformation. The boundary condition involving the source function moves
to one at infinity, and the free stream becomes a
singularity of known type at a point in the hodograph. A numerical formulation of the problem was
devised, and source functions were found corresponding to a smooth shock-free flow in the physical plane. These results were the first shock-free
solutions found for bodies of revolution.
Another problem we pursued jointly concerned
the design of optimal critical airfoils. An airfoil is
critical when the flow is just sonic at some point
or portion of the airfoil surface and the flow everywhere else is subsonic. The problem of optimal design is to construct a critical airfoil of a given
thickness or area in a uniform inviscid flow with
the highest free-stream (subsonic) Mach number.
Additional constraints may be imposed, such as a
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given lift, a given angle at the tail of the airfoil, or
a given curvature at the nose. For the nonlifting case
without geometric constraints at the nose and tail,
the optimal design was worked out by Gilbarg and
Shiffman using a comparison theorem. Their design consists of flat vertical segments at the nose
and tail connected by an arc on which the flow is
exactly sonic. Again the problem is formulated
conveniently in the hodograph plane (q , 8), where
q is the flow speed and 8 is its direction, so that
the airfoil boundaries involving segments of known
flow direction or speed become fixed boundaries
in the hodograph. In the hodograph plane Chaplygin's equation,
pq((q I p)f./Jq)q + (1 - M 2 )1/Jee = O,

where p and M are the density and Mach number
of the flow, respectively, is to be solved for the
stream function f.JJ(q, 8) in the region q ::o; c* (c *
being the critical sound speed), subject to a freestream singularity at q = qoo ' 8 = 0 . In the smalldisturbance limit, Chaplygin's equation reduces
to a Tricomi equation, and Julian found an exact
solution to the relevant boundary-value problem.
In this limiting case the vertical segments at the
nose and tail reduce to points, and the whole airfoil becomes a sonic arc. Julian's solution specified
the shape of this arc and a fixed value for the
transonic similarity parameter K, which gives the
limiting behavior of the thickness b of an optimal
critical airfoil as the free-stream Mach number Moo
tends to 1. A numerical method of solution was
used to determine optimal critical airfoils for the
full, nonlifting case.
Extensions of this work to the lifting case involved the numerical solution of Chaplygin's equation on two Riemann sheets connected by a branch
cut. The numerical implementation of this interesting and novel boundary-value problem was
carried out by Mary Catherine Kropinski, Julian's
and my graduate student at the time.
In both of these problems one sees the strong influence of Julian's earlier work in transonic flow,
which began at Caltech in the late 1940s. Interest
in this area of fluid dynamics at that time was
spurred on by the desire to fly aircraft near the speed
of sound and faster, the first supersonic flight
having been achieved in 1947. In this effort, new
fluid dynamics was observed about aircraft
at transonic speeds, such as shocks and wave
drag, and new mathematics was needed to
explain and predict these observations. The
essential difficulty from a mathematical point of
view is that the equations of fluid dynamics fortransonic flow are nonlinear. And, for example, in the
case of steady potential flow the equations change
type at sonic, being elliptic for subsonic flow and
hyperbolic for supersonic flow. Julian played a leading role in the development of transonic smalldisturbance theory, which was an important
APRIL 2000

advance in the
mathematical
theory of transonic flow. His
early work in
this area was
mostly analytical and required clever
and sophisicated mathematical techniques, such as
similarity and
hodograph
methods.
Later, while at julian Cole (left) with Don Schwendeman at RPI.
Boeing, he and
Earll Murman developed the first type-sensitive numerical method for the transonic small-disturbance
equations. This numerical method, which has now
become a classic, enabled engineers to calculate and
study the transonic flow about a wide range of airfoil shapes and played a key role in the development
of modem computational fluid dynamics. Julian's important contribution to the theory of transonic flow
is apparent from a long list of research reports and
publications, much of which is compiled and expanded upon in his book Transonic Aerodynamics,
coauthored with Pamela Cook.
Julian's and my collaboration was not limited
to problems in transonic flow. The most recent
problem we worked on involved the optimization
of conical wings in hypersonic flow, where the
flow speed is much faster than the speed of sound.
The aim of this research effort was to design wing
shapes that minimize (wave) drag for a given lift
in inviscid hypersonic flow. The problem was formulated using hypersonic small-disturbance theory and assuming conical flow. Under these
assumptions the Euler equations reduce to a system of first-order mixed-type nonlinear equations
that take the form fy + gz = h, where f, g, and h
are vector functions involving the leading perturbations in density, velocity, and pressure in the
limit as b, the flow deflection, tends to 0 and Moo ,
the free-stream Mach number, becomes large with
H = 11(Moo b) 2 , the hypersonic similarity parameter, held fixed. The variables (Y, Z) are conical
coordinates, Y = y l (bx) and Z = z l (l5x), measuring
(scaled) distance in the vertical and spanwise
directions, respectively, for a fixed x . If one focuses
attention on the shape of the compressive underside of the wing given by Y = W(Z) for 0 ::o; Z ::o; i\
(assuming symmetry about Z = 0) and its contribution to the lift and drag, the problem is to find
a wing shape function W that minimizes the
2 , for fixed Hand i\ . Some
figure of merit, Cv I
analytical progress was made for certain special
cases, but the problem required a numerical treatment in general.
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Our work on this problem stemmed from
Julian's early work in hypersonic flow, which began
in the 1950s. In a typical problem, such as the one
discussed above, there is a leading bow shock
whose position is unknown and must be
determined together with the disturbed flow between it and the wing. A mathematical description
of this flow presents a difficult nonlinear problem.
Hypersonic small-disturbance theory, which
Julian helped develop, provides some simplification, but the equations remain nonlinear. Analytical progress is difficult and has been limited
primarily to wings whose bow shock is attached
(the so-called wave rider designs). For such wings,
one of Julian's important contributions involved
the use of similarity methods to study a family of
power-law wing shapes in order to find the one that
minimizes drag for a given lift. In view of Julian's
early work, we were particularly interested in
whether our optimal wing shapes would have
attached or detached bow shocks, my numerical
approach being able to handle both cases. As it
turned out, our results showed that wings with
attached bow shocks were preferred.
The results of the work discussed here amount
to only a fraction of the contributions Julian has
made throughout his career, but they are representative of the type of applied mathematics for
which Julian was well known and is fondly remembered.

Norman Malmuth
My first interaction with Julian Cole was as his
student at Caltech in 1957. I observed him in
classes in applied mathematics and as my Ph.D.
advisor during my five years at that institution.
Besides applied math, I had the opportunity to
study nonlinear gas dynamics with him, including
transonic and hypersonic flow. I was impressed by
his ability to get to the heart of the problem very
quickly and express the issues in a very succinct
mathematical way. What also amazed me was the
ease with which he could derive things on the
blackboard, even complex nonlinear mixed transonic flow. These skills demonstrated his deep
understanding of the fundamental physics. In all
my experience then and now, I have never seen
anybody else who could build mathematical models with his skill. He was a pioneer in nonlinear gas
dynamics who developed a beautiful revolutionary
theory that embedded the classical ideas of Newton into a systematic approximation theory capable of accurately describing hypersonic flows. His
work on optimum hypersonic wings, with his
Norman Malmuth is senior scientist and program
manager of fluid dynamics at Rockwell Science Center,
Thousand Oaks, CA. His e-mail address is ndma l muth@

rsc.rockwell.com.
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unique blend of combined asymptotics and numerics, provides new concepts that should make
a sizable impact toward achieving 1-2-hour flights
to the Pacific Rim instead of today's bone-crushing 10-15 hours. One very strong connection of his
asymptotic mathematics is the link to modern
computational fluid dynamics. Julian played a
major role in embedding transonic small-disturbance theory into a systematic approximation
framework through which successive refinements
could be made. Julian integrated the far field
boundary conditions into the numerics and was responsible for conceptualizing and extending the
combined asymptotic and numerical scheme so obtained to slender bodies and lifting airfoils involving the interaction of the far field rectilinear
vortex/wake and nonlinear effects with the near
field. More importantly, Julian played a dominant
role in applying the type-sensitive switch in the difference scheme that was backward in the hyperbolic regions and centered in the elliptic zones
and had a degenerate special form on the parabolic
lines. This not only provided stability but allowed
shocks to be captured in the natural course of the
calculations without having to be fitted into the
field. Although some of the ideas had previously
been explored by Lax, Magnus, and Yoshihara, the
Cole-Murman breakthrough paper was the "Wright
Flyer" of modern computational fluid dynamics,
which is the backbone of aeronautical engineering
today. It pervades all aerodynamic analysis and has
made treatment of problems that were impossible
fifty years ago a reality today.

George Bluman
I came into contact with Julian Cole when beginning graduate study at Caltech in 1964. At first
Julian came across as rather intimidating to new
students, with his pointed questions and seemingly
aloof manner. But there was a soft side to him, with
his informal and down-to-earth manner. My close
contact with Julian started with taking his graduate
course AMA 201C on "Advanced Partial Differential Equations" in the spring quarter of 1966. Three
eclectic topics were emphasized: dimensional analysis, similarity methods for ordinary differential
equations (ODEs), and similarity methods for partial
differential equations (PDEs), which Julian pointed
out had "nothing to do with linearity."
Julian's interest in symmetry originated from
similarity solutions arising from dimensional
analysis considerations, or, more generally, scaling
invariance, for various problems in fluid mechanics (boundary layer flows, transonic flow, etc.),
George Bluman is professor and head of mathematics at
the University of British Columbia. His e-mail address is

bluman@math.ubc.ca.
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Ph.D. Students of Julian Cole
especially as asymptotic solutions. His observation that the Burgers equation and the heat equation have similar symmetry properties motivated
his 1951 work that introduced the celebrated ColeHopf transformation relating all solutions of these
two equations. To find this transformation, Julian
first used a differential substitution to obtain the
integrated Burgers equation. The identical scaling
invariance of the integrated Burgers equation and
the heat equation led to his seeking a functional
relationship between their solutions that yielded
the Cole-Hopf transformation. The Cole-Hopf transformation, as a prototypical example, has sparked
the development of systematic methods for
finding transformations relating nonlinear PDEs to
linear PDEs.
Julian was interested to learn that one could
extend Lie's work for finding symmetries of ODEs
to PDEs. In this way more general symmetries for
PDEs could be found systematically, other than obvious ones such as seatings, translations, and rotations. In fact, Lie had done such an extension himself. julian and I published a paper on finding
symmetries and new similarity solutions of the
heat equation arising from them. A novel idea introduced in this paper was the "nonclassical"
method that generalized Lie's "classical" method
of obtaining similarity (invariant) solutions through
invariance of differential equations under Lie
groups of point transformations. A Lie symmetry
admitted by a PDE is a mapping admitted by its solution space. The "classical" invariant solutions
are those solutions that map into themselves. The
invariants of Lie symmetries yield specific functional ansatze for finding invariant solutions of a
particular form with one less independent variable.
The "nonclassical" method seeks "symmetries"
leaving invariant an augmented system including
the given PDE and the functional ansatz form for
"its invariants". For any PDE this yields all functional ansatze for finding solutions of the particular form that can arise from Lie symmetries. Computationally, in the "classical" method the
infinitesimals for Lie symmetries are first determined; they lead to the specific ansatze. In the
"nonclassical" method the functional ansatz is the
starting point with its associated "infinitesimals"
substituted into Lie's determining equations for
symmetries. Here the price that one pays is that
the calculations to determine "infinitesimals" are
now nonlinear. The "nonclassical" method came
into prominence in a 1989 paper of Levi and Winternitz to clarify the Clarkson/Kruskal "direct"
method for constructing new solutions for the
Boussinesq equation. It has been demonstrated
that the "nonclassical" method is computationally effective. Many new solutions for nonlinear
PDEs have been so obtained.
In 1968 julian and I began writing our book on
similarity methods, which appeared in 1974. DurAPRIL
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Theodore Yao-tsu Wu, Caltech (1952)
Sune B. Berndt, Caltech (1955)
Shan Fu Shen, Caltech (1956)
Arthur F. Messiter, Caltech (1957)
W. Royce, Caltech (1959)
Meredith C. Gourdine, Caltech (1960)
Archibald D. MacGillivray, Caltech (1960)
jerry Kevorkian, Caltech (1961)
Y. M. Lynn, Caltech (1961)
D. Hoult, Caltech (1962)
Norman D. Malmuth, Caltech (1962)
j. Petty, Caltech (1963)
William B. Bush, Caltech (1964)
K. Grimes, Caltech (1964)
George W. Bluman, Caltech (1967)
Kenneth Harstad, Caltech (1967)
Tse-Fou Zien, Caltech (1967)
H. Kabakow .(with R. Feynman), Caltech (1968)
R. Schmulian, Caltech (1968)
j. F. Hamet, UCLA (1971)
F. Hendriks, UCLA (1972)
C. K. Feng, UCLA (1977)
Mark H. Holmes, UCLA (1978)
K. Kusunose, UCLA (1979)
E. Tse, UCLA (1979)
Fred Ziegler (with P. Cook), UCLA (1981)
S. Epps, UCLA (1982)
Gilberta Schleiniger, UCLA (1982)
Scott Rimbey, UCLA (1984)
]. j. Xu, RPI (1986)
V. Villarnisar, RPI (1987)
Barbara A. Wagner, RPI (1989)
A. Kalocsai, RPI (1992)
Mary Catherine Kropinski (with D. Schwendeman), RPI (1993)
Ron Buckmire (with D. Schwendeman), RPI (1994)
Susan A. Triantafillou (with D. Schwendeman), RPI (1997)
ing this period julian moved from Caltech to
Boeing in Seattle and then to UCLA. Much of the
material on ODEs was first laid out in Cole's AMA
201C notes. Meanwhile, Springer developed its
series in Applied Mathematical Sciences, and our
book became its thirteenth volume. It appeared to
have led to a revival of interest in the West in
group methods for differential equations. The
book was written in an informal style, and a much
updated and more polished version appeared in
1989.
Julian Cole always had an open mind to new
approaches for solving problems. He had a
remarkable intuition. His disdain of sophistication when uncalled for was legendary. His examination questions were applied mathematics at its
best. His death is a great loss to the applied
mathematics community.
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Book Review

Fermat's Last Theorem
for Amateurs
Reviewed by Michael Rosen

Fermat's Last Theorem for Amateurs
Paulo Ribenboim
Springer-Verlag, 1999
ISBN 0-387-98508-5
300 pages, $39.95

Amazing as it may seem, it is now over five years
since Fermat's Last Theorem (FLT) was finally given
a proof. This sensational mathematical achievement
took place about three hundred fifty years after the
result was first formulated by Fermat in some notes
in the margin of his copy of Diophantus's Arithmetica. The fame of Fermat's assertion was so great
that the long-awaited solution was front-page news.
Long articles appeared in popular magazines. An
hour-long TV documentary was broadcast on public television in the NOVA series. Popular books
appeared, retelling the history of the subject, outlining how the problem was finally resolved, and
even giving hints at the proof itself. Rarely has a
mathematical event provoked such an outpouring
of public interest.
Now that FLT is actually a theorem, there arises
the question as to the status of the partial results
which appeared over the course of the centuries
and which attempted to shed light on FLT. To the
degree that they deal strictly with FLT and not
with any broader class of problems, it is an
unfortunate fact that they are now obsolete. This
is unfortunate since many of these results require
great ingenuity to prove and are undoubtedly posMichael Rosen is professor of mathematics at Brown
Univer sity. His e- mail address is mros e n@math .
brown. edu.
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sessed of mathematical beauty. Moreover,
many of them use elementary methods
and so are accessible
to people with limited
backgrounds. The
proof of FLT, as is well
known by now, is of
great sophisticationso much so that the
details are inaccessible even to professional mathematicians unless they
specialize in number
theory and possess an
exceptionally broad
mastery of their field.
The author of the book under review evidently is
reluctant to see all the elementary attacks on FLT
cast aside into the shadows. He has produced a book
about the "pre-proof" era of FLT for the enjoyment
of amateurs -people who love number theory but
who have limited background. Perhaps it is best to
let the author speak for himself. " ...[I)f you are a
professional mathematician you may then wonder
why I have undertaken this task now that the problem has been solved. The tower of Babel did not
reach the sky, but it was one of the marvels of ancient
times. Here too, there are some admirable examples
of ingenuity, even more remarkable considering that
the arguments are strictly elementary. It would be
an unforgivable error to let these gems sink into
oblivion."
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A word should be said about the level of this
book. An amateur whose background extends only
as far as a superior high school education will be
quite lost. I would say that college-level courses in
abstract algebra and elementary number theory are
necessary to fully understand the level of argumentation encountered on these pages. On the
other hand, almost no analysis, geometry, or anything on the graduate level is required. In this regard it is quite different from the author's other
book on the same topic, 13 Lectures on Fermat's
Last Theorem [3]. In that book algebraic number
theory, class field theory, and analytic number
theory all play a role.
The book begins with consideration of
xn + yn = zn for n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 7. Some algebraic
number theory creeps in via the theory of the
Gauss and Eisenstein integers, which are used to
treat the cases n = 4 and n = 3 respectively. However, no ideal theory is necessary. After developing some material on p-adic valuations, cyclotomic
polynomials, and resolvants, the author discusses
the relations of Barlow, the theorem of Sophie Germain, and the theorem of Wendt. Let us pause to
say a word about Sophie Germain's theorem, since
this is an elegant result which is typical of the
material treated in this book.
Let p be an odd prime. If we are looking for solutions to Fermat's equation xP + yP = zP in pairwise relatively prime integers x, y, z such that p
does not divide xyz, we are said to be in the first
case of FLT. If p divides xyz, we are said to be in
the second case. Germain's theorem asserts that
if 2p + 1 is also a prime, then no solution exists for
the first case of FLT for exponent p. An odd prime
p such that 2p + 1 is also prime is sometimes referred to as a Germain prime. The first examples
of such primes are p = 3, 5, 11, 23. In 1823 Legendre extended this criterion with the result that
the first case of FLT was proved for all prime exponents up to 197. The question naturally arises
as to whether there exist infinitely many primes p
su ch that 2p + 1 is also a prime. Ribenboim gives
a heuristic argument that the answer to this and
related questions should be yes. However, this
question, like the question of the existence of infinitely many twin primes, is open. Elementary
number theory still has its share of easily posed
unsolved problems!
After developing the theory of p-adic numbers
and giving a proof of Hensel's lemma, the author
goes on to investigate congruences and divisibility properties that must be satisfied by a hypothetical solution to Fermat's equation. Here is an
example due to Fleck (1909). Suppose pis an odd
prime and x, y , z are nonzero, relatively prime integers with xP + yP = zP. Then, if p does not divide
1 (modp 3 ).
x,xP- 1
An interesting and general result whose proof
is completely elementary is due to Terjanian (1977).
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It states that x 2P + y 2P = z 2P has no solutions with
p not dividing xyz . Ribenboim supplies the surprisingly short proof. It is worth pointing out that
prior to the solution of FLT the first case was
known to be true for infinitely many prime exponents (Adelman, Heath-Brown, and Fouvry (1985)),
but was not known in general. The proof of the infinitude of such primes used extremely delicate analytic arguments from sieve theory.
In Chapter VIII, Part A, the author relates FLT
to a number of other diophantine equations. This
section is quite interesting. As an example,
let n <:: 3, and consider the two equations
z3 _ y2 = 9 X 22n- 2x2n and z3 _ 3y2 = 22n- 2x2n .
Fermat's equation for exponent n has no nontrivial solution if and only if both of these equations
have no solution with gcd(y, z) = 1. An erroneous
form of this result was proposed by Kapferer in
1933. Ribenboim communicated a partially corrected version to Inkeri, who published the result
in the form just described in 1984. It is of some
interest to note that the two equations in question
define elliptic surfaces, i.e., surfaces fibered by
elliptic curves. Thus Kapferer's contribution can be
viewed as an early attempt to tie up FLT with the
theory of elliptic curves.
The last chapter is about the Fermat congruence
modulo a prime and modulo prime powers. Also,
a generalized congruence due to Hurwitz is
considered. The main tool used is the theory of
Gaussian periods. In keeping with the elementary
nature of the book, no connection is made to zeta
functions or the associated Weil conjectures.
In an epilogue some results which require more
advanced methods are mentioned without proof.
The work of Kummer is touched upon, as are the
Wieferich criterion, Faltings's theorem, and the
ABC conjecture. A brief sketch is given of the work
of Frey, Serre, Ribet, and others who connected the
truth of FLT with the truth of the conjecture of
Shimura-Taniyama-Weil about elliptic curves. Of
course, the tremendous contribution of Wiles, who,
with assistance from Taylor, proved enough of
this conjecture to complete the proof of FLT, is also
discussed. How much sense this discussion makes
to the amateurs who are the book's target audience
is debatable.
As an aside, I'd like to make some comments
about the conjecture that every elliptic curve E
defined over the rational numbers is an image of
the modular curve Xo(N) where N is the conductor of E. Ribenboim, as well as many other authors now writing about this subject, refers to this
as the Shimura-Taniyama conjecture. In the popular book Fermat's Enigma by Simon Singh [5], it
is even asserted that this was the original name
of the conjecture and that later, because of some
contributions supporting it, the name of Weil was
occasionally added. In fact, the conjecture first
came to the attention of the broad mathematical
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public by way of some remarks at the end of an
influential paper by Well published in 1967 [6]. For
the decade after that it was referred to as Weil's
conjecture, modular elliptic curves were called
Well curves, and a map from Xo(N) toE was called
a Weil parameterization. The paper [2], which appeared in 1974, is typical in this regard. Most of
the authors of t:bjs period v1ere unaware that a
rough form of the conjecture had been put forward
by Taniyama in mimeographed notes distributed
at the Tokyo-Nikko Conference of 1955. Subsequently, as we now know, the conjecture was made
in a more precise form by Shimura in the early
1960s. Taniyama's remarks were published (in
Japanese) in the Japanese journal Sugaku in 1956,
but were not widely known. So far as I am aware,
the first English translation of Taniyama's remarks
was given as a footnote to a 1977 paper by Serre
on 1-adic representations (see page 192 of [4]).
Shimura did not publish his more precise conjecture. Thus, Well's paper was the first time the idea
appeared in a place that was widely accessible to
the mathematical public. It appeared in a precise
form making clear the role of the conductor and
was supported by the main theorem of the paper,
which is a criterion for when a Dirichlet series
with certain properties is in fact the Mellin transform of a Heeke cusp form. It is true that the practice of using only Weil's name for everything connected with this conjecture was unfair. Serge Lang
had much to do with setting the record straight (see
his Notices article [1]). However, in view of the important role Well played, it also strikes me as unfair, and ahistorical, to leave his name out of the
picture entirely. Calling it the Taniyama-ShimuraWell conjecture seems as close as one can come
to doing justice to all parties.
Getting back to the book under review, we may
ask the question of whether the author has realized his goal of preserving some of the "gems" of
the past for the enjoyment of amateurs of the present. There is no doubt that he has been at least
partially successful. There are many beautiful results in this book (I have touched on only a few),
and the reader with the requisite background will
undoubtedly derive pleasure from looking over
these treasures of the past. One is also led to ask,
however, if reading this book will inspire the pursuit of new dreams. Here I find the book less successful. The focus is so narrowly on FLT that more
general themes in diophantine equations are not
touched on. There are still many interesting equations whose solution may be susceptible to elementary methods, and perhaps more should have
been said in this direction. Also, had algebraic
number theory been allowed, open questions about
FLT over number fields could have been raised, the
open and celebrated Vandiver conjecture explained
and its implications explored, etc. That, however,
would be another book. This is a book for hard476

core FLT lovers who feel shut out by the overwhelming sophistication of the tools used in
modern number theory. For them this book will be
a guided tour through territory which is challenging to pass through but possible to conquer without high-powered equipment. It is somewhat sad
that no one expects any longer that an elementary
proof of FLT will ever emerge. But vvho knows?
References
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2000 Steele Prizes

The 2000 Leroy P. Steele Prizes were awarded at
the 106th Annual Meeting of the AMS in January
2000 in Washington, DC.
The Steele Prizes were established in 1970 in
honor of George David Birkhoff, William Fogg
Osgood, and William Caspar Graustein and are
endowed under the terms of a bequest from
Leroy P. Steele. The prizes are awarded in three
categories: for expository writing, for a research
paper of fundamental and lasting importance, and
for cumulative influence extending over a career.
The current award is $4,000 in each category.
The recipients of the 2000 Steele Prizes are
]OHN H. CoNWAY for Mathematical Exposition,
BARRY MAzUR for a Seminal Contribution to Research
(limited this year to algebra), and I. M. SINGER for
Lifetime Achievement.
The Steele Prizes are awarded by the AMS
Council acting through a selection committee whose
members at the time of these selections were:
Ciprian I. Foias, Bertram Kostant, Hugh L.
Montgomery, Louis Nirenberg, Marc A. Rieffel,
Jonathan M. Rosenberg (chair), John T. Tate, Fran<;:ois
Treves, and S. R. S. Varadhan.
The text that follows contains, for each prize
recipient, the committee's citation, a brief
biographical sketch, and a response from the
recipient upon receiving the prize.
Steele Prize for Mathematical Exposition:
John H. Conway

Citation
The Leroy P. Steele Prize for Mathematical Exposition is awarded to John H. Conway of Princeton
University in recognition of his many expository
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contributions in automata, the theory of games,
lattices, coding theory, group theory, and quadratic forms . He has a rare gift for naming
mathematical objects and for inventing useful
mathematical notations. His joy in mathematics is
clearly evident in all that he writes. Conway's book
On Numbers and Games, London Math. Soc.
Monographs, vol. 6, Academic Press, London, 1976,
ISBN 0-12186-350-6, is a classic in its field and even
inspired a novel (Surreal Numbers by D. Knuth). In
the words of John Dawson's review in Mathematical Reviews, "Overall, this book is a momentous
addition to the mathematical literature: a new,
exciting, and highly original theory is expounded
by its creator in a style that is at once concise,
literate, and delightfully whimsical." An anonymous reviewer at amazon. com of Conway's book
The Book of Numbers, co-authored with Richard
Guy, Copernicus, 1996, ISBN 0-387-97993-X, writes
that "the book is so fascinating that it can be a real
time sink." Carl Riehm, reviewing Conway's The
Sensual (Quadratic) Form ("with the assistance of
Francis Y. C. Fung"), based on Conway's Hedrick
Lectures in 1991, Carus Mathematical Monographs,
vol. 26, Math. Assoc. of America, Washington, DC,
1997, ISBN 0-88385-030-3 , in Mathematical
Reviews, states:
This is a book rich in ideas. They seem
to burst forth from almost every page,
and it is perhaps not surprising that it
seems a little disorganized at times. I
suspect that the author's hope that
"even the experts in quadratic forms
will find some new enlightenment here"
will be realized. The parts of the book
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dealing with topographs, and with
Voronoi cells, vonorms and conorms
are especially interesting. One can only
hope that this book will help to bring
them into the argot of quadratic forms.
Conway is the author or co-author of at least eight
different books and of many expository articles.
They have had substantial impact not just on research mathematicians but even on mathematical
amateurs.
Biographical Sketch
John H. Conway is one of the preeminent theorists
in the study of finite groups and one of the world's
foremost knot theorists. He
is the author of more than
10 books and more than 13 5
journal articles on a wide
variety of mathematical subjects. He has also done pathbreaking work in number
theory,gametheory,coding
theory, tiling, and the creation of new number systems.
Beyond the academic
world Conway is widely
known as the inventor of
the "Game of Life", a computer simulation of simple
cellular "life", governed by
remarkably simple rules
which give rise to amazingly
complex behavior. It was
John H. Conway popularized by Martin Gardner's columns in Scientific
American in the early 1970s and has had a large
group of devotees ever since. Conway may well
have the distinction of having more books, articles,
and Web pages devoted to his creations than any
other living mathematician.
Conway was educated at Cambridge University
and served as a professor of mathematics there
prior to joining Princeton University in 1986 as the
John von Neumann Professor of Mathematics. A
fellow of the Royal Society of London, he received
the P6lya Prize of the London Mathematical
Society and recently the Nemmers Prize in
Mathematics from Northwestern University.
Response from Professor Conway
What a delicious surprise!But if ideas tumble out in
such profusion, then why aren't they here now when
I need them to write this little acceptance? The thing
that makes this so surprising is that I associate writing more with pain than with the pleasure I get from
actually doing the mathematics.
I think the pain comes from the fact that in
mathematical writing one has to be so terribly
careful to distinguish between phrases that would
be equivalent in ordinary English, where a "happy
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crowd of people" obviously means the same as "a
crowd of happy people". A large set of numbers,
on the other hand, is very different from a set of
large numbers.
So mathematical writing is definitely hardsteel hard. This Steele Prize-what a steal!-I don't
deserve it, but suppose I must steel myself to
accept it. Thank you very much indeed.

Steele Prize for a Seminal Contribution to
Research: Barry Mazur
Citation
The Leroy P. Steele Prize for a Seminal Contribution to Research, which this year was limited to
algebra (broadly interpreted), is awarded to
Barry Mazur of Harvard University for his paper
"Modular curves and the Eisenstein ideal" in
Publications Mathematiques de l'Institut des Hautes
Etudes Scientifiques, no. 47 (1978), 33-186. This
paper determined the possible torsion of the
rational points of elliptic curves defined over «Jl and
also laid the foundation for many of the most important results in arithmetic algebraic geometry
over the last 20 ye ars, including (but not
limited to):
1. The proof of the Main Conjecture of Iwasawa
theory by Mazur and Andrew Wiles, in "Class fields
of abelian extensions of Q", Invent. Math. 76 (1984),
no. 2, 179-330.
2. Ken Ribet's proof that the Taniyama-Shimura
conjecture implies a proof of Fermat's Last Theorem, in "On modular representations of Gal(Q/«Jl)
arising from modular forms", Invent. Math. 100
(1990), no. 2, 431-476.
3. Wiles's proof of the Taniyama-Shimura conjecture and of Fermat's Last Theorem, in "Modular
elliptic curves and Fermat's last theorem", Ann. of
Math. (2) 141 (1995), no. 3, 443-551, using results
with R. Taylor ("Ring-theoretic properties of certain
Heeke algebras", ibid., 553-572).
4. Loic Merel's proof of the uniform boundedness conjecture for the torsion of elliptic curves defined over number fields, in "Bornes pour la torsion
des courbes elliptiques sur les corps de nombres",
Invent. Math. 124 (1996), no. 1-3, 43 7-449.
Rarely has a single paper given rise to such a
wealth of important mathematics as has Mazur's
paper on "Modular curves and the Eisenstein ideal".
Biographical Sketch
Barry Mazur spent two years as an undergraduate
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
then went to graduate school at Princeton University, where he received a Ph.D. in mathematics
(1959). He was a research fellow at the Institute for
Advanced Study (1958-59).
In 19 59 he moved to Harvard University and has
remained there ever since. At Harvard he was a
junior fellow (1959 - 62) b efore joining the
mathematics department in 1962. In 1966 Mazur
shared the AMS Oswald Veblen Prize in Geometry
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with Morton Brown, and in 1982 received the AMS
Cole Prize in Number Theory. Mazur is a member
of the National Academy of Sciences.
Response
What an honor to receive the Leroy P. Steele Prize
for a Seminal Contribution to Research! I thank the
committee for its generous citation regarding the
article for which they awarded me the prize. It is
a joy to do mathematics at a time when there are
so many enormously talented people at work and
so many exciting new ideas being developed. That
the committee cited the works of such mathematicians as Wiles, Ribet, and Merel in connection
with the prize they awarded to me is a further
source of joy.
Sometimes a line of mathematical research extending through decades can be thought of as one
long conversation in which many mathematicians
take part. This is fortunately true at present and
has been so throughout the century. I came to
number theory through the route of algebraic
geometry and before that, topology. The unifying
spirit at work in those subjects gave all the new
ideas a resonance and a buoyancy which allowed
them to instantly echo elsewhere, inspiring analogies in other branches and inspiring more ideas. One
has only to think of how the work of Ellenberg,
Mac Lane, Steenrod, and Thorn in topology and
the early work in class field theory as further
developed in the hands of Emil Artin, Tate, and
Iwasawa was unified and amplified in the
point of view of algebraic geometry adopted by
Grothendieck, a point of view inspired by the Weil
conjectures, which presaged the inextricable bond
between topology and arithmetic. One has only to
think of the work of Serre or of Tate. But mathematics is one subject, and surely every part of
mathematics has been enriched by ideas from
other parts.
I feel lucky that as I was just starting out in number theory I was surrounded by mathematicians
whose work embodied this spirit. Serge Lang helped
me in very many ways, but especially by the example of his energy, his broad perspective, and his enthusiasm. And his generosity. He gave me the hope
that a topological point of view might be of some
use in number theory. Grothendieck was exceptionally patient with me, for wh en we first met I
knew next to nothing about algebra. In one of his
first conversations with me, he raised the question
(asked of him by Washnitzer) of whether a smooth
proper algebraic variety defined over a real quadratic field could yield topologically different
differentiable manifolds realized by the two possible imbeddings of the number field into the
reals. What a perfect question, at least for me! Not
that I answered it. But it was surely one of the very
few algebra-geometric questions that I then had the
background to appreciate. Also, suggesting as it did
that different topologies might be "unified" by virtue
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of the fact that they arose as
different avatars of the same
algebraic geometry, the question provided quite an incentive for a topologist to look at
algebraic geometry. I began to
learn the elements of algebraic
geometry working with Mike
Artin. Our intense and highspirited sessions were initially
devoted to studying the dynamics of diffeomorphisms,
via Nash's theory of real algebraic components of the loci
of real algebraic varieties. Our
later work together, which
moved towards number
theory, was one of the most
important mathematical ex- Barry Mazur
periences for me and was enormous fun.
How happy I am for having had such an initiation to the subject of number theory, and how
grateful I am to the Leroy P. Steele Prize committee
for their kind words.
Steele Prize for Lifetime Achievement: I. M.
Singer

Citation
The Leroy P. Steele Prize for Lifetime Achievement
is awarded to Isadore M. Singer, Institute Professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Singer's series of five papers with Michael F. Atiyah
on the Index Theorem for elliptic operators (which
appeared in 1968-71) and his three papers with
Atiyah and V. K. Patodi on the Index Theorem for
manifolds with boundary (which appeared in
1975-76) are among the great classics of global
analysis. They have spawned many developments
in differential geometry, differential topology, and
analysis, and Singer received the Bocher Memorial Prize for some of this work in 1969. However,
this represents only a small part of his contributions to geometry and analysis. Other significant
contributions to geometry were his work with
D. B. Ray on analytic torsion, the precursor of
much modern work on "determinant" invariants
in geometry, and an influential textbook joint with
J. A. Thorpe, Lecture Notes on Elementary Topology and Geometry, Scott, Foresman and Co., 1967,
reprinted by Springer, 1976. Moreover, in addition to his work in pure mathematics, Singer has
labored for two decades to bring together mathematicians and theoretical physicists. This has been
not simply a matter of interpersonal relations and
seminar talks, but has entailed a long effort to understand, rework, and make available to mathematicians the deepest results of modern theoretical physics. This renaissance of serious interaction
between mathematicians and physicists, which
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dates from the mid-1970s, has
had a dramatic effect on
mathematics, and Singer has
played a major role in this development.
Singer was vice president
of the AMS in 1970-72 and
won the National Medal of Science in 1983. He was awarded
the Wigner Medal, given for
"outstanding contributions to
the understanding of physics
through group theory," in
1988. In 1993 Singer won the
AMS Award for Distinguished
Public Service. The citation
recognized his "outstanding
contributions to his profes1. M. Singer sian, to science more broadly,
and to the public good by
bringing the best of mathematics and his own insights to bear on the activities of the National
Academy of Sciences; on committees of the National Research Council, including the two socalled David Committees on the health of the mathematical sciences and the Committee on Science,
Engineering, and Public Policy; on the president's
Science Advisory Council; on decisions of Congress through testimony concerning the support
of mathematics and mathematical research; and on
a host of critical situations over many years in
which his wisdom and intervention helped gain a
hearing for the problems of his community and the
contributions it makes to the nation."
Biographical Sketch
I. M. Singer was born in 1924 in Detroit, Michigan.
He received a B.S. in 1944 from the University of
Michigan and a Ph.D. in 1950 from the University
of Chicago. He was a Moore Instructor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (1950-52) and
has spent most of his professional life at MIT,
where he is currently an Institute Professor.
Singer is a member of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences, the American Philosophical
Society, and the National Academy of Sciences
(NAS). He served on the Council of NAS, the Governing Board of the National Research Council,
and the White House Science Council. He received
the AMS Bacher Prize (1969), the Eugene Wigner
Medal ( 1988), and the AMS Award for Distinguished
Public Service (1992). He received the National
Medal of Science in 1983.

Committee, whose citation accurately summarizes
a half century of endeavor.
My collaboration with Sir Michael Atiyah for more
than twenty years has been very exciting, and our
work continues to have great impact. Sir Michael is
a remarkable human being who-mathematics
aside-has devoted much time and energy in the
support of science throughout the world. I've been
fortunate in having many collaborators in mathematics and physics with whom I have enjoyed
working and who have become close friends. It is a
pleasure to acknowledge them, over thirty in
number-too many to list here.
In January and February 1977 I lectured at
Oxford on the self-dual solutions to the Yang-Mills
equations of motion. I believed that combining physicists' intuition and experience in gauge theories with
geometers' global insights would yield remarkably
new results. But I could never have imagined the
rapid development of the interface between string
theory and geometry that has affected both fields
profoundly. It has been a privilege to participate in
that development and to have nurtured it.
For me, the classroom is an important counterpart
to research. I enjoy teaching undergraduates at all
levels, and I have had a host of graduate students,
many of whom have ended up teaching me more
than I have taught them. I am especially appreciative
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which
for many years has allowed me to teach what I want
the way I want. Indeed, MIT is an enabling institution
which has been very supportive. Without its backing,
I could not have been active in science policy and
remained a research mathematician.
Again, I am very grateful for this reward
recognizing my work in mathematics and for
mathematics.
Thank you.

Response
Events this past year brought home how rewarding my career as a mathematician has been. So I
was especially moved to learn that I am to receive
the Leroy P. Steele Prize for Lifetime Achievement
in Mathematics. I am most grateful to the American Mathematical Society for this prestigious award
and particularly to the members of the Steele Prize
480
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2000 Cole Prize

The 2000 Frank Nelson Cole Prize in Algebra was
awarded at the 106th Annual Meeting of the AMS
in January 2000 in Washington, DC.
The Cole Prize in Algebra is awarded every five
years for a notable research memoir in algebra
which has appeared during the previous five years.
The awarding of this prize alternates with the
awarding of the Cole Prize in Number Theory, also
given every five years. These prizes were founded
in honor of Frank Nelson Cole on the occasion of
his retirement as secretary of the AMS after twentyfive years of service. He also served as editor-in-chief
of the Bulletin for twenty-one years. The original
fund was donated by Cole from monies presented
to him on his retirement. The fund has been augmented by contributions from members of the
Society, including a gift made in 1929 by Cole's son,
Charles A. Cole, which more than doubled the size
of the fund. The prize amount is currently $4,000.
The recipients of the 2000 Cole Prize in Algebra are ANDREI SusuN and AisE JoHAN DE }ONG.
The Cole Prize is awarded by the AMS Council
acting through a selection committee whose
members at the time of these selections were:
Simon K. Donaldson, William Fulton, and Efim I.
Zelmanov (chair).
The text that follows contains, for each prize recipient, the committee's citation, a brief biographical
sketch, and a response from the recipient upon
receiving the prize.

Andrei Sus lin
Citation
The Cole Prize in Algebra is awarded to Andrei
Suslin for his work on motivic cohomology. In
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particular, the prize is awarded for
his foundational paper, joint with
V. Voevodsky, "Bloch-Kato conjecture and motivic cohomology with
finite coefficients" (Proc. NATO
ASI/CRM School "The Arithmetic
and Geometry ofAlgebraic Cycles",

Banff, Canada); for his unifying
paper "Higher Chow groups and
etale cohomology" (Ann. of Math.
Stud. (1999)), which establishes the
relationship of S. Bloch's higher
Chow groups to Suslin-Voevodsky
motivic cohomology; and for the
paper, written jointly with V. Franjou, E. Friedlander, and A. Andrei suslin
Scorichenko, "General linear groups
and functor cohomology over finite fields" (Ann. ofMath., 150 (1999), 1-65), which
achieves extensive computations of EXT-groups
for general linear groups.
Biographical Sketch
Andrei Suslin was born on December 27, 1950, in
St. Petersburg (Leningrad), Russia. In 1967 hereceived the first prize at the International
Mathematical Olympiad. In 1972 he graduated
from Leningrad University, and he received his
Ph.D. there in 1975. In 1977 he earned the Doctor
of Sciences degree from Leningrad University for
the work "Serre's problem and related questions".
In 1980 Suslin was awarded the "Leninsky
Komsomol" prize (the highest scientific award for
young scientists in the former Soviet Union) for the
solution of Serre's problem.
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In 1977 Suslin became a professor at the St.
Petersburg (Leningrad) Branch of the Steklov
Mathematical Institute. Since 1994 he has held
a position as the Board of Trustees Professor at
Northwestern University.
Suslin's interests lie in algebraic K-theory and
its relations with algebraic geometry. Three times
(in 1978, 1986, and 1994) he delivered an invited
address at the International Congress of
Mathematicians; he was a plenary speaker in 1986.
Response
It is a great honor for me to receive the Frank Nelson
Cole Prize. I would like to use this opportunity to
thank my colleagues and friends A. Merkurjev,
E. Friedlander, and V. Voevodsky for a very productive collaboration over the years. Without this
collaboration I would not have had a chance to get
this high prize.

Aisejohan dejong
Citation
The Cole Prize in Algebra is awarded to Aise Johan
de Jong for his important work on the resolution
of singularities by generically finite maps. In particular, the prize is awarded for the fundamental
paper "Smoothness, semistability and alterations",
Publ. Math. I.HE.S. 83 (1996), 51-93. Already it has
been used to solve important problems: by de Jong
and his coauthors to construct semistable reductions of families of varieties (which is a first step
in constructing compactifications of moduli spaces,
always a main goal of algebraic geometers) and
also by others such as 0. Gabber, who used it to
prove part of Serre's famous conjecture about intersection numbers over regular local rings.
Biographical Sketch
Aise Johan de Jong was born on January 30, 1966,
in Brugge, Belgium. After graduating from the
Christelijk Gymnasium Sorghvliet in The Hague, he
went to Leiden University in 1984. There he worked
with Van de Ven writing his senior thesis on the
Burkhardt Quartic. In 1987 he started working at
the University of Nijmegen; during this time he was
advised by Steenbrink and Oort (Utrecht University). Johan de Jong received his Ph.D. cum laude
from the University of Nijmegen on January 28,

abelian varieties, and Barsotti-Tate groups in positive characteristic. This is intimately related to his
work on crystalline Dieudonne modules and nondegenerate F-crystals.
Response
It is a great honor and a great pleasure for me to
receive the Frank Nelson Cole Prize. I am very
happy about t!:lis, and I am also very happy to
share the prize with Professor Andrei Suslin. I
would like to thank the AMS and the selection
committee for awarding this prize to me.
The paper on alterations for which I received this
prize shows that one can use geometric arguments
to prove algebraic statements. In this particular case
it shows that one can dominate any projective
variety by a smooth projective variety by fibering
by curves and doing induction on the dimension
(see article for more details). Of course, this
philosophy permeates algebraic geometry, but it
was explained to me by my former advisor,
Professor Oort. I would like to express my thanks
to him here.

1992.
In the period following his graduation, Johan de

Jong held positions at the following institutions (in
chronological order): visitor at the Max-Planck-Institut ffu Mathematik in Bonn (1 year), visitor at
the University of Bielefeld (3 months), fellow of the
Dutch Royal Academy of Sciences stationed at the
University of Utrecht (3 years), Benjamin Peirce
assistant professor at Harvard University (1 year),
and professor at Princeton University (2 years). At
the time of this writing he is employed by the
Massachussetts Institute of Technology.
Aise Johan de Jong is an arithmetic algebraic
geometer. He has focused on moduli of curves,
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2000 AMS-SIAM Wiener
Prize

The 2000 AMS-SIAM Norbert Wiener Prize in
Applied Mathematics was awarded at the Joint
Mathematics Meetings held in January 2000 in
Washington, DC.
The Wiener Prize was established in 1967 in honor
of Norbert Wiener (1894-1964) and was endowed
by a fund from the Department of Mathematics of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Since
1970 the prize has normally been awarded every
five years jointly by the AMS and the Society for
Industrial and Applied Mathematics. The $4,000
prize honors outstanding contributions to applied
mathematics in the highest and broadest sense.
The 2000 Wiener Prize was awarded to
ALEXANDRE ]. CHORIN and ARTHUR T. WINFREE.
The selection committee for the 2000 prize
consisted of Hermann Flaschka, Ciprian I. Foias
(chair), and Charles S. Peskin.
The text that follows contains, for each prize
recipient, the committee's citation, a brief
biographical sketch, and a response from the
recipient upon receiving the prize.

AlexandreJ. Chorin
Citation
The 2000 Norbert Wiener Prize is awarded to
Alexandre Joel Chorin in recognition of his seminal
work in computational fluid dynamics, statistical
mechanics, and turbulence. His work has stimulated
important developments across the entire spectrum
from practical engineering applications to convergence proofs for numerical methods. In computational fluid dynamics he is responsible for the
introduction of the Projection Method and the
Vortex Method. Convergence of the Projection
Method was proved by Chorin himself, and convergence of the Vortex Method was proved by Hald,
Beale, and Majda. These methods and their descendants (including the powerful Second-Order
Projection Methods) have had a huge impact on
numerous applied fields, including biomedical fluid
dynamics and combustion, among others. In statistical mechanics, Chorin has introduced novel
APRIL 2000

Alexandre j. Chorin

Arthur T. Winfree

computational methods for the accurate evaluation
of Wiener integrals. In turbulence Chorin has analyzed the blow-up of errors in finite difference
calculations involving turbulent flow, and he has
created highly original computational methods that
overcome these difficulties and thereby enable the
first direct simulation of the interaction and selfinteraction of vortices leading to small regions in
which intense dissipation occurs. He has established
the long-sought quantitative link between statistical
mechanics and turbulence. His recent work with
Barenblatt establishing a correction to the "law of the
wall" of turbulent flow yields spectacular agreement
with experimental results. Chorin's most recent
work goes by the name of "optimal prediction", an
entirely new statistical approach to the problem of
underresolved computation. From the 1960s to the
present day, Chorin has led and inspired applied
mathematicians everywhere to tackle the most difficult real-world problems and to make full use of the
combined power of advanced computers and sophisticated mathematical analysis. In the process, he
has done more than anyone else to create and shape
the important discipline of computational applied
mathematics.
Biographical Sketch
Alexandre Chorin was born in 1938 in Warsaw
Poland, grew up in Israel and Switzerland, and re~
ceived a Ph.D. in mathematics from the Courant
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Institute, New York University, in 1966. He spent
his early career at Courant and has been at the
University of California, Berkeley, since 1971. He
is a member of the National Academy of Sciences
(NAS) and the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, has received the NAS Award in applied
mathematics and numerical analysis, and has held
visiting positions at the Courant Institute of
Mathematical Sciences, Harvard University, TelAviv University, the Institute for Advanced Study
at Princeton, and the College de France.
Response
I am very honored to be one of the recipients of the
Norbert Wiener Prize of the American Mathematical
Society and the Society for Industrial and Applied
Mathematics. The work for which this prize is
awarded has given me great joy; while everyone
knows that mathematics can be useful, not everyone knows that the way mathematics functions in
mechanics and physics is extraordinarily beautifulrecalcitrant, but unexpected, pithy, and elegant.
Specifically, though scientific computing is still
in its infancy, its ability to represent nature is
already often uncanny; some time in the future it
will reveal the structure of turbulence and explain
its fascinating superposition of ephemeral coherence with ambient disorder. I am very grateful to
my teachers, especially Peter Lax, who led me down
this path and to my wonderful students, collaborators, and friends, at Berkeley and elsewhere, who
have sustained me along the way.
Arthur T. Winfree
Citation
The 2000 Norbert Wiener Prize is awarded to
Arthur T. Winfree in recognition of his profound
impact on the important field of biological rhythms,
otherwise known as coupled nonlinear oscillators.
An experimental mathematician, Winfree has set
the agenda in that field. He was the first to determine the conditions under which a large population of coupled nonlinear oscillators would
synchronize, thus confirming a conjecture of
Norbert Wiener's. Many original ideas that have
since borne much mathematical fruit were put
forth by Winfree in the course of this research.
One was the reduced description of a population
of weakly coupled nonlinear oscillators in terms of
the phase of each oscillator. Another was the
notion that the boundary between synchronization and desynchronization can be viewed as a
phase transition, as in statistical mechanics. These
ideas were further developed and made rigorous
by Guckenheimer, Neu, Kuramoto, Kopell, and
Ermentrout, among others. In studying the
entrainment of biological clocks by pulses of light,
Winfree realized that topological transitions may
occur as the amplitude of the stimulus changes.
This led to a topological classification that is used
today to report the results of virtually every phase484
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resetting experiment on a biological system. It also
led Winfree to the realization that there must be
special stimuli that would make a nonlinear oscillator phaseless, i.e., stop the oscillation. Winfree's
notion of a phase singularity has proved to be the
key to the understanding of spiral waves in
two-dimensional and of scroll waves in threedimensional excitable media, such as cardiac
tissue. The impact of these ideas on cardiac
electrophysiology has been enormous; indeed, they
completely define the field. At every stage of his
illustrious career, Winfree has looked deeply into
a physical, chemical, or biological phenomenon
and managed to extract a mathematical gem. Not
content to admire the beauty of his discovery,
though, he has put that gem to use in the further
pursuit of scientific knowledge.
Biographical Sketch
Arthur Winfree earned a Bachelor of Engineering
Physics degree from Cornell University (1965), then
a Ph.D. in biology from Princeton University (1970).
From 1969 to 1972 he was assistant professor of
theoretical biology at the University of Chicago, then
professor of biology at Purdue University from
1972 to 1986. He is currently Regents Professor in
the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
at the University of Arizona in Tucson. He has
been a MacArthur Fellow (1984-89) and recipient
of the Einthoven Medal of Cardiology (1988-89). For
a month in 2000 he occupies the Aisenstadt Chair
of the Center de Recherches Mathematiques at the
Universite de Montreal.
Response
I give my deepest thanks to SIAM and the AMS for
the honor of joining the fellowship of Norbert
Wiener Prize awardees. This would not have been
possible without continuous support from the
National Science Foundation and the moral support
of many mathematical collaborators, friends, and
students. It is gratifying to know that mathematicians take an interest in the challenging problems
that fascinate a biologist. They provide rich inspiration for new concepts. Norbert Wiener was among
the first to recognize this, not only with his concept of mutually synchronizing brain waves, but
also with his idea of involute spiral waves circulating
around holes in heart muscle, which evolved into
studies of three-dimensional electrical turbulence
during fibrillation. My own perspective on such
questions in 1978, freshly updated as the second
edition (in press) of The Geometry of Biological
Time, basically says, "See what these seeds grew
into! See what fresh problems abound!" Many talented mathematicians and experimentalists continued the gardening to such fruitfulness that it attracted the Norbert Wiener Prize. I share this honor
with all these colleagues.
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2000 Award for

Distinguished Public
Service

The 2000 Award for Distinguished Public Service
was presented at the 106th Annual Meeting of the
AMS in January 2000 in Washington, DC.
Proper recognition for mathematicians who
contribute valuable service to the profession is a
matter of great importance to the Society. The
continued growth and health of the discipline
depends in large part on those individuals who
contribute their time to public service activities in
support of mathematics. To provide encouragment and recognition for such service, the AMS
Council, responding to a recommendation from
the Committee on Science Policy, established the
Award for Distinguished Public Service. The $4,000
award is presented usually every two years to a
mathematician who has made a distinguished
contribution to the mathematics profession through
public service during the previous five years.
Previous recipients of the award are: Kenneth M.
Hoffman (1990), Harvey B. Keynes (1992), I. M.
Singer (1993), D. J. Lewis (1995), and Kenneth C.
Millett (1998).
The 2000 Award for Distinguished Public Service
was presented to PAUL J. SALLY JR.
The award is made by the AMS Council acting
on recommendation of a selection committee
whose members at the time of this selection were:
Frederick W. Gehring, Ronald L. Graham, Peter D.
Lax, D. J. Lewis (chair), and Everett Pitcher.
The text that follows contains the committee's
citation, a brief biographical sketch, and a response
from the recipient upon receiving the award.
Citation
The 2000 American Mathematical Society Award for
Distinguished Public Service is presented to
APRIL
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Professor Paul J. Sally Jr. of
the University of Chicago for
the quality of his research, for
his service to the Society as
Trustee, but more importantly
for his many efforts in improvement of mathematics education for the nation's youth
and especially for members
of minority and underrepresented groups and for his longitudinal mentoring of students, in particular the
mathematics majors at
Chicago.
Biographical Sketch
Paul]. Sally Jr. graduated from
Boston College in 1954. From
1954 to 1957 he taught junior PauiJ. Sally Jr.
high school and high school in
the Boston area and did some
consulting work. He began his graduate study in
mathematics at Brandeis University in 1957.
During his years of graduate study Sally continued
to work in schools in the Boston area, and, in
particular, he taught in a Summer Science Training
Program for mathematically talented high school
students in 1962 and 1963.
Sally received his Ph.D. from Brandeis in 1965.
The same year, he joined the faculty at the University of Chicago, where he has remained ever since.
He served as chairman of the department from
1977to 1980.Alongwithpublishingmanyresearch
papers and editing several books, Sally has produced
eighteen Ph.D. students in his area of research, that
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Princeton
Mathematics
Number
From Ahmes to Cantor

Nidhat Gazale
Cloth $29.95 ISBN 0-691-00515-X

Slicing Pizzas, Racing Turtles,
and Further Adventures in Applied Mathematics

Robert 8. Banks
Cloth $24.95 ISBN 0-691-05947-0

Simple Games
Desirability Relations, Trading, Pseudoweightings

Alan D. Taylor and William S. Zwicker
Cloth $59.50 ISBN 0-691-00120-0

The Action Principle and Partial
Differential Equations
Demetrios Christodoulou
Annals of Mathematics Studies, 146

Paper $24.95 ISBN 0-691-04957-2
Cloth $89.50 ISBN 0-691-04956-4

Surveys on Surgery Theory
Volume 1
Papers Dedicated to C. T. C. Wall

is, harmonic analysis on semisimple groups over
real and p-adic fields.
Sally began his involvement in the Chicago Public
Schools (CPS) in 1969 by running a mathematics
competition and conducting classes for both
students and teachers. In 1983 Sally was appointed
the first director of the University of Chicago School
Mathematics Project (UCSMP). He served in this
post until1987, at which point he became more involved in the staff development activities of UCS~vfP.
In 1992 Sally founded Seminars for Elementary
Specialists and Mathematics Educators (SESAME),
a staff development program for elementary school
teachers from CPS. Since its inception SESAME has
involved more than 600 teachers from 12 5 Chicago
public schools. In another enterprise begun in
1988, Sally has directed the University of Chicago
Young Scholars Program (YSP) for mathematically
talented seventh-through twelfth-graders. The YSP
program runs for the month of July and twelve
Saturdays during the academic year. Approximately
150 students from CPS and suburban schools participate each year.
Response
I am honored to be chosen for the AMS Award for
Distinguished Public Service, and as soon as I figure out what "longitudinal mentoring" means, I'll
feel really good. Whatever success I have had in
mathematics and in various educational ventures
has been due in large part to my having exceptional
colleagues with whom I could work. It has been my
good fortune to be in a mathematics department in
which there is a strong emphasis on research and a
true appreciation of education in mathematics. So,
to my colleagues, friends, and neighbors, I say
"Thanks!"

Edited by Sylvain Cappel/, Andrew Ranickt and
Jonathan Rosenberg
Annals of Mathematics Studies, 145

Paper $35.00 ISBN 0-691-04938-6
Cloth $89.50 ISBN 0-691-04937-8

New in paperback

Theory of Lie Groups
Claude Chevalley
Princeton Landmarks in Mathematics

Paper $19.95 ISBN 0-691-04990-4

New in paperback

Homological Algebra
Henri Cartan and Samuel Eilenberg
Princeton Landmarks in Mathematics

Paper $19.95 ISBN 0'691-04991-2
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Mathematics People

1999 Fermat Prize Awarded
The 1999 Fermat Prize in Mathematics has been awarded
to F. Bmrua and F. HEl.EIN (Paris) for "several important contributions to the theory of variational calculus which have
consequences in physics and geometry."
The Fermat Prize is presented every two years and carries a monetary award of 100,000 FF (approximately
$15,500). The prize recognizes the work of a mathematician in the areas in which Pierre de Fermat worked, specifically, principles of variational theory, foundations of the
calculus and probability, analytic geometry, and number
theory. The sponsors of the prize are Universite Paul
Sabatier and Matra Marconi Space.
Previous recipients of the Fermat Prize are: Abbas Bahri
and Kenneth A. Ribet (1989), Jean-Louis Colliot-Thelene
(1991), Jean-Michel Coron (1993), Andrew]. Wiles (1995),
and Michel Talagrand (1997).

-Allyn jackson

Additional Trjitzinsky
Memorial Award Announced
The December 1999 issue ofthe Notices, pages 1412-1413,
carried an announcement about the 1999-2000 awards
made by the AMS through the Waldemar ]. Trjitzinsky
Memorial Fund. The purpose of the Trjitzinsky awards is
to help needy students pursue careers in mathematics. The
awards of $3,750 each are made annually to four mathematics departments randomly selected from AMS institu488

tiona! members. Each department then picks one or more
undergraduate mathematics majors to receive the award.
Due to communication problems, the Notices announcement omitted the name of the Trjitzinsky awardee
chosen by the University of Texas at San Antonio. She is
DANIEILE LYLES, a first generation college student. Lyles is
working on an honors thesis with mathematics faculty
member Mary Lou Zeeman, who calls Lyles "extremely
talented." Lyles's thesis focuses on modeling follicular
growth and selection in the human menstrual cycle. The
university was able to match the Trjitzinsky award,
making it possible for Lyles to concentrate full time on her
studies.

-Allyn jackson

Deaths
JoHN A. NoHEL, professor emeritus, ETH, Switzerland, died
on November 1, 1999. Born on October 24, 1924, he was
a member of the Society for 49 years.
EDwARD ONSTOIT, senior technical specialist for Northrop
Grumman, Hawthorne, CA, died on December 12, 1999.
Born on December 12, 1939, he was a member of the
Society for 11 years.
HANNA MIRIAM SANDLER, associate professor, American
University, Washington, DC, died on December 22, 1999.
Born on April 3 0, 1960, she was a member of the
Society for 17 years.
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Mathematics Opportunities

2000 NSF-CBMS Regional
Conferences
With funding from the National Science Foundation (NSF),
the Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences (CBMS)
will hold four NSF-CBMS Regional Research Conferences
during the summer of 2000. These conferences are intended to stimulate interest and activity in mathematical
research.
Each five-day conference features a distinguished lecturer who will deliver ten lectures on a topic of importance
in current research. Support for about thirty participants
will be provided for each conference. Established researchers and interested newcomers, including postdoctoral fellows and graduate students, are invited to attend.
The title of each conference follows, along with the
name of the principal speaker, the date and location of the
conference, and the names of the organizers, as well as contact information. More information about the conferences
can also be found at the Web site http: I lwww. maa. orgl
cbmslnsfl2000_conf. htm or by contacting the Conference
Board of the Mathematical Sciences, 1529 18th St. NW,
Washington, DC 20036-1385; telephone 202-293-1170; fax
202-293-3412; e-mail: kol be@math. georgetown. edu or
rosier@math.georgetown.edu.
Interactions ofHarmonic Analysis, Statistical Estimation,
and Data Compression, David L. Donoho, May 22-26, University of Missouri, St. Louis. Organizer: Grant V. Weiland.
Telephone: 314-516-6356; e-mail: welland@math.umsl.
edu; World Wide Web: htt p: I lwww. math. umsl.
eduiCBMSI.
Superconvergence in Finite Element Methods, Lars
Wahlbin, May 22-26, Texas Tech University. Organizers:
APRIL

2000

Zhimin Zhang, Lawrence Schovanec. Telephone: 313-5772486 (for scientific program), 806-742-2566 (for local
arrangements); e-mail: zhang@math. ttu. edu or
schov@math. ttu. edu; World Wide Web: http: I lwww.
math.ttu.eduiCBMS2000I .
Lectures on the Geometrical Study of Differential
Equations, Niky Kamran, June 20-2 5, Howard University.
Organizers: Joshua A. Leslie, Thierry Robart. Telephone:
202-806-6830; e-mail: l esl i e@scs. howard. edu or
trobart@howard. edu; World Wide Web: http: I I
homepage.mac.comltrobartlhowardiCBMSI .
The Existence and Nonexistence of Periodic Orbits in
Smooth Dynamical Systems, Krystyna M. Kuperberg, July
10-14, Mercer University. Organizer: Curtis D. Herink. Telephone: 912-301-4172; e-mail: herink_cd@mercer.edu;
World Wide Web: http: I lwww. mercer. edulmathl.
- From a CBMS announcement

Request for Proposals for
2001 NSF-CBMS Regional
Conferences
The National Science Foundation (NSF), with the sponsorship of the Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences
(CBMS), intends to support up to five NSF-CBMS Regional
Research Conferences in 2001.
Each five-day conference features a distinguished lecturer
who will deliver ten lectures on a topic of important current research in one sharply focused area of the mathematical sciences. The lecturer will subsequently prepare an
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expository monograph based on these lectures, which,
depending on the topic, will be published either by the
AMS, by the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics
(SlAM), or jointly by the American Statistical Association and
the Institute of Mathematical Statistics. Support will be
provided for about thirty participants at each conference,
including postdoctoral researchers and graduate students.
Colleges and urJversities vvith at least some research
competence in the field of the proposal are eligible to
apply. Because a major goal of these conferences is to
attract new researchers into the field of the conference and
to stimulate new research activity, institutions that are interested in upgrading or improving their research efforts
are especially encouraged to apply.
Proposals should reach the NSF by April 18, 2000. For
further information on the NSF-CBMS Regional Conferences and guidelines for preparing proposals, contact:
Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences, 1529 18th
Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036; telephone: 202-2931170; fax: 202-293-3412; World Wide Web: http://www.
maa.org/cbms/nsf/200Lcall.htm; e-mail: kolbe@
math. georgetown. edu or rosi er@math. georgetown. edu.

-From a CBMS announcement

News from the Isaac Newton
Institute
The Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical Sciences, Cambridge, England, will hold several workshops as part of two
larger programs during the spring of 2000. Following are
the titles of the programs, the dates and subjects of the
individual workshops, and the World Wide Web address for
complete information where available.

Ergodic Theory, Geometric Rigidity, and Number Theory
March 27-31 : Rigidity in Dynamics and Geometry;
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/programs/ernw02.html.
April3-7: Workshop on Ergodic Theory and zd Actions
(to be held at the Mathematics Institute at Warwick University); http: I jwww. newton. cam. ac. uk/programs/
ernw03. html.
July 3-7: Conference on Ergodic Theory, Riemannian
Geometry, and Number Theory.
Strongly Correlated Electron Systems
April 10-20: NATO ASI/EC Summer School: New
Theoretical Approaches to Strongly Correlated Systems;
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/programs/scew03.html.
June 26-30: Strongly Interacting Electron Systems-Novel
Materials and Novel Physics.
In addition, the following future programs have been
confirmed:
Surface Water Waves, August 13-31, 2001. Organizers:
S. E. Belcher, T. J. Bridges, S. G. Sajjadi.
New Contexts for Stable Homotopy Theory, SeptemberDecember 2002. Organizers: J. P. C. Greenlees, H. R. Miller,
F. Morel, V. P. Snaith.
490

For details and a list of current and future programs,
see the Institute's Web site at http: I /www. newton.
cam.ac.uk/programs/.
The next call for proposals will be issued in March
2000, with a deadline of June 30, 2000. See the Web site
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/callprop.html for
details.

-From a Newton Institute announcement

Project NExT: New Experiences
in Teaching
Project NExT (New Experiences in Teaching) is a program
for new or recent Ph.D.'s in the mathematical sciences that
addresses a broad range of issues focusing on the teaching and learning of undergraduate mathematics. Faculty
who are just beginning or just completing their first year
of full-time teaching at the college/ university level are invited to apply to become Project NExT fellows.
The first event for the 2000-01 fellows will be a workshop, held July 31-August 2, 2000, just prior to the MathFest, the summer meeting of the Mathematical Association
of America (MAA) in Los Angeles, California (August 3-5,
2000). At this workshop and at Project NExT sessions during the MathFest, fellows will explore and discuss issues
of special relevance to beginning faculty, including new
approaches to teaching calculus, precalculus, and more
advanced courses; alternative methods of teaching and
assessing student learning; involving undergraduates in
mathematical research; using technology in the classroom;
perspectives from pedagogical research; writing grant proposals; and balancing teaching and research.
Following the workshop, Project NExT fellows will attend
the summer MAA MathFest, participate in all the opportunities of that meeting, and choose among special short
courses designed for the fellows. During the following
year the fellows will participate in an electronic network
that links them with one another and with distinguished
teachers of mathematics, in special events at the Joint
Mathematics Meetings in New Orleans, Louisiana (January
10-13, 2001), and in a second workshop in 2001 and the
MAA MathFest immediately afterward (probably in Madison, Wisconsin, August 2-4, 2001).
Approximately sixty Project NExT fellows will be selected for the 2000-01 year. Funding for room and board
at the workshop in Los Angeles and for the short courses
at the summer MathFest will be provided for participants.
Institutions at which the fellows are employed are
expected to provide financial assistance for all other
expenses associated with the meetings, and the level of
institutional support is a consideration in the application
process. Limited funds are available to assist those institutions that are unable to afford full support.
The application deadline is April14, 2000. For more information, see the article "Project NExT" in the February
2000 issue of the Notices, p. 217. Information and application forms can be found on the Project NExT home page
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(http: I larchi ves. math. utk. edulprojnextl), or contact
one of the following: T. Christine Stevens,
Director, Project NExT, Department of Mathematics and
Mathematical Computer Science, Saint Louis University,
221 North Grand Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63103; telephone: 314977-2436; e-mail: stevensc@sl u. edu; Joseph Gallian, Codirector, Department of Mathematics and Statistics,
University of Minnesota, Duluth, MN 55812; telephone:
218-726-7576; e-mail: jgallian@d.umn.edu; or Aparna
Higgins, Codirector, Department of Mathematics, University of Dayton, Dayton, OH 45469; telephone: 937-2292103; e-mail: hi ggi ns@saber. udayton. edu. Project NExT
is sponsored by the MAA, with partial support from the
ExxonMobil Foundation.

-Project NExT announcement

NorrrinationsSoughtfor
National Medal of Science
The National Medal of Science was established by the 86th
Congress in 1959 as a presidential award to be given to
individuals "deserving of special recognition by reason of
their outstanding contributions to knowledge in the
physical, biological, mathematical, or engineering sciences."
In 1980 Congress expanded this recognition to include
the social and behavioral sciences. A selection committee
of 12 scientists and engineers is appointed by the president to evaluate nominees for this award. The selection
process is handled by the National Science Foundation.
For information on making nominations, consult the Web
site http: I lwww. nsf. gov lnsblawardslnmslstart. htm,
or contact: Susan Fannoney, Program Manager, National
Medal of Science Committee, National Science Foundation,
4201 Wilson Boulevard, Rm 1225, Arlington, VA 22230;
e-mail: nms@nsf. gov; telephone: 703-306-1096; fax: 703306-0181. The next deadline for nominations is May 31,
2000.

Technische Universitit Serlin

- From an NSF announcement

1

The following f;ositions are to. be fiiied at the Technical University Beriin:

Associate Fr ofesso•-ship-Pay s<.:a!ef\EiesGr. C 4 for i'-!athematics Ueggle
successor)
FB (Faculty Area) 3-Mathematic
No. of Adver tisement: 3-20 (End of sending application May 3 1, 2000)
Field of Activity: Performance of research and teaching in the field of mathematics; participation in t he teaching of other mathematical courses, in part icular
in t he area of numerics.
Requirernents~ fulfillment of the appointment prerequis:itas rn accordance with
§I 00 BeriHG: t he position is to be filled with a member from the field of
numerics.

Associate Professorship-Pay scale/BesGr, C3 for Mathematic
(Markowich successor)
FB (Faculty Area) 3-Mathematic
No. of Advert;sement: 3-21 {End for sending application May 31, 2000)
Field of Ao::t iv!ty: Performance of research and teaching ih the fie ld of mathe~
matics, in particular in the coursesTe.o:hnica\ Mathematics and r...-lathematics and
Economy; participation also in the teaching of other mathematical courses; t he integration of modern teaching methods in the mathematics courses is of great concern to the department of mathematics; a commitment in this respect is desired.
Requirem•mts: Fulfillment of the appointment prere quisites in accordance
wit h § I00 Bei"IHG; the posit ion is t o be filled with a member from the field of
modelling with differential, equations.
Please send yo ur written application to arrive not later than Nay 3 i, 2000"
with the no" of advertisement and with the usual applicat ion papers (letter of
application, curriculum vitae, certificates, references, etc.) to Der Praesident
derTechnisc:hen Universitaet Be rlin-FB 3-Sckr. MA 4-1, Strasse des
17.Juni 136,0- 10623 Berlin.
TUB seeks an increase in t he quota of women and therefore explicitly invites
w omen t o send their applicat ion:>. in case of qualifications. o f the same standat'ds..
women's applications will be given preference (this, is appHtable to fields~-each
with respect to salary, renume raticm, cr wage groups- in which more men than
women are employed).
In case of qualifications of same standards, seriously handicapped person will be
give n preference.
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AMS Establishes Conant Prize
The AMS has established a new prize, called the Levi L.
Conant Prize, which will honor high-quality expository
mathematics articles.
Levi L. Conant (1857-1916) was a mathematician at
Worcester Polytechnic Institute. His will provided for funds
to be donated to the AMS upon his wife's death. When she
passed away in 1976, the AMS received $9,500, which it
used to establish the Levi L. Conant Fund. Income from the
fund was used to supplement other AMS prizes. Because
the fund has grown substantially over the years, the
Society has decided to use it to establish a new prize in
Conant's honor. At its meeting in January 2000, the AMS
Council approved the establishment of the prize.
The Conant Prize will recognize the best expository
paper published in either the Notices of the AMS or the
Bulletin of the AMS in the preceding five years. The $1,000
prize will be awarded annually at the prize session of the
Joint Mathematics Meetings. Present plans call for the first
awarding of the Conant Prize to take place in 2001.

Mathematics Awareness
Month
"Math Spans All Dimensions" is the theme for Mathematics
Awareness Month 2000, to be held in April. Mathematics
departments are encouraged to organize activities to draw
attention to mathematics during the month. The
Mathematics Awareness Month poster will be distributed
to mathematics and mathematical sciences departments
throughout the nation. An electronic version of the poster
is available at http: I /mam2000. math forum. com/, where
one can also find more information about Mathematics
Awareness Month 2000. The event is sponsored by the
Joint Policy Board for Mathematics.
- Allyn jackson

- Allyn jackson

Harold Boas Named As Next
Notices Editor
At its meeting in January 2000, the AMS Council approved
the appointment of Harold P. Boas of Texas A&M University as the next editor of the Notices. His term will begin
with the January 2001 issue.
-Allyn jackson
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The Reference section of the Notices
is intended to provide the reader with

frequently sought information in
an easily accessible manner. New
information is printed as it becomes
available and is referenced after the
first printing. As soon as information
is updated or otherwise changed, it
will be noted in this section.
Contacting the Notices
The preferred method for contacting
the Notices is electronic mail. The
editor is the person to whom to send
articles and letters for consideration.
Articles include feature articles,
memorial articles, book reviews and
other communications, columns for
"Another Opinion", and "Forum"
pieces. The editor is also the person
to whom to send news of unusual interest about other people's mathematics research.
The managing editor is the person
to whom to send items for "Mathematics People", "Mathematics Opportunities", "For Your Information",
"Reference and Book List", and "Mathematics Calendar". Requests for
permissions, as well as all other
inquiries, go to the managing editor.
The electronic-mail addresses are
noti ces@math. sunysb. edu in the
case of the editor and notices @
ams . org in the case of the managing
editor. The fax numbers are 631-75 15730 for the editor and 401-331-3842
for the managing editor. Postal
APRIL

2000

addresses may be found in the
masthead.
Upcoming Deadlines
March 31, 2000: Nominations for
the 2000 Prize for Achievement in
Information-Bas ed Complexity.
Contact Joseph Traub, j t raub@
cs.columbia.edu.
April 14, 2000: Applications for
Project NExT fellowships . See "Mathematics Opportunities" in this issu e.
April 15, 2000: Applications for
the IMA Workshop on "Mathematical

Modeling in Industry". For details, see
http: //www.ima.umn.edu/ modeling/
or contact i ma-staff@i rna. umn. edu.
April 15 and August 15, 2000:
Second and third competitions for
NRC Research Associateships. For
details, see http: I /www. nation a 1academies.org/rap /,orcontact
the National Research Council, Associateship Programs (TJ 2114/ D3), 2101
Constitution Avenue, NW, Washington,
DC 20418; telephone 202-334-2760;
fax 202-334-2759; e-mail: rap@nas. edu.
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April18, 2000: Proposals for 2001
NSF-CBMS Regional Conferences. See
"Mathematics Opportunities" in this
issue.
April 28, 2000: Nominations for
the Maria Mitchell Women in Science
Award. For more information, contact
Maria Mitchell Women in Science
Award Committee at the Maria Mitchell
Association, 2 Vestal Street, Nantucket,
MA 02554; telephone 508-228-9198, or
see http:llwww.mmo.orgl.
May 1 and October 1, 2000:
Applications for NSFI AWM Travel
Grants for Women. For further information see http: I /www. awm-math.
orgltrave 1grants. html; telephone
301-405-7892; e-mail: awm@math.
umd. edu.
July 31,2000: Nominations for the
Monroe Martin Prize. Contact ]. A.
Yorke, Director, Institute for Physical
Sciences and Technology, University of
Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.

Board on Mathematical
Sciences, National Research
Council
Robert MacPherson (chair),

Institute for Advanced Study
Lynne Billard, University of Georgia
George Casella, Cornell University
Jennifer Chayes, Microsoft Research

Daniel W Stroock, Massachusetts

Mari Muri, State of Connecticut
DeWitt L. Sumners, Florida State

Richard Normington, TQM Services
Peter]. Bickel (ex officio), University
of California, RPrkPlPy

Scott Weidman, Director
Board on Mathematical Sciences
National Research Council
RoomHA476U
2101 Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20418
World Wide Web: http: I I
www4.nas.edulcpsmalbms.nsfl

Richard A. Askey, University of
Wisconsin, Madison

Schools
Edward A. Silver, University of

Pittsburgh
Los Angeles
William Tate, University of
Wisconsin, Madison
Jerry Uhl, University of illinois,

Urbana-Champaign
District

Susan S. Wood, ] . Sargeant Reynolds

Community College
Deborah Loewenberg Ball,

University of Michigan

MSEBStaff

Hyman Bass (chair), University of

Michigan

Gail Burrill, Director
James Gates, Associate Director

College

Bradford Findell, Program Officer

]ere Confrey (vice chair), University

Mathematical Sciences Education
Board
National Research Council
2101 Constitution Avenue, NW
(HA 450)
Washington, DC 20418
Office: 202-334-3294
Fax: 202-334-1453
e-mail: mseb@nas. edu

of Texas, Austin
University

Maryland
Keith Devlin, St. Mary's College of

California

University
Karen Economopolous, TERC
Dianne P. O'Leary, University of

Maryland

Susan Eyestone, Minneapolis, MN

Alan S. Perelson, Los Alamos

Joan Ferrini-Mundy, Michigan State

National Laboratory

University

William R. Pulleyblank, IBM
T. ]. Watson Research Center

University

Karen E. Smith, University of Michigan

Miriam Masullo, IBM Corporation
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Anthony Scott, Chicago Public

Sherry Baca, Prescott Unified School

Ingrid Daubechies, Princeton

lain M. Johnstone, Stanford

Mark Saul, Bronxville Public Schools,
Bronxville, NY

Jim Stigler, University of California,

Mathematical Sciences
Education Board, National
Research Council

Institute
Raymond L. Johnson, University of

Corporation
Deborah Paulson, Hornedo Middle
School, El Paso, TX

BMSStaff

Chicago
C. William Gear, NEC Research

Department of Education

University

Richelle Blair, Lakeland Community
Robert Fefferman, University of

Thomas Moore, Grinnell College

Institute of Technology

Glenda Lappan, Michigan State
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The Book List highlights books that
have mathematical themes and hold
appeal for a wide audience, including
mathematicians, students, and a significant portion of the general public.
When a book has been reviewed in the
Notices, a reference is given to the review. Generally the list will contain
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only books published within the last
two years, though exceptions may be
made in cases where current events
(e.g., the death of a prominent mathematician, coverage of a certain piece
of mathematics in the news) warrant
drawing readers' attention to older
books. Suggestions for books to include
on the list may be sent to the Managing Editor, e-mail: noti ces@ams. org.
The Applicability of Mathematics as
a Philosophical Problem, by Mark
Steiner. Harvard University Press,
November 1998. ISBN 0-674-04097-X.
The Arithmetic of Life, by George
Shaffner. Ballantine Books, August
1999. ISBN 0-345-42631-2.
The Code Book: The Evolution of
Secrecy from Mary, Queen of Scots to
Quantum Cryptography, by Simon
Singh. Doubleday, October 1999. ISBN
0-385-49531-5. (Reviewed March
2000.)
Complexity and Information, by
J. F. Traub and Arthur G. Werschulz.
Cambridge University Press, December
1998. ISBN 0-52148-005-1 (hardcover),
0-521-48506-1 (paperback).
Cryptonomicon, by Neal Stephenson. Avon Books, May 1999. ISBN 0380-97346-4. (Reviewed December
1999.)
The Eightfold Way: The Beauty of
Klein's Quartic Curve, edited by Silvio
Levy. Cambridge University Press,
March 1999. ISBN 0-521-66066-1.
The Elegant Universe: Superstrings,
Hidden Dimensions, and the Quest for
the Ultimate Theory, by Brian Greene.
W. W. Norton & Company, February
1999. ISBN 0-393-04688-5.
Emergence: From Chaos to Order,
by John Holland. Perseus Press, April
1999. ISBN 0-738-20142-1.
Euclid: The Creation of Mathematics, by Benno Artmann. SpringerVerlag, June 1999. ISBN 0-387-98423-2.
Fermat's Last Theorem for Amateurs, by Paulo Ribenboim. SpringerVerlag, February 1999. ISBN 0-38798508-5. (Reviewed in this issue.)
Five More Golden Rules: Knots,
Codes, Chaos and Other Great Theories of 20th Century Mathematics, by
John L. Casti. John Wiley & Sons,
February 2000. ISBN 0-471-32233-4.
Fragile Dominion: Complexity and
the Commons, by Simon Levin.
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Perseus Books, June 1999. ISBN 0-73820111-1.
A History of the Circle: Mathematical Reasoning and the Physical Universe, by Ernest Zebrowski Jr. Rutgers
University Press, August 1999. ISBN
0-813-52677-9.
The Importance of Being Fuzzy and
Other Insights from the Border between
Math and Computers, by Arturo Sangalli. Princeton University Press, December 1998. ISBN 0-691-00144-8.
Imaginary Numbers: An Anthology
of Marvelous Mathematical Stories, Diversions, Poems, and Musings, edited
by William Frucht. John Wiley & Sons,
October 1999. ISBN 0-471-33244-5.
An Imaginary Tale: The Story of
J=T, by Paul J. Nahin. Princeton University Press, November 1998. ISBN
0-691-02795-1. (Reviewed November
1999.)
In the Light of Logic, by Solomon
Feferman. Oxford University Press,
September 1998. ISBN 0-195-08030-0.
* Infosense: Turning Data and
Information into Knowledge, by Keith
Devlin. W. H. Freeman, June 1999. ISBN
0-716-73484-2 .
The Invention of Infinity: Mathematics and Art in the Renaissance,
by J. V. Field. Oxford University Press,
May 1997. ISBN 0-198-52394-7.
(Reviewed January 2000.)
jacques Hadamard, A Universal
Mathematician, by Vladimir Mazya
and Tatyana Shaposhnikova. AMS/
London Mathematical Society, January 1998. ISBN 0-821-80841-9.
]ames joseph Sylvester: Life and
Work in Letters, by Karen Hunger
Parshall. Oxford University Press,
October 1998. ISBN 0-198-50391-1.
John von Neumann: The Scientific
Genius Who Pioneered the Modern
Computer, Game Theory, Nuclear
Deterrence, and Much More, by
Norman Macrae. AMS, October 1999.
ISBN 0-821-82064-8.
* The Kingdom of Infinite Numbers:
A Field Guide, by Bryan Bunch. W. H.
Freeman, January 2000. ISBN 0-71673388-9.
The Magical Maze: Seeing the World
through Mathematical Eyes, by Ian
Stewart. John Wiley & Sons, April1998.
ISBN 0-471-19297-X.
The Mathemagician and the Pied
Puzzler: A Collection in Tribute to
Martin Gardner, edited by Elwyn
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Berlekamp and Tom Rodgers. A K
Peters, March 1999. ISBN 1-56881075-X.
A Mathematical Mystery Tour: Discovering the Truth and Beauty of the
Cosmos, by A. K. Dewdney. John Wiley
& Sons, March 1999. ISBN 0-47123847-3. (Reviewed February 2000.)
Mathematical Sorcery: Revealing
the Secrets of Numbers, by Calvin C.
Clawson. Plenum Press, May 1999.
ISBN 0-306-46003-3.
Mathematics and Mathematicians:
Mathematics in Sweden before 1950,
by Lars Garding. AMS/London Mathematical Society, 1998. ISBN 0-82180612-2.
The Mathematics of Ciphers: Number Theory and RSA Cryptography,
by S. C. Coutinho. A K Peters,
November 1998. ISBN 1-568-81082-2.
Mathematics: The New Golden Age,
by Keith Devlin. Columbia University
Press, 1999.
Mathematics Without Borders: A History of the International Mathematical
Union, by Olli Lehto. Springer-Verlag,
February 1998. ISBN 0-387-98358-9.
(Reviewed November 1999.)
The Moment of Proof: Mathematical
Epiphanies, by Donald C. Benson.
Oxford University Press, March 1999.
ISBN 0-195-11721-2.
Mystic, Geometer, and Intuitionist:
The Life ofL. E.]. Brouwer, by Dirk Van
Dalen. Oxford University Press, April
1999. ISBN 0-198-50297-4.
The Nature of Mathematical Modeling, by Neil Gershenfeld. Cambridge
University Press, February 1999. ISBN
0-521-57095-6.
New Directions in the Philosophy of
Mathematics: An Anthology, Thomas
Tymoczko, Editor. Princeton University Press, revised edition, January
1998. ISBN 0-691-03498-2.
Noeuds: Genese d'une theorie mathematique (Knots: Genesis of a Mathematical Theory), by Alexei Sossinsky
(in French). Seuil, 1999. ISBN 2-02032089-4.
The Nothing That Is: A Natural
History of Zero, by Robert Kaplan.
Oxford University Press, October 1999.
ISBN 0-195-12842-7.
1' Number: From Ahmes to Cantor,
by Midhat Gazale. Princeton University
Press, March 2000 . ISBN 0-69100515-X.
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The Number Devil, by Hans Magnus
Enzensberger. Metropolitan Books,
October 1998. ISBN 0-805-05770-6.
(Reviewed January 2000.)
The Number Sense: How the Mind
Creates Mathematics, by Stanislas
Dehaene. Oxford University Press,
October 1997. ISBf'~ 0~ 195-11004-8.
Philosophy of Mathematics: An
Introduction to a World of Proofs and
Pictures, by James Robert Brown.
Routledge, August 1999. ISBN 0-41512274-0.
Pioneers of Representation Theory:
Frobenius, Burnside, Schur, and
Brauer, by Charles W. Curtis.
AMS/London Mathematical Society,
October 1999. ISBN 0-821-89002-6.
* Proofs and Contradictions: The
Story of the Alternating Sign Matrix
Conjecture, by David M. Bressoud.
Cambridge University Press, August
1999. ISBN 0-521-66646-5.
The Queen of Mathematics: A Historically Motivated Guide to Number
Theory, by Jay R. Goldman. A K Peters,
November 1997. ISBN 1-568-81006-7.
Shadows of the Circle: Conic Secc
tions, Optimal Figures and Non-Euclidean Geometry, byVagnLundsgaard
Hansen. World Scientific Publishing
Company, November 1998. ISBN 9810-23418-X.
Slicing Pizzas, Racing Turtles, and
Further Adventures in Applied Mathematics, by Robert B. Banks. Princeton
University Press, September 1999.
ISBN 0-691-05947-0.
Small Worlds: The Dynamics ofNetworks between Order and Randomness, by Duncan J. Watts. Princeton
University Press, November 1999. ISBN
0-691-00541-9.
* Squaring the Circle: The War between Hobbes and Wallis, by Douglas M.
Jesseph. University of Chicago Press,
December 1999. ISBN 0-226-39899-4
(cloth), 0-226-39900-1 (paper).
Statistics on the Table: The History
of Statistical Concepts and Methods,
by Stephen M. Stigler. Harvard University Press, November 1999. ISBN
0-674-83601-4.
Stephen Smale: The Mathematician
Who Broke the Dimension Barrier, by
Steve Batterson. AMS, February 2000.
ISBN 0-821-82045-1.
Turing and the Computer (The Big
Idea), by Paul Strathem. Anchor Books,
April1999. ISBN 0-385-49243-X.
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The Universal History of Numbers:
From Prehistory to the Invention of the
Computer, by Georges Ifrah (translated by David Bellas, Sophie Wood,
and Ian Monk). John Wiley & Sons,
December 1999. ISBN 0-471-37568-3.
* The Wild Numbers, by Philibert
Schogt. Four V\falls Eight Windo,AlS,
April 2000. ISBN 1-56868-166-1.
* What Are the Odds? Chance in
Everyday Life, by Michael Orkin. W.
H. Freeman, December 1999. ISBN 0716-73560-1.
What Counts: How Every Brain Is
Hardwired for Math, by Brian Butterworth. Free Press, August 1999. ISBN
0-684-85417-1.
What Is Random? Discovering
Chance and Order in Mathematics and
the World, by Edward J. Beltrami.
Springer-Verlag, August 1999. ISBN 0387-98737-1
What's Happening in the Mathematical Sciences, 1998-1999, by Barry
Cipr<l. AMS, December 1998. ISBN 0821-80766-8.
Why Do Buses Come in Threes?, by
Rob Eastaway and Jeremy Wyndham.
John Wiley & Sons, May 1999. ISBN 04 71-34 756-6.

*Added to the "Book List" since the List's last
appearance.
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2000 Frank and Brennte Morgan AMS-MAA-SIAM Prize

for Outstanding Research 1n Mathematics

by an Undergraduate Student

T

he prize is awarded each year to an
undergraduate student (or students
having submitted joint work) for outstanding research in mathematics. Any student who is an undergraduate in a college or
university in the United States or its possessions, or Canada or Mexico, is eligible to be
considered for this prize.

T

he prize recipient's research need not
be confined to a single paper; it may
be contained in several papers.
However, the paper (or papers) to be considered for the prize must be submitted while
the student is an undergraduate; they cannot be submitted after the student's graduation. The research paper (or papers) may be
submitted for consideration by the student
or a nominator. All submissions for the
prize must include at least one letter of support from a person, usually a faculty member, familiar with the student's research.
Publication of research is not required.

•

•

•

•

T

he recipients of the prize are to be
selected by a standing joint committee
of the AMS, MAA, and SIAM. The decisions of this committee are final. The 2000
prize will be awarded for papers submitted
for consideration no later than june 30,
2000, by (or on behalf of) students who were
undergraduates in December 1999.

Nominations and submissions should be
sent to:
Morgan Prize Committee
c/o Robert j. Daverman, Secretary
American Mathematical Society
Department of Mathematics
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, TN 37996-1330

Questions may be directed to the chairperson
of the Morgan Prize Committee:
Robby Robson
Department of Mathematics
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331-4605
telephone: 541-737-5171
e-mail: robby@math .orst. edu

Geometriae Dedicata
** New Editors-in-Chief**
Benson S. Farb and Robert J. Zimmer,
UniversityofChtG!go, USA.
** New Editorial Board **
Tobias Holck Colding, Courant Institute, New York University,
USA. Kenji Fukaya, Kyoto University, Japan. William Mark
Goldman, University ofMaryland, USA. Rostislav Ivanovich
Grigorchuk, Stekiov Instit ute of Mathematics, Russia.
Karsten Grove, University of Maryland, USA. Joel Hass,
University of California Davis, USA. Toshiyuki Kobayashi,
University of Tokyo, Japan. John W. Lott, University of
Michigan, USA. Alex Lubotzky, Institute of Mathematics,
The Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel. Lee D. Mosher,
Rutgers University, USA. Jean-Pierre Otal, ENS de Lyon,
France. Alan W. Reid, University of Texas, USA. Ralf J.
Spatzier, University ofMichigan, USA. Gerard Van der Geer,
University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Shmuel A.
Weinberger, University of Chicago, USA.

As of January 1, 2000, Geometrlae Dedicata has undergone
a change in direction to include a concentration on geometry
and its relationships to topology, group theory and the theory
of dynamical systems.
You are cordially invited to contribute to Geometriae
Dedicata. For detailed author instructions please visit:
http://www.wkap.nl/joumalsfgeometriae

Table of Contents
Volume 79, Issue 2, February 2000
Indefinite Affine Umbilical Surfaces in R4

L. Verstraelen, L. Vrancken, P. Witowicz
Blocking Sets of Type (1, k) in a Finite
Projective Plane

Mauro Biliotti, Eliana Francot
Compact Ovoids in Quadrangles II:
the Classical Quadrangles

Linus Kramer
Curvature vs. Almost Hermitian Structures

Luis Hemcindez-lamoneda
Theoreme de Motzkin en courbure negative

Stephane Grognet
Subscription rate:
Institutional: 2000 Volumes 79-83, 15
Print OR Electronic: $1393.00
Print AND Electronic version: $1671.00
Private: 2000 Volumes 79-83, 15 issues
Print version ONLY: $825.00
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METHODOLOGY AND COMPUTING
IN APPLIED PROBABILITY
Editor-in-Chief: Joseph Glaz, University ofConnecticut, USA
Methodology and Computing in Applied Probability publishes high quality research and review articles in the areas
of applied probability that emphasize methodology and computing. Of special interest are articles in important areas of
applications that include detailed case studies. Applied probability is a broad research area that is of interest to many
scientists in diverse disciplines including: anthropology, biology, communication theory, economics, epidemiology, finance, linguistics, meteorology, operations research, psychology, quality control. reliability theory, sociology and
statistics.
You are cordially invited to contribute to Methodology and
Computing in Applied Probability. For detailed author
instructions please visit:

Table of Contents
VoLUME 1, IssuE 4, DECEMBER 1999
Importance Sampling for Continuous Time Markov
Chains and Applications to Fluid Models;

Paolo Baldi, Mauro Picdoni
Smoothness in Bayesian Non-parametric
Regression with Wavelets;

Marco Di Zio, Amoldo Frigessi
Negative Binomial Approximation with Stein's
Method; Timothy C. Brown, M.J. Phillips
Statistical Analysis of Financial Volatility by
Wavelet Shrinkage; Enrico Capobianco
Efficent Generation of Fractional Brownian Motion for Simulation of Infrared Focal-plane Array Calibration Drift;

Steven B. Lowen
Algorithms to Find Exact Inclusion Probabilities for Conditional Poisson Sampling and Pareto pps Sampling Designs;

Nibia Aires
Subscription rate:
Institutional: 2000 Volume 2 (4 issues)
Print OR Electronic: $269.00
Print AND Electronic: $323.00
Private: 2000 Volume 2 (4 issues)
Print version ONLY: $75.00

Mathematics Calendar
The most comprehensive and up-to-date Mathematics Calendar
information is available on e-MATH at
http:/ /www. ams.org/ mathcal /.
'' 11-1 3 john H. Barrett Memorial Lectures: New Directions in Dif-

April 2000
'' April 1 Midwest Algebraic Number Theory Day, Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio.
Organizing Committee: S. Brueggeman, K. Comad, D. Pollack.
Speakers: H. Koch (visiting Illinois), K. Ono (Penn State and
Wisconsin), ]. Ellenberg (Princeton), E. Kushnirsky (Indiana).
Contributed Talks: We seek four contributed talks from graduate
students. Deadline for application is March 6.
Information: The conference Web page is http: I /www . math . ohiostate. ectur brueggem/mwantd. html. Additional information will
be posted on this Web page as it becomes available.

May 2000
* 1- 2 DIMACS/IBM Workshop: Data Mining in the Internet Age,
IBM - Almaden, San Jose, California.
Sponsors: Dimacs Center and IBM -Almaden.
Organizers: R. Agrawal, IBM;]. Feigenbaum, AT&T; P. Raghavan,
IBM; and]. Ullman, Stanford Univ.
Short Description: The growth of the Internet has led to an
explosion in the volume of information being gathered, as well as to
the diversity of researchers from various background s-databases,
statistics, machine learning, and algorithms-attempting to advance
the state of the art in data mining. By bringing together experts
from these fields, this workshop aims to provide a forum for
fundamental advances in data mining.
Contacts: P. Raghavan, IBM, pragh@almaden. ibm. com.
Local Arrangements: ]. Hickey, k53secty@almaden. ibm . com.
http: I /www. dimacs . rutgers . edu/ Wor kshops/
Information:
index. html.
This section contains announcements of meetings and conferences
of interest to some segment of the mathematical public, including ad
hoc, local, or regional meetings, and meetings and symposia devoted
to specialized topics, as well as announcements of regularly scheduled
meetings of national or international mathematical organizations. A
complete list of meetings of the Society can be found on the last page of
each issue.
An announcement will be published in the Notices if it contains a call
for papers and specifies the place, date, subject (when applicable), and
the speakers; a second announcement will be published only if there
are changes or necessary additional information. Once an announcement
has appeared, the event will be briefly noted in every third issue until
it has been held and a reference will be given in parentheses to the
month, year, and page of the issue in which the complete information
appeared. Asterisks (") mark those announcements containing new or
revised information.
In general, announcements of meetings and conferences held in North
America carry only the date, title of meeting, place of meeting, names of
speakers (or sometimes a general statement on the program), deadlines
for abstracts or contributed papers, and source of further information.
Meetings held outside the North American area may carry more detailed
information. In any case, if there is any application deadline with respect
to participation in the meeting, this fact should be noted. All communications on meetings and conferences in the mathematical sciences
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ferential Geometry, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee.
Organizers: A. Freire, freire@mat h. utk. edu; B. Guan, guam@math.
utk. edu; C. Plaut, cplaut@math. ut k. edu.
Program: The main speakers are: S.-Y. A. Chang (Princeton/UCLA),
T. Colding (Courant Inst.), K. Grove (Maryland), and ]. Wolfson
(Michigan State). Each will d eliver three 1-hour lectures on topics
of current research interest. There will also be eight invited talks
by the participants.
Funding: Organizers expect to be able to provide partial financial
support for airfare and accommodations to approximately 30
graduate students and researchers; however, the lectures are open
to the mathematical community. Applications for funding (including
a brief CV) should be sent to the organizers.
Information: Please contact the organizers or visit the Web page
http : //www.math .utk.edu/ barrett/.

'' 23-25 International Conference on the Occasion of the 70th
Birthday of Professor Anatolii Asirovich Golodberg: "Entire and
Meromorphic Functions", Lviv National University, Ukraine.
Scientific Organizing and Program Committee: I. V. Ostrovskii
(Bilkent Univ., Turkey, co-chairman), M. M. Sheremeta (Lviv Univ.,
co-chairman), A. E. Eremenko (Purdue Univ.,), A. A. Kondratyuk
(Lviv Univ.), V. M. Kyrylych (Lviv Univ.), Ya. G. Prytula (Lviv Univ.),
0 . B. Skasldv (Lviv Univ.), P. M. Tamraz ov (Ins t. of Math., Kyiv), M.
V. Zabolotskyi (Lviv Univ.), M. M. Zarichnyi (Lviv Univ.).
Scientific Program: Value distribution theory ofmeromorphic functions, asymptotic properties of entire and meromorphic functions,
meromorphic solutions of differential equations, subharmonic
functions, Dirichlet series.
Information: Further details may be found on the Web site http:
//www.franko.lviv .ua/faculty/mechmat/ .
should be sent to the Editor of the Notices in care of the American
Mathematical Society in Providence or electronically to noti ces@ams . org
or mathcal@ams . org.
In order to allow participants to arrange their travel plans, organizers of
meetings are urged to submit information for these listings early enough
to allow them to appear in more than one issue of the Notices prior to
the meeting in question. To achieve this, listings should be received in
Providence six months prior to the scheduled date of the meeting.
The complete listing of the Mathematics Calendar will be published only
in the September issue of the Notices. The March, June, and December
issues will include, along with new announcements, references to any
previously announced meetings and conferences occurring within the
twelve-month period following the month of those issues. New information about meetings and conferences that will occur later than the
twelve-month period will be announced once in full and will not be
repeated until the date of the conference or meeting falls within the
twelve-month period.
The Mathematics Ca lendar, as well as Meetings and Conferences of
the AMS, is now available electronically through e-MATH on the World
Wide Web. To access e-MATH, use the URL: http :// e-math . ams. erg/
(or http : //www. ams. org/). (For those with VT100-type terminals or for
those without WWW browsing software, connect to e-MATH via Telnet
(telnet e-math. ams. erg; login and password e- math) and use the Lynx
option from the main menu.)
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''May 24 A Celebration of Mathematical Thought, College de
France, Paris, France.
Description: The second mathematics meeting organized by the
Clay Mathematics Institute will take place on Wednesday afternoon,
May 24, 2000, at the College de France. It will feature mathematical
lectures, presentation of the CMI Award, and the announcement of
CMI plans for the millennium. This will be followed on May 2 5 by
lectures given by various CMI Fellows and Awardees.
Information: Further details will be announced at http : I / www.
ClayMath . org/.

* 28-30 Madison Conference on Nonlinear Analysis 2000, Univ.
of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.
Organizing Committee: M. Slemrod, S. B. Angenent.
Invited Speakers: H. Brezis (Rutgers Univ. and Univ. Paris VI), H.
Hofer (NYU), M. Crandall (UC Santa Barbara),]. N. Mather (Princeton
Univ.), S. Bolotin (Moscow State Univ.), V. Coti-Zelati (Univ. of
Naples), P. Rabinowitz (UW Madison).
Funding: Participation by beginning researchers (postdocs, recent
Ph.D.'s, graduate students) is encouraged, and funds for partial
support of travel and local expenses are available.
Information: M. Slemrod (slemrod@math. wise. edu).

june 2000
'' 5-1 0 VIII International Conference: Groups and Group Rings,
Politechnika, Sla,ska, Gliwice, Poland.
Organizing Committee: J. Galuszka, W. Holubowski, 0. Macedonska, V. Sushchansky (Gliwice), with cooperation of ]. Krempa
(Warsaw Univ.) and C. Baginski (Bialystok Univ.).
Main Speakers: A. A. Bovdi, C. K. Gupta, N. D. Gupta, E. Khukhro,
0 . H. Kegel, A. N. Krasilnikov, D. M. Riley, N. A. Vavilov,]. S. Wilson.
Program Committee: E. Khukhro, 0 . H. Kegel, ]. Krempa, 0.
Macedonska, A. Yu. Olshanskii, D. S. Passman, V. Sushchansky,]. S.
Wilson.
'' 7- 9 The Legacy of John Charles Fields Symposium (World
Mathematical Year 2000), Royal Ontario Museum, 100 Queen's
Park, Toronto, Canada.
Organizer: Organized by The Fields Institute for Research in
Mathematical Sciences.
Program: The following h ave agreed to participate in a celebration
of the history of the Fields Medal: Sir Michael Atiyah (Edinburgh),
Alan Baker (Cambridge), Richard Borcherds (Berkeley), Alain Cannes
(College de France, IHES), Timothy Gowers (Cambridge), Vaughan
Jones (Berkeley), Maxim Kontsevich (IHES), John Milnor (Stony
Brook), Stephen Smale (City Univ. of Hong Kong). Historical lectures
will be presented by Tom Archibald (Acadia), Michael Monastyrsky
(Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Moscow). The
following Medalists will present at MATH 2000 in Hamilton, June
10-14, 2000: Pierre-Louis Lions (Paris IX), David Mumford (Brown),
Efim Zelmanov (Yale).
Scientific Program Committee:]. Arthur, J. Chadam, D. Dawson, G.
Elliott (chair), P. Fillmore, N. Ghoussoub, B. Hodgson,]. Hurtubise,
]. Marsden, C. Morawetz, C. Riehm, and L. Vinet.
Information: Register at http : I /www. fields . utoronto . ca/
j cfields- legacy . html or by e-mail: jcfields@fields. utoronto .
ca .
* 11-13 2000 Le;1igh University Geometry/Topology Conference,
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
Program: Invited lectures and contributed talks in geometry and
topology.
Main Speakers: M. Bridson (Oxford), W. Goldman (Maryland), T.
Goodwillie (Brown), B. Lawson (Stony Brook), D. Bar-Natan (Hebrew
Univ.)
Deadlines: Please submit registration form by May 15 and abstract
by May 1 if you wish to give a talk.
Information: D. Johnson, david. j ohnson@lehigh. edu or http: I I
www.lehigh. edu/- dljO/geotop. html.
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* 11-16 AMS-IMS-SIAM Joint Summer Research Conference on
Symbolic Computation, Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley,
Massachusetts.
Information: http: I /www. ams. erg/meetings/.
* 12- 1 3 DIMACS Workshop on Multimedia Streaming on the
Internet, DIMACS Center, Rutgers University, Piscataway, New
Jersey.
Sponsors: DIMACS Center.
Organizers: L. Gao, Swith College, and]. Rexford, AT&T Labs.
Short Description: We have seen a dramatic growth of multimedia
applications such as video and audio streaming over the Internet.
Server and network resources have proven to be a major limiting
factor in the widespread usage of video streaming over the Internet.
In order to support a large population of clients, it is essential to have
techniques that efficiently utilize server and network resources. The
purpose of this workshop is to bring together leading researchers in
the field to discuss issues including server media-content delivery
scheduling, the server disk I/0 scheduling and network support
for delivering multimedia services such as proxy services.
Contacts: L. Gao, Smith College, gao@cs . smith. edu.
Local Arrangements:]. Herold, DIMACS Center, jessi cah@dimacs.
r utgers . edu, 732-445-5930.
http : I /www. dimacs. rutgers. edu/Workshops/
Information:
index . html.

'' 1 4-1 6 Mathematics and Information Science Problems in XXI
Century (International Scientific Conference Devoted to Mathematics Year), Kyrgyz State National University (KSNU), Kyrgyzstan.
Program: Plenary and lecture meetings on topology and geometry,
differential and integral equations, mathematical physics, applied
and calculating mathematics, computer representation of mathematical objects and computer modeling, theory and methodology
of creating informational systems, new information technology
and architecture, the problem of theory and methodology of teaching mathematics in secondary schools and institutions of higher
education.
Information: Available on Web site of KSNU, http : I /www. cs .
edu. kg/, http://www.online. kg/. Or write to: KSNU, 720033 ,
547 Frunze str., Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan; tel: + 996-312-66040; fax:
+996-3 12-660395, 660909; e-mail: sword@iepii. bishkek. su.

* 1 5-l 7 Seventeenth Annual Workshop in Geometric Topology,
The Colorado College, Colorado Springs, Colorado.
Sponsors: National Science Foundation and the Colorado College.
Organizers: F. Ancel and C. Guilbault, Univ. of Wisconsin - Milwaukee; D. Garity, Oregon State Univ.; F. Tinsley, Colorado College; D.
Wright, Brigham Young Univ.
Principal Speaker: R. E. Gompf, Univ. of Texas-Austin.
Talks: Time periods of approximately 20- 30 minutes will be allotted
for participants to give talks.
Funding: Limited funds may be available to support travel and
living expenses of participants without other means of support.
Information: F. Tinsley, Dept. of Mathematics, Colorado College, Colorado Springs, CO 80903; please u se e-mail: ft ins l ey@
ColoradoCollege.edu.
'' 1 9- 24 Confe rence on Stochastic Networks, University of Wiscon-

sin - Madison, Madison, Wisconsin.
Organizers: R. Agrawal, Motorola and Univ. of Wisconsin - Madison,
and T. G. Kurtz, Univ. of Wisconsin - Madison.
Description: Stochastic network models play a fundamental role in
the development of modern manufacturing, telecommunications,
and computer systems. Interest in these models cuts across many
scientific disciplines, including operations research, computer science, engineering, mathematics, and statistics. The conference will
focus on new models and the requisite analytic and computational
methodologies that will help in the engineering of these networks.
The conference will be followed by a Workshop on Stochastic
Networks, June 26- 30, directed at young researchers interested in
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developing research programs in the area. All conference partici·
pants are welcome to attend the workshop.
Program: The program will include approximately 24 invited
lectures and a small number of contributed papers.
Support: Support to attend the conference and following workshop
for graduate students and other young researchers is anticipated.
Deadlines: Applications for conference and workshop support:
March 15, 2000; Abstracts for contributed papers: April 1, 2000;
Registration without late fee: May 1, 2000.
Information: Information on registration, lodging, submission of
abstracts, and applications for support will be available at http: I I
www. ems. wise. edurstoehnet/, by e-mail at stoehnetlilems. wise.
edu, or by contacting S. Ross, Center for the Mathematical Sciences,
University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1308 W. Dayton Street, Madison,
WI 53715 -1149.
'' 19-30 Lie Theory: Summer School and Workshop, University of
Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
Organizers: A. Pianzola and B. Allison.
Scope: The school is part of the PIMS Summer School: Algebra
2000. A two-week meeting on Lie theory (Lie groups and Lie
algebras): Week 1 (June 19-23): Instructional Component (2 minicourses): A. Pianzola, Univ. of Alberta, Lie algebras; S. Donkin, Queen
Mary College, Algebraic groups. Week 2 (June 26-30): Conference
Component: Confirmed speakers: G. Benkart, N. Bergeron, Y. Billig,
A. Broer, S. Donkin, Y. Gao, M. Gaberdiel, T. Gannon, Y.-Z. Huang,
0. Mathieu, K.-H. Neeb , E. Neher, 0. Smirnov.
Information: There are possibilities for contributed talks. Participants are welcome for either or both weeks. There are special
financial possibilities for graduate students. Please check the Web
page http: I /wren. pims. ube. ea/algebra2000/.
,., 26-30 ICAA 2000: The Third International Conference on Abstract Analysis in Africa, Berg-en-Dal, Kruger National Park, South
Africa.
Organizing Committee: L. E. Labuschagne (Univ. of Pretoria, South
Africa), P. Mangheni (Makerer Univ., Kampala, Uganda), A. Stroh
(Univ. of Pretoria, South Africa), ]. Swart (Univ. of Pretoria, South
Africa).
International Steering Committee:]. Diestel (Kent State Univ.),].].
Grobler (Potchefstroom Univ. for CHE), A. Pelczynski (Polish Acad.
of Sciences, Warsaw), L. Zsido (Univ. of Rome Tor Vergata, Rome).
Program: The program will include talks by invited speakers and
shorter research talks by other participants .
Objectives: (1) to emphasize the interaction between the different
topics within abstract analysis, the interaction of abstract analysis
with other areas of mathematics as well as with other disciplines
like physics and finance; (2) to bring problems of related areas
of mathematics to the attention of abstract analysts (by means of
lectures by leaders in the field who will indicate directions for future
research); (3) to bring the modern methods of abstract analysis
to the attention of researchers in related fields; (4) to promote
research in the area of abstract analysis; (5) to promote the area of
abstract analysis among students and young mathematicians.
Conference Secretariat: ICAA 2000, Dept. Maths and AppliedMaths,
Univ.of Pretoria, 0002 Pretoria, South Africa; tel: +27-12-420-2520;
fax: +27-12-420-3893.
Information : e-mail: ieaalilmath . up . ae. za, http: I /www .math. up.
ac. za/icaa/ or www .mes. kent. edurieaa/.
'' 26-30Workshopon Stochastic Networks , UniversityofWisconsinMadison, Wisconsin.
Organizers: R. Agrawal, Motorola and Univ. of Wisconsin- Madison,
and T. G. Kurtz, Univ. of Wisconsin - Madison.
Description: The workshop will be held June 26-30, 2000, in the Pyle
Center on the University of Wisconsin- Madison campus following
the Conference on Stochastic Networks. The workshop is directed
at young researchers interested in developing research programs
in the area. The program of the workshop will include lecture
series presenting overviews of important methodologies and/ or
applications which are currently active research areas . F. Baccelli,
APRIL 2000

Ecole Normale Superieure and INRIA; F. Kelly, Cambridge Univ.; and
W. Willinger, AT&T Labs Research, have agreed to lecture as part
of this program. Presentations by participants will help encourage
interaction and discussion and will provide an opportunity for
comments and advice from the senior researchers.
Support: Support for graduate students and other young researchers
to attend the workshop is anticipated.
Deadlines: Applications for conference and workshop support:
March 15, 2000; Abstracts for contributed papers: April 1, 2000;
Registration without late fee : May 1, 2000.
Information: Information on registration, lodging, submission of
abstracts, and applications for support will be available at http: 11
www.ems.wisc.edu/-stoehnet/,by e-mffilatstoehnetlilems.wise .
edu, or by contacting S. Ross, Center for the Mathematical Sciences,
University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1308 W. Dayton Street, Madison,
WI 53715-1149.
* 26-July 7GroupTheory:SummerSchool and Workshop, University
of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
Organizer: A. Rhemtulla.
Scope: The school is part of the PIMS Summer School: Algebra
2000. A two-week meeting on Group Theory: Week 1 (June 26-30):
Instructional Component (4 minicourses): Michel Broue, Representations of groups of Lie type; Peter Kropholler, Cohomological
methods; Dan Segal, Residually finite groups; Aner Shalev, Pro finite
and p-adic analytic groups. Week 2 (July 3-7): Conference Component: Confirmed speakers: Michel Broue, Steve Gersten, Rod Gow,
Peter Kropholler, T. Muller, A. Yu. Ol'shanskii, Geoffrey Robinson,
Dan Segal, Aner Shalev, Alex Turull. There are possibilities for
contributed talks.
Information : Participants are welcome for either or both weeks.
There are special financial possibilities for graduate students. Please
check the Web page http : I /wren. pims. ube . ea/ algebra2000/.

July 2000
,., 3-5 International Conference on Monte Carlo and Probabilistic
Methods for Partial Differential Equations, Monte Carlo, Monaco.
Organizers: Organized by INRIA and sponsored by NSF.
Program: The program of the conference will consist of 6 plenary
lectures and about 20 sessions. The topics of the plenary lectures
will be: (1) stochastic models in turbulence, by A. ]. Chorin (Univ.
of California, Berkeley), (2) financial models, by P.-L. Lions (CNRS
and Univ. Paris Dauphine, France), (3) the Boltzmann equation,
by S. Meleard (Univ. Paris X, France), (4) propagation in random
media, by G. Papanicolaou (Stanford Univ.), (5) backward stochastic
differential equations and quasilinear PDEs, by E. Pardoux (Univ. of
Provence, France), (6) Monte Carlo methods in neutron and photon
transport equations, by R. Sentis (CEA, France).
Call for Papers: The Scientific Committee wishes to receive proposals for sessions and for individual lectures. A session proposal
should consist of: the title of the session and a tentative list of
3-6 lecturers with their approximate titles. Individual lectures will
be selected depending on the accepted sessions. The deadline for
submissions is February 15, 2000. The accepted sessions will be
made known at the end of February 2000. The definitive program
will be available in April 2000.
http: I /www-sop. inria. fr I omega/MDNTECARLD/
Information:
pages/MDNTECARLD2000 . htmlor contactM. Simonetti, INRIA SophiaAntipolis, 2004 route des Lucioles, BP 93, F-06902 Sophia-Antipolis,
France; tel: +33 04 92 38 78 64; fax: +33 04 92 38 79 55; e-mail:
Monique.Simonetti@sophia.inr ia.fr.
'' 3-14 Mathematics of Aperiodic Order: Summer School and
Workshop, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
Organizer: R. V. Moody.
Scope: Part of the PIMS Summer School, Algebra 2000, this is a
two-week meeting on the mathematics of aperiodic order and quasicrystals: Week 1 (July 3-7): Instructional Component (3 minicourses):
M. Baake, Introduction to aperiodic order, tilings, and diffraction;].
Lagarias, Discrete geometry and aperiodic point sets; B. Solomyak,
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Dynamical systems and aperiodic order. Week 2 (July 10-14):
Conference Component: Confirmed speakers: J.-P. Allouche, M.
Baake, J.-P. Gazeau, U. Grimm, P. Gummelt, J. Lagarias, B. Solomyak.
Information: There are possibilities for contributed talks. Participants are welcome for either or both weeks. There are special
financial possibilities for graduate students. Please check the Web
page http: //wren.pims. ubc. ca/algebra2000/.

22090734; fax: (++420 2) 22211638; http://www .math . cas. cz/;
e-mail: equadiff@math. cas. cz.

September 2000

* 1 0-1 5 2nd World Conference on Mathematics and Computers
in Physics, Vouliagmeni, Greece.
Information : http://www. soft lab. ntua. gr rmastor /mcp2000 .
htm.

'' September 2000-January 2001 Infinite Dimensionai.Lie Theory
and Its Applications Program, Toronto, Canada.
Workshops: Infinite-Dimensional Lie Algebras and Groups: Structure and Geometry, September 25-29, 2000, organized by V. Kac
(MIT), 0. Mathieu (Lyon), and A. Pianzola (Alberta); Vertex Operator
Algebras in Mathematics and Physics, October 23-27, 2000, organized by S. Berman (Saskatchewan), Y. Bilig (New Brunswick), Y.-Z.
Huang (Rutgers), and J. Lepowsky (Rutgers); Quasiclassical and
Quantum Structures, organized by P. Etingof (MIT) and B. Khesin
(Toronto).
Information:
http://www. fields. utoronto . ca/ or e-mail:
lietheory@fields.utoronto.ca.

* 10-1 54th World Multiconference on Circuits, Systems, Commu-

* 22-23 Ordinary Differential Equations: A Meeting in Honor of

nications & Computers (CSCC 2000), Vouliagmeni, Greece.
Program: Four conferences dedicated to the memory of Sidney
Darlington.
Information: http://www. soft lab. ntua. gr ;-mast or I cscc. htm.

Tony Zettl, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois.
Organizing Committee: N. Everitt, B. Harris, Q. Kong, D. McAlister,
H. Wu, W. Blair.
Speakers: Don Hinton of the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, and
Norrie Everitt of the University of Birmingham will deliver plenary
addresses. There will also be approximately a dozen shorter talks.
Information: ODE Conference, Department of Mathematical Sciences, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115; ode@math.
niu. edu; (815) 753-0567; or from the conference Web site: http:
//www.math.niu.edu/ZettlFest/.

* 10-1 5 2nd World Conference on Mathematics and Computers
in Mechanical Engineering, Vouliagmeni, Greece.
Information : http://www. soft lab. ntua. grrmastor /mcme2000.
htm.

'' 25-30 Colloquium on Differential Geometry and Its Applications,
Debrecen, Hungary.
Information: http: //pc121.math.klte .hu/diffgeo/.
Registration : e-mail: diffgeo@math. kl te. hu.

August 2000
*August 21 Geometric and Topological Methods in Concurrency
Theory,ASatellitetoCONCUR '2000,PennsylvaniaStateUniversity,
State College, Pennsylvania.
Workshop Topics: This workshop follows last year's "Geometric
and Topological Methods in Concurrency Theory" meeting held
at Aalborg University, Denmark. The aim is to bring together
researchers that apply geometric, topological and algebraic topological methods to formalize and analyze dynamical, concurrent
and distributed systems. The spirit of the meeting will be informal
and will focus on exchange of information and discussion. It will
consist of a number of tutorials, invited talks, together with accepted
papers. Abstracts and work in progress reports are encouraged.
Submission Deadline: May 19, 2000.
Information : GETCO'OO: http ://www. dmi. ens. frr goubault/
get co. html;
CONCUR'OO:
http://www. cse. psu. edu/
concur2000/; EXPRESS'OO: http://www.docs.uu.se/-victor/
Express/expressOO . shtml; GETC0'99: http://www.math.auc.
dk/-raussen/admin/workshop/workshop.html.
* 23-27 Second International Conference on Deterministic and
Stochastic Modeling of Biointeraction, West Lafayette, Indiana.
Organizer: Department of Mathematics of Purdue University.
Aim: Following the first DESTOBIO organized in Sofia (Bulgaria)
in 1997, the aim of the meeting is again to bring together people
from the deterministic and stochastic modeling worlds with the
expectation that something useful may come out.
Topics: (1) Deterministic and stochastic approaches to mathematical modeling in population dynamics, epidemiology, immunology,
genetics, neurophysiology, molecular biology, cell biology, pattern formation, bioecology; (2) Computational biomathematics; (3)
Nonlinear dynamics effects, Deterministic and stochastic chaos.
Information: http://www .math. purdue. edurmilner /DESTOBIO_
2000. html. Send e-mail indicating your interest in participating to
destobio@math.purdue.edu.
* 27-31 Equadiff 10, Czechoslovak International Conference on
Differential Equations and Their Applications, Prague, Czech
Republic.
Honorary Presidents: I. Babuska, ]. Kurzweil.
Information: Address of the conference: Equadiff, Mathematical
Institute, Zitna 25, 115 67 Praha 1, Czech Rep.; tel: (++420 2)
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'' 22-28 4th International Conference on Functional Analysis
and Approximation Theory (4th FAAT), Acquafredda di Maratea,
Potenza, Italy.
Sponsors: Center for Studies on Functional Analysis and Approximation Theory of the University of Basilicata (Potenza, Italy),
Department of Mathematics of the University of Basilicata (Potenza,
Italy), Department of Mathematics of the University and of the Polytechnic of Bari (Italy), University of Basilicata (Italy), University
of Bari (Italy), Polytechnic of Bari (Italy), National Group of Functional Analysis and Applications (G.N.A.F.A.), Progetti di Ricerca di
Interesse Nazionale: Analisi Funzionale (M.U.R.S.T.).
Organizing Committee:F. Altomare(al tomare@pascal. dm. uniba.
it), A. Attalienti (attalienti@matfin. uniba. it), M. Campiti
(campi ti@pascal. dm. uniba. it), B. DellaVecchia (dellavecchia@
iamna . iam.na. cnr. it), G. Mastroianni (mastroianni@unibas. it),
M. R. Occorsio (occorsio@iamna. iam. na. cnr. it).
Aim: To bring together mathematicians and specialists working in
functional analysis and approximation theory in order to promote
interdisciplinary collaborations and to enhance exchanges of results,
techniques and applications between the above disciplines.
Main Topics: Banach spaces, Banach lattices, function spaces,
(positive) linear operators, semigroups of (positive) linear operators, evolution equations, approximate quadratures and integral
equations, approximation methods in abstract spaces and in function spaces, approximation by (positive) operators, interpolation,
polynomial approximation, constructive approximation, orthogonal
polynomials.
Confirmed Invited Speakers: P. Aiena (Palermo), H. Berens (Erlangen), P. Clement (Delft), T. Erdelyi (College Station), C. Franchetti
(Firenze), G. Godefroy (Paris), D. S. Lubinsky (Johannesbourg), G.
Milovanovic (Nis), G. Monegato (Torino), M. Neumann(Mississippi), P.
L. Papini (Bologna), I. Rasa (Cluj-Napoca), B. Silbermann (Chemnitz),
V. Totik (Szeged), P. Vertesi (Budapest), L. Weiss (Karlsruhe).
Scientific Program: Survey talks by invited speakers (45 min.) and
short communications (20 min.).
Information: Contact any of the Organizing Committee or visit the
Web site http://www .dm. uniba. it/maratea/FAAT2000.htm.

October 2000
* 30-November 3 Clifford Analysis and Its Applications, Conference Center of Charles University, Praha, Czech Republic.
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Organizing Committee: F. Brackx (Ghent), T. Branson (Iowa), J.
Gilbert (Austin), V. Soucek (Praha).
Topics: Function theory for Dirac operators, conformally invariant operators, harmonic analysis and singular integral operators,
representation theoretical aspects, applications in mathematical
physics, applications in numerical analysis.
Information: http: I lwww .karlin.mff. cuni. czrcliffordl.

November 2000
'' 1-3 Workshop on Differential Algebra and Related Topics,
Rutgers University, Newark, New Jersey.
Organizers: P. Cassidy (Sinith College, emerita), L. Guo (Rutgers
Univ. , Newark), W. Keigher (Rutgers Univ., Newark), and W. Sit
(CUNY).
Purpose: This international workshop will bring together experts
from different areas related to differential algebra to give expository
talks on their fields. The purpose of this workshop is to disselninate
the methods and results of differential algebra to other areas, to
encourage potential collaborations, and to attract graduate students
and new researchers. In order to bring the participants further up
to date on the most current research, there will be a Special Session
on the same subject at the AMS meeting at Columbia University
immediately following this workshop.
Topics: History of differential algebra, differential Galois theory, differential algebraic geometry, differential algebraic groups,
computational differential algebra, applications to anthmet1c geometry, applications to control theory, difference algebra, and
Baxter algebra.
Speakers: M. Bronstein (INRIA, France), P. Cassidy (Sinith Col_lege,
emerita), R. Churchill (Hunter College (CUNY)), M. Fliess (Ecole
Polytechnique, France), H. Gillet (Univ. of Illinois, Chicago), J.
Kovacic (Prolifics, Inc.), A. Magid (Univ. of Oklahoma), S. Mornson
(Bucknell Univ.), M. Singer(North Carolina State Univ.), W. Sit(CUNY),
B. Sturmfels (Univ. of California, Berkeley), and M. van der Put (Univ.
of Groningen, The Netherlands).
.
Information: L. Guo or W. Keigher, Dept. of Math. and Comp. SCI.,
Rutgers Univ., Newark, NJ 07102; e-mail: liguo@newark. rutgers .
edu or keigher@newark.rutgers.edu; fax: 973-353-5270; http :
llnewark.rutgers.edul-nwkmathldiffalg.html.
,., 27-December 1 Fourth International Conference on Monte Carlo
and Quasi-Monte Carlo Methods in Scientific Computing, Hong
Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong SAR, China.
Information : http: I /www. mcqmc . orgiMCQMC2000. html; e-mail:
mcqmc2000@www.mcqmc.org.

january 2001
''Jan uary-June Symplectic Topology, Geometry and Gauge Theory
Program, Toronto and Montreal, Canada.
Workshops : Quasiclassical and quantum structures, Jan. 9-14,
2001, organi zed by P. Etingof (MIT) and B. Khesin (Toronto); Symplectic and contact topology field theory, and higher dimensional
gauge theory, March 26-April 7, 2001, organized by S. Donaldson (London), B. Dubrovin (Trieste), Ya. Eliashberg (Stanford), A.
Givental (Berkeley), B. Khesin (Toronto), and F. Lalonde (Montreal);
Halniltonian group actions and quanti zation, June 4- 13, 2001, organized by L. Jeffrey (Toronto), E. Meinrenken (Toronto), J. Hurtubise
(Montreal), and M. Audin (Strasbourg).
Information:
http: I lwww. fields. utoronto . cal symplectic .
html.

August 2001
''5- 1 8 Groups St. Andrews 2001 , University of Oxford, Oxford,
England.
Aim: This conference, the sixth in the series of Groups St. Andrews
Conferences, will be organized along silnilar lines to previous events
in this series.
Scientific Organizing Committee: C. Campbell (St. Andrews), P.
Martineau (Oxford), P. Neumann (Oxford), E. Robertson (St. Andrews),
G. Sinith (Bath), B. Stewart (Oxford), and G. Stoy (Oxford).
Principal Speakers: M. D. E. Conder (Auckland), P. W. Diaconis
(Stanford), P. P. Palfy (Budapest), M.P. F. du Sautoy (Cambridge), M.
R. Vaughan-Lee (Oxford).
Program : The speakers have kindly agreed to give short courses
of lectures. In addition, there will be a full program of one-hour
invited lectures and short research presentations.
Topics : The conference aims to cover all aspects of group theory. The
short lecture courses are intended to be accessible to postgraduate
students, postdoctoral fellows, and researchers in all areas of group
theory.
Accommodations: These have been booked at St Anne's and
Somerville Colleges, University of Oxford, England. Lectures will be
held in the Mathematical Institute, University of Oxford.
Information : Groups St. Andrews 2001, Mathematical Institute,
North Haugh, St. Andrews, Fife KY16 9SS, Scotland; e-mail: gps2001©
mcs . st-and.ac . uk; http: llwww.bath .ac .ukl-masgcslgpsO l l.

December 2000
'' 20-22 Mathematics and Computers in Biology and Chemistry
(MCBC 2000), Montego Bay, Jamaica.
Sponsor: World Scientific & Engineering Community (WSES).
Information: Web sites: http : I lwww. worldses. orglwseslmcbcl,
http :llwww .worldses.orglwseslmcbel, http:llwww.worldses.
orglwsesl AMTAI; e-mail addresses: mcbc©worldses . org, me be@
worldses.org, usa@worldses .org.
,., 20-22 Mathematics and Computers in Business and Economics
(MCBE 2000), Montego Bay, Jamaica.
Sponsor: World Scientific & Engineering Community (WSES).
Information: Web sites: http: I lwww. worldses. orglwseslmcbcl,
http:llwww .worldses.orglwseslmcbel, http :llwww .worldses .
orglwsesl AMTAI; e-mail addresses: mcbc©worldses. org, me be©
worldses.org,usa@worldses.org.
,., 20-22 Acoustics and Music: Theory and Applications (AMTA
2000), Montego Bay, Jamaica.
Sponsor: World Scientific & Engineering Community (WSES).
Information: Web sites: http: I lwww . worldses. orglwseslmcbcl,
http:llwww.worldses . orglwseslmcbel, http :llwww.worldses.
orglwsesl AMTAI; e-mail addresses: mcbc©worldses. org, me be©
worldses.org, usa@worldses.org.
APRIL
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Offered by the AMS
Algebra and Algebraic
Geometry
The Mathematical
Legacy of
Harish-Chandra
A Celebration of
Representation Theory
and Harmonic Analysis
RobertS. Doran, Texas
Christian University, Fort
Worth, and V. S. Varadarajan,
University of California, Los A ngeles, Editors
Harish-Chandra was a mathematidan of great power, vision,
and remarkable ingenuity. His profound contributions to the
representation theory of Lie groups, harmonic analysis, and
related areas left researchers a rich legacy that continues
today. This book presents the proceedings of an AMS Spedal
Session entitled, "Representation Theory and Noncommutative
Harmonic Analysis: A Special Session Honoring the Memory of
Harish-Chandra", which marked 75 years since his birth and 15
years since his untimely death at age 60.
Contributions to the volume were written by an outstanding
group of internationally known mathematicians. Included are
expository and historical surveys and original research papers.
The book also includes talks given at the lAS Memorial Service
in 1983 by colleagues who knew Harish-Chandra well. Also
reprinted are two articles entitled, "Some Recollections of
Harish-Chandra", by A. Borel, and "Barish-Chandra's c-Function: A Mathematical Jewel", by S. Helgason. In addition, an
expository paper, "An Elementary Introduction to BarishChandra's Work", gives an overview of some of his most basic
mathematical ideas with references for further study.
This volume offers a comprehensive retrospective of BarishChandra's professional life and work. Personal recollections
give the book particular significance. Readers should have an
advanced-level background in the representation theory of Lie
groups and harmonic analysis.
Contents: V. S. Varadarajan, Harish-Chandra, his work, and its
legacy; A. Borel, Some recollections of Harish-Chandra;
S. Helgason, Harish-Chandra memorial talk; R. P. Langlands,
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Harish-Chandra memorial talk; G. D. Mostow, Harish-Chandra
memorial talk; V. S. Varadarajan, Harish-Chandra memorial
talk; R. A. Herb, An elementary introduction to BarishChandra's work; J. Arthur, Stabilization of a family of
differential equations; D. Barbasch, Orbital integrals of nilpotent orbits; P. F. Baum, N. Higson, and R. J. Plymen,
Representation theory of p-adic groups: A view from operator
algebras; W. Casselman, H. Hecht, and D. Milicic, Bruhat filtrations and Whittaker vectors for real groups; S. DeBacker and
P. ]. Sally, Jr., Germs, characters, and the Fourier transforms of
nilpotent orbits; H. Ding, K. I. Gross, R. A. Kunze, and
D. St. P. Richards, Bessel functions on boundary orbits and
singular holomorphic representations; B. Gross and N. Wallach,
Restriction of small discrete series representations to
symmetric subgroups; S. Helgason, Barish-Chandra's c-function. A mathematical jewel; R. A. Herb, Two-structures and
discrete series character formulas; R. E. Howe, Harish-Chandra
homomorphisms; P. E. T. Jorgensen and G. Olafsson, Unitary
representations and Osterwalder-Schrader duality; A. W. Knapp,
Intertwining operators and small unitary representations;
R. A. Kunze, On some problems in analysis suggested by representation theory; R. L. Lipsman, Distributional reciprocity and
generalized Gelfand pairs; A. Moy, Displacement functions on
the Bruhat-Tits building; F. Murnaghan, Germs of characters of
admissible representations; B. Speh, Seiberg-Witten equations
on locally symmetric spaces; J. A. Wolf and R. Zierau, Holomorphic double fibration transforms.
Proceedings of Symposia in Pure Mathematics, Volume 68
May 2000, 549 pages, Hardcover, ISBN 0-8218-1197-5, 2000
Mathematics Subject Classification: 05C38, 11S37, 15A15,
17B15, 19K99, 22Exx, 19Kxx, 32F10, 32M10,44A20,46L60,
47B49, 58D27, 81R05, 81R30, 43-XX, Individual member $66,
List $110, Institutional member $88, Order code PSPUM/ 68N
~
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Existence ofthe
Sectional Capacity
Robert.Rumely
Ch i fon~ L.1.u
Robert Varley

Existence of the
Sectional Capacity
Robert Rumely, University of
Georgia, Athens, Chi Fong Lau,
DKB Financial Products, Ltd.,
Hong Kong, and Robert Varley,
University of Georgia, Athens

Contents: Introduction; The standard
hypothesis; The definition of the
sectional capacity; Reductions; Existence of the monic basis for very ample line bundles; Zaharjuta's
construction; Local capacities; Existence of the global sectional
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capacity; A positivity criterion; Base change; Pullbacks; Products;
Continuity, Part I; Continuity, Part II; Local capacities of sets;
Approximation theorems; Appendix A. Ample divisors and cohomology; Appendix B. A lifting lemma; Appendix C. Bounds for
volumes of convex bodies; Bibliography.
Memoirs of the American Mathematical Society, Volume 145 ,
Number 690
May 2000, 130 pages, Softcover, ISBN 0-8218-2058-3, LC 00020861, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 14G40,
11G35; 31Cl5, Individual member $26, List $44, Institutional
member $35, Order code MEM0/145/690N
COURS

SPECIALISES
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Tores et varietes abeliennes
complexes

Tores et varietes
abeliennes
complexes
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Sobolev Met Poincare

M EMOIRS
arthe

Piotr Hajlasz, Warsaw
University, Poland, and
Pekka Koskela, University of

AmerlennMal.bema.tloaJSoc•ety

Sobolev Met Poincare

]yvaskyla, Finland

PlotrHajlasz
PekkaKoskela

Contents: Introduction; What are Poincare and Sobolev inequalities?;
Poincare inequalities, pointwise estimates, and Sobolev classes; Examples
-- - - - -- - - and necessary conditions; Sobolev
type inequalities by means of Riesz
potentials; Trudinger inequality; A version of the Sobolev
embedding theorem on spheres; Rellich-Kondrachov; Sobolev
classes in John domains; Poincare inequality: examples;
Carnot-Caratheodory spaces; Graphs; Applications to PDE and
nonlinear potential theory; Appendix; References.
1\merlcttnMatllem•tlcaJSodoty
~

Olivier Debarre, Universite
Louis Pasteur et CNRS,
Strasbourg, France

6

Analysis

A publication of Societe Mathematique de France.

This book takes the classical theory of
complex tori and complex abelian
varieties as an excuse to go through more modern aspects of
complex algebraic and analytic geometry. Starting with
complex elliptic curves, it moves on to the higher-dimensional
case, giving characterizations from different points of view of
those complex tori which are abelian varieties, i.e. those that
can be holomorphically embedded in a projective space. Standard theorems about abelian varieties are proved, and moduli
spaces are discussed. The last chapter includes new results on
the geometry and topology of some subvarieties of a complex
torus. Text is in French.
Distributed by the AMS in the United States, Canada, and Mexico.
Orders from other countries should be sent to the SMF, Maison de Ia
SMF, B.P. 67, 13274 Marseille cedex 09, France, or to Ins titut Henri Poincare, ll rue Pierre et Marie Curie, 75231 Paris cedex 05, France.
Members of the SMF receive a 30% discount from list.
Co-published by the Societe Mathematique de France and EDP-Sciences.

Contents: Introduction; Reseaux et tores complexes; Courbes
elliptiques; Formes differentielles et cohomologie de de Rham;
Fonctions theta et diviseurs; Fibres en droites, cohomologie
des faisceaux et premiere classe de Chern; Varietes abeliennes;
Espaces de modules; Sous-varietes d'un tore complexe; Bibliographie; Index.
Cours Specialises-Collection SMF, Number 6
December 1999, 125 pages, Softcover, ISBN 2-86883-427-2,
2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 14-01, 14K20, 14K25,
14H52, 18F20, 32Qxx, 32Q15, 32Cl8, 32Gl3, 55Nl0, 55Q52,
58A10, 58Al2, Individual member $28, List $31 , Order code
COSP/6N

-

Memoirs of the American Mathematical Society, Volume 145,
Number 688
May 2000, 101 pages, Softcover, ISBN 0-8218-2047-8, LC 00020856, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 46E35,
Individual member $26, List $43, Institutional member $34,
Order code MEM0/145/688N

MATHEMATICAL
MONOGRAPHS

Dynamical Systems
on Homogeneous
Spaces

Dynamical Systems on

Alexander N. Starkov, Moscow

Translatloru; of

Homogeneous Spaces

State University, Russia

Alel!ander N. StarkOV

A homogeneous flow is a dynamical
system generated by the action of a
closed subgroup H of a Lie group G
. ........- ..w....u<d_,
<;,.·
on a homogeneous space of G. The
study of such systems is of great
significance because they constitute an algebraic model for
more general and more complicated systems. Also, there are
abundant applications to other fields of mathematics, most
notably to number theory.
~

The present book gives an extensive survey of the subject. In
the first chapter the author discusses ergodicity and mixing of
homogeneous flows. The second chapter is focused on unipotent flows, for which substantial progress has been made
during the last 10-15 years. The culmination of this progress
was M. Ratner's celebrated proof of far-reaching conjectures of
Raghunathan and Dani. The third chapter is devoted to the
dynamics of nonunipotent flows. The final chapter discusses
applications of homogeneous flows to number theory, mainly to
the theory of Diophantine approximations. In particular, the
author describes in detail the famous proof of the OppenheimDavenport conjecture using ergodic properties of homogeneous
flows.
This item will also be of interest to those working in number
theory.
Contents: Preliminaries; Ergodicity and mixing of homogeneous flows; Dynamics of unipotent flows; Dynamics of
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nonunipotent flows; Applications to number theory; References; Index.
Translations of Mathematical Monographs, Volume 190
April2000, 243 pages, Hardcover, ISBN 0-8218-1389-7, LC 00022001, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 37Al7;
11H55, 22£40, 37-02, 37A45, Individual member $57, list
$95 , Institutional member $76, Order code MMON0/190N

JenyBQna
KotorzynoSO !c.IOn

Ro!phSoJtlon
Editors

'Translatlons.of

MATHEMATICAL
MONOGRAPHS

Hyperbolic Partial
Differential Equat)ons und '.V::.ve Phenomena "

Differential Equations

Nonlinear POE's,
Dynamics and
Continuum Physics

Supplementary Reading

MHsuro.lkawa

Nonlinear PDE's,
Dynamics and
Continuum Physics
Jerry Bona, University of Texas,
Austin, Katarzyna Saxton,
Loyola University, New Orleans,
LA, and Ralph Saxton,
University of New Orleans, LA,

Editors
This volume contains the refereed proceedings of the conference on Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations, Dynamics and
Continuum Physics which was held at Mount Holyoke College
in Massachusetts, from July 19th to July 23rd, 1998. Models
examined derive from a wide range of applications, including
elasticity, thermoviscoelasticity, granular media, fluid
dynamics, gas dynamics and conservation laws. Mathematical
topics include existence theory and stability/instability of traveling waves, asymptotic behavior of solutions to nonlinear
wave equations, effects of dissipation, mechanisms of blow-up,
well-posedness and regularity, and fractal solutions.
The text will be of interest to graduate students and
researchers working in nonlinear partial differential equations
and applied mathematics.
This item will also be of interest to those working in mathematical physics.
Contents: H. Chen, Travelling-waves for generalized KdV-Burgers
equations; S. R. Choudhury, Some analytical coherent structures
of the long-wave equations; W. Domanski, Weakly nonlinear
elastic plane waves in a cubic crystal; M. L. Frankel and V. Roytburd, On dynamics of exothermic interfaces; P.-A. Gremaud,
J. V. Matthews, and M. Shearer, Similarity solutions for granular
flows in hoppers; T. Hagen and M. Renardy, Stability issues in
nonisothermal elongational flow; L. Hsiao and R. Pan, The
damped P-system with boundary effects; B. L. Keyfitz and
C. A. Mora, Prototypes for nonstrict hyperbolidty in conservation
laws; S. Kichenassamy, Stability of blow-up patterns for
nonlinear wave equations; M. Kovalyov, Slowly decaying solutions of KdV; I. Rodnianski, Fractal solutions of the Schrtidinger
equation; J. Shatah and W. Strauss, Spectral condition for
abstract instability; A. Tovbis, On approximation of stable and
unstable manifolds and the Stokes phenomenon; S. ]. Watson, A
priori bounds in one-dimensional nonlinear thermoviscoelastidty;
R. Young, Periodic solutions to conservation laws.

Hyperbolic Partial
Differential
Equations and Wave
Phenomena
Mitsun.1 Ikawa, Kyoto
University, Japan

The familiar wave equation is the most
fundamental hyperbolic partial differential equation. Other hyperbolic
equations, both linear and nonlinear,
exhibit many wave-like phenomena. The primary theme of this
book is the mathematical investigation of such wave
phenomena.
The exposition begins with derivations of some wave equations, including waves in an elastic body, such as those
observed in connection with earthquakes. Certain existence
results are proved early on, allowing the later analysis to
concentrate on properties of solutions. The existence of solutions is established using methods from functional analysis.
Many of the properties are developed using methods of asymptotic solutions. The last chapter contains an analysis of the
decay of the local energy of solutions. This analysis shows, in
particular, that in a connected exterior domain, disturbances
gradually drift into the distance and the effect of a disturbance
in a bounded domain becomes small after sufficient time
passes.
The book is geared toward a wide audience interested in PDEs.
Prerequisite to the text are some real analysis and elementary
functional analysis. It would be suitable for use as a text in
PDEs or mathematical physics at the advanced undergraduate
and graduate level.
This item will also be of interest to those working in mathematical physics.
Contents: Wave phenomena and hyperbolic equations; The
existence of a solution for a hyperbolic equation and its properties; The construction of asymptotic solutions; Local energy
of the wave equation; Perspectives on current research in
mathematics; Bibliography; Solutions to the exercises; Index.
Translations of Mathematical Monographs (Iwanami Series in
Modern Mathematics)
March 2000, approximately 194 pages, Softcover, ISBN 0-82181021-9, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 35L10; 35L20,
35P25, All AMS members $26, list $32, Order code
MMONO-IKAWAN

Contemporary Mathematics, Volume 255
May 2000, approximately 264 pages, Softcover, ISBN 0-82181052-9, LC 00-021428, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification:
34-:XX, 35-:XX, 37-XX, 47-XX, 74-XX, 76-XX, 81-XX, Individual
member $39, List $65, Institutional member $52, Order code
CONM/255N
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General and
Interdisciplinary
Featured Reviews in
Mathematical
Reviews 1997-1999
With Selected Reviews
of Classic Books and
Papers from 1940-1969
Donald G. Babbitt, Publisher,
American Mathematical
Society, Providence, RI, and
Jane Kister, Executive Editor, Mathematical
Reviews, Ann Arbor, MI, Editors
This second volume of Featured Reviews makes available
special detailed reviews of some of the most important mathematical articles and books published from 1997 through 1999.
Also included are excellent reviews of several classic books
and articles published prior to 1970. Among those reviews, for
example, are the following: Homological Algebra by Hemi
Cartan and Samuel Ellenberg, reviewed by G. Hochschild, Faisceaux algebriques coherents by Jean-Pierre Serre, reviewed by
C. Chevalley, and On the Theory of General Partial Differential Operators by Lars Hormander, reviewed by]. L. Lions. In
particular, those seeking information on current developments
outside their own area of expertise will find the volume very
useful.
By identifying some of the best publications, papers, and
books that have had or are expected to have a significant
impact in applied and pure mathematics, this volume will
serve as a comprehensive guide to important n ew research
across all fields covered by MR.
Contents: Reviews in logic, computer science and number
theory; Reviews in algebra and algebraic geometry; Reviews in
analysis; Reviews in geometry and topology; Reviews in differential equations and applied mathematics; Reviews in
probability and mathematical physics; Selected reviews
published 1940-1969; Author index; Reviewer index.
May 2000, 754 pages, Softcover, ISBN 0-8218-2166-0, 2000
Mathematics Subject Classification: 00-XX, Individual member
$41, List $69, Institutional member $55 , Order code FREV/ 2N

Featured Reviews in Mathematical
Reviews 1995- 1996
Reviews of Outstanding Recent Books and
Papers
Donald G. Babbitt, Publisher, A merican Mathematical Society,
Providence, RI, and Jane E. Kister, Associate Executive Editor,
Mathematical Reviews, Ann Arbor, MI, Editors
This collection of reprints of Featured Reviews published in
Mathematical Reviews (MR) makes widely available peer
reviews of some of the best mathematics published
1994-1996.

2000

Contents: Logic, combinatorics, and number theory; Algebra
and algebraic geometry; Analysis; Geometry and topology;
Differential equations and applied mathematics; Probability
and mathematical physics; Author index; Reviewer index.
1997, 380 pages, Softcover, ISBN 0-8218-0771-4, 2000
Mathematics Subject Classification: 00-XX, All AMS members
$31 , List $39, Order code FREV/ 1N

Special Set Price
2000, Softcover, ISBN 0-8218-2631-X, 2000 Mathematics
Subject Classification: 00-XX, Individual member $52, List $86,
Institutional member $69, Order code FREVSETN

The Game's Afoot!
Game Theory in
Myth and Paradox
Alexander Mehlmann, Vienna
University of Technology,
Austria
Reviews of the German edition:
The author, well known for various
imaginative, entertaining and instructive
writings in the area of game theory, and for his game-theoretic
excursions into classical literature, has now brought out this
delightful little book on the basics of noncooperative games ...
[The book is] rewarding reading for a rather wide variety of
reasonably well-educated persons. The reader will gain an appreciation for the mathematical modelling of conflict in economics,
the social sciences and biology, and get a glimpse of game-theoretic analysis of conflict in some of the classical literature.
- Zentralblatt fii.r Mathematik
Through the amusing exposition of the material, overflowing
with jokes and general culture, the new book by A lexander
Mehlmann has become bedtime reading for me .. . It is a pleasure to see such things as the Dilemma of the A rms Race,
Goethe's Mephisto, the Chain-Store Paradox, and the Madness of
Odysseus brought under one game-theoretic roof.
-Eric Lessing (from a translation of
What I am reading" in Die Presse

Also of Interest:

APRIL

Featured Reviews were introduced in MR at the beginning of
1995 in part to provide some guidance to the current researchlevel literature. With the exponential growth of publications in
mathematical research in the first half-century of MR, it had
become essentially impossible for the users of MR to identify
the most important new research-level books and papers, especially in fields outside of users' own expertise. This first
volume identifies some of the papers and books of significant
importance published in 1994-1996 in areas of pure or applied
mathematics. All of the papers reviewed in this book contain
interesting ideas or applications, a deep synthesis of existing
ideas, or any combination of these. The book is illustrated with
photos. The volume leads readers to important research across
all fields covered by MR.

It all started with von Neumann and Morgenstern half a century

ago. Their Theory of Games and Economic Behavior gave birth to
a whole new area of mathematics concerned with the formal
problems of rational decision as experienced by multiple agents.
Now, game theory is all around us, making its way even into
regular conversations. In the present book, Mehlmann presents
mathematical foundations and concepts illustrated via social
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quandaries, mock political battles, evolutionary confrontations,
economic struggles, and literary conflict. Most of the standard
models-the prisoners' dilemma, the arms race, evolution, duels,
the game of chicken, etc.-are here. Many non-standard examples are also here: the Legend of Faust, shootouts in the movies,
the Madness of Odysseus, to name a few.
The author uses familiar formulas, fables, and paradoxes to
guide readers through what he calls the "hall of mirrors of
strategic decision-making". His light-hearted excursion into the
world of strategic calculation shows that even deep insights
into the nature of strategic thought can be elucidated by
games, puzzles and diversions.
Originally written in German and published by Vieweg-Verlag,
this AMS edition is a translation tailored for the English-speaking
reader. It offers an intrigujng look at myths and paradoxes
through the lens of game theory, bringing the mathematics into
sharper focus at the same time. This book is a must for those
who wish to consider game theory from a different perspective:
one that embraces science, literature, and real-life conflict.

The Game's Afoot! would make an excellent book for an undergraduate course in game theory. It can also be used for
independent study or as supplementary course reading. The
connections to literature, films and everyday life also make it
highly suitable as a text for a challenging course for nonmajors. Its refreshing style and amusing combination of game
theoretic analysis and cultural issues even make it appealing
as recreational reading.
Contents: The glass bead game: Introduction; Games,
form(ula)s, and scholars; Equilibrium and game as metaphor;
In the forest of game trees; Games against time; The myths of
game theory: Introduction; The prisoner's dilemma; Paradoxes
of backward induction; Strategic accents of game-theoretic
scholasticism; Odysseus goes to war; A postlude in rhyme;
Games in the network of networks; References; Index.
Student Mathematical Library, Volume 5
April 2000, 159 pages, Softcover, ISBN 0-8218-2121-0,
LC 00-020915, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 91-01,
91A05, 91A40, 97A20, 97A90, All AMS members $21,
List $26, Order code STML/5N

Geometry and Topology
Independent Study

Low Dimensional
Topology
K. Boroczky, Jr., Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, Budapest,
Hungary, W. Neumann,
University of Melbourne,
Parkville, Australia, and
A. Stipsicz, Eotvos Lorand
University, Budapest, Hungary,

Topology of 4-dimensional Manifolds" by J. Morgan, "The Link
of Surface Singularities" by A. Nemethi, "Nonpositively Curved
Spaces" by M. Davis, "Geometry of 3-manifolds" by W. D.
Neumann, and "Some Topological Invariants of Isolated Hypersurface Singularities" by A. Nemethi. Each lecture was
accompanied by tutorials presenting important examples for
the presented theory.
The articles in this book offer a comprehensive and up-to-date
introduction to each field.
Distributed worldwide, except in Eastern and Western Europe, by the
AMS.

Contents: Introduction; M. Davis and G. Moussong, Notes on
nonpositively curved polyhedra; J. W. Morgan, Smooth invariants of 4-manifolds; W. D. Neumann, Notes on geometry and
3-manifolds; A. Nemethi, Normal surface singularities;
A. Nemethi, Some topological invariants of isolated hypersurface singularities.
Bolyai Society Mathematical Studies, Volume 8
February 1999, 413 pages, Hardcover, ISBN 963-8022-92-2,
2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 57Mxx; 53C23, 57R57,
57S30, 32S50, All AMS members $61, List $76, Order code
BSMS/ 8N

Control and Relaxation
over the Circle
Drn ceHUghCs

Straws Pr~ssldfs

Control and
Relaxation over the
Circle
Bruce Hughes and Stratos
Prassidis, Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, TN

Contents: Introduction and statement
of results; Moduli spaces of manifolds
and maps; Wrapping-up and unwrap·
ping as simplicial maps; Relaxation as a simplicial map; The
Whitehead spaces; Torsion and a higher sum theorem; Nil as a
geometrically defined simplicial set; Transfers; Completion of
the proof; Comparison with the lower algebraic nil groups;
Appendix A. Controlled homotopies on mapping tori; Bibliography.
Memoirs of the American Mathematical Society, Volume 145,
Number 691
May 2000, 96 pages, Softcover, ISBN 0-8218-2069-9, LC 00020860, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 19D10,
19D35, 57N20, 55R99; 19A99, 19B99, 57N15, 57N37,
Individual member $25, List $42, Institutional member $34,
Order code MEM0/ 145/ 691N

Editors
A publication of ]cinos Bolyai Mathematical Society.

This proceedings volume contains the notes of five lectures
given at the Summer School on Low Dimensional Topology
held at the Hungarian Institute of Sciences (Budapest). Topics
discussed and presented in this book are "Differential
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models; R. Minlos, A.M. Vershik, N.D. Vvedenskaya,
Yu. D. Apresyan, S. Gindikin, V. M. Tikhomirov, Yu. Suhov,
L. N. Vaserstein, M.-F. Chen, and S. Shlosman, Recollections.

Mathematical Physics

On Dobrusbin's Way.
Frotn Probability
Theory to
Statistical Physics

On Dobrushin's Way.
From Probability
Theory to Statistical
Physics
R. A. Minlos, Russian Academy
of Sciences, Moscow, Russia,

Senya Shlosman, CPT/CNRS,
Marseille, France, and
Yu. M. Suhov, Russian

American Mathematical Society Translations-Series 2
(Advances in the Mathematical Sciences), Volume 198
April2000, 243 pages, Hardcover, ISBN 0-8218-2150-4, LC 91640741, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 60K35,
82Bxx, Individual member $59, List $99, Institutional member
$79, Order code TRANS2/ 198N

Number Theory

Academy of Sciences, Moscow,
Sl!OLECTED WORI<S 0"

Editors

ILYA

R. Dobrushin worked in several branches of mathematics
(probability theory, information theory), but his deepest influence was on mathematical physics. He was one of the founders
of the rigorous study of statistical physics. When Dobrushin
began working in that direction in the early sixties, only a few
people worldwide were thinking along the same lines. Now
there is an army of researchers in the field. This collection is
devoted to the memory of R.L. Dobrushin. The authors who
contributed to this collection knew him quite well and were his
colleagues.
The title, "On Dobrushin's Way", is meant to stress the fact
that the current development of mathematical physics is
evolving along the lines that Dobrushin foresaw. His ideas and
methods are extensively employed today.
Beyond research papers, this volume contains a short biography. Recollections from his contemporaries and younger
colleagues are also included. This short biographical section
sketches for readers a bit of Dobrushin's personality.
Contents: N. Angelescu, R. A. Minlos, and V. A. Zagrebnov,
The lower spectral branch of the generator of the stochastic
dynamics for the classical Heisenberg model; C. Boldrighini,
R. A. Minlos, and A. Pellegrinotti, Random walk in a fluctuating random environment with Markov evolution;
S. Brassesco, E. Presutti, V. Sidoravicius, and M. E. Vares,
Ergodicity and exponential convergence of a Glauber+Kawasaki
process; A. van Enter, C. Maes, R. H. Schonmann, and
S. Shlosman, The Griffiths singularity random field; A. van
Enter, C. Maes, and S. Shlosman, Dobrushin's program on
Gibbsianity restoration: Weakly Gibbs and almost Gibbs
random fields; G. L. Eyink and H. Spohn, Space-time invariant
states of the ideal gas with finite number, energy, and entropy
density; B. M. Gurevich and A. A. Tempelman, Hausdorff
dimension and pressure in the DLR thermodynamic formalism;
V. Yu. Kaloshin and Ya. G. Sinai, Nonsymmetric simple
random walks along orbits of ergodic automorphisms;
F. I. Karpelevich, E. A. Pechersky, and Yu. M. Suhov, The
Cramer transform and large deviations on three-dimensional
Lobachevsky space; F. I. Karpelevich and A. N. Rybko, Thermodynamical limit for symmetric closed queuing networks;
V. A. Malyshev, Random infinite spin graph evolution;
F. Martinelli, An elementary approach to finite size conditions
for the decay of covariances in lattice spin models; S. Nanda,
C. M. Newman, and D. L. Stein, Dynamics of Ising spin
systems at zero temperature; S. A. Pirogov, Peierls argument
for the anisotropic Ising model; M. Zahradnik, Contour
methods and Pirogov-Sinai theory for continuous spin lattice
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PlATETSKI-SHAPIRO
James Cogdell
SimonGindikl.o

PeterSarnak
Edito:rs

Selected Works of
Ilya Piatetski-Shapiro
James Cogdell, Oklahoma
State University, Stillwater,
Simon Gindikin, Rutgers
University, Piscataway, N], and
Peter Sarnak, Princeton
University, N], Editors

Am""":~~""~

This selection of papers of I. PiatetskiShapiro represents almost 50 years of
his mathematical activity. Included are many of his major
papers in harmonic analysis, number theory, discrete groups,
bounded homogeneous domains, algebraic geometry, automorphic forms, and automorphic L -functions.
The papers in the volume are intended as a representative and
accurate reflection of both the breadth and depth of PiatetskiShapiro's work in mathematics. Some of his early works, such
as those on the prime number theorem and on sets of uniqueness for trigonometric series, appear for the first time in
English. Also included are several commentaries by his close
colleagues. This volume offers an elegant representation of the
contributions made by this renowned mathematician.
This item will also be of interest to those working in algebra
and algebraic geometry.
Contents: Autobiographical papers: I. Piatetski-Shapiro,
Etude on life and automorphic forms in the Soviet Union; Early
papers in harmonic analysis and number theory: I. I. PiatetskiShapiro, On the problem of uniqueness of the expansion of a
function into a trigonometric series; I. I. Piatetski-Shapiro, On
the distribution of prime numbers in sequences of the form
[j(n)]; I. I. Piatetski-Shapiro, An addition to the work "On the
problem of uniqueness of the expansion of a function into a
trigonometric series"; P. Sarnak, Early papers in harmonic
analysis and number theory; Automorphic functions and
discrete groups: I. I. Piatetskii-Shapiro, Abelian modular functions; I. I. Piatetskii-Shapiro, On an estimate of the dimension
of the space of automorphic forms for certain types of discrete
groups; I. I. Piatetski-Shapiro, Discrete subgroups of the group
of analytic automorphisms of the lpolycylinder and automorphic forms; I. M. Gel'fand and I. I. Pyateckii-Sapiro, Theory of
representations and theory of automorphic functions;
I. M. Gelfand and I. I. Pjateckii -Sapiro, Automorphic functions
and representation theory; I. I. Pjateckii-Sapiro, Automorphic
functions and arithmetic groups; I. I. Pjateckii-Sapiro, On
reduction modulo a prime of fields of modular functions;
M. Gromov and I. Piatetski-Shapiro, Non-arithmetic groups in
Lobachevsky spaces; P. Sarnak, Automorphic functions and
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discrete groups; Bounded homogeneous domains: I. I. Piatetski·
Shapiro, Some questions of harmonic analysis in homogeneous
cones; I. I. Piatetskii·Shapiro, On a problem proposed by E.
Cartan; I. Pyateckii-Sapiro, Classification of bounded homogeneous domains inn-dimensional complex space;
I. Pjatetskii-Sapiro, Bounded homogeneous domains inndimensional complex space; I. Pjateckii-Sapiro, Regions of the
type of the upper half-plane in the theory of functions of
several complex variables; B. Vinberg, S. G. Gindikin, and
I. I. Pjateckii W
Sapiru, Classification and canonical realization of
complex bounded homogeneous domains; S. Gindikin, The
work of Piatetski-Shapiro on complex homogeneous bounded
domains; Applied Mathematics: I. I. Pyatetskii-Shapiro,
0. N. Stavskaya, and A. L. Toom, Automatic control in biological systems; J. Cogdell and S. Gindikin, Piatetski-Shapiro's
work in applied mathematics; Algebraic geometry:
I. I. Pjateckii-Sapiro and I. R. Safarevic, A Torelli theorem for
algebraic surfaces of type K3 ; I. I. Pjateckii -Sapiro, Interrelations between the Tate and Hodge conjectures for abelian
varieties; I. I. Pjateckii-Sapiro and I. R. Safarevic, The arithmetic of K3 surfaces; P. Deligne, On the algebraic geometry
papers of Piatetski-Shapiro; Automorphic L -functions:
I. I. Pjateckij-Sapiro, On the Weil-Jacquet-Langlands theorem;
I. I. Pjateckij-Sapiro, Euler subgroups; S. S. Gelbart and
I. I. Piatetski-Shapiro, Automorphic L-functions of half-integral
weight; I. Piatetski-Shapiro, Tate theory for reductive groups
and distinguished representations; H. Jacquet, I. I. PiatetskiShapiro, and J. Shalika, Automorphic forms on GL(3) I;
H. Jacquet, I. I. Piatetski-Shapiro, and J. Shalika, Automorphic
forms on GL(3) II; H. Jacquet, I. I. Piatetski-Shapiro, and
J. Shalika, Relevement cubique non normal; H. Jacquet,
I. I. Piatetskii-Shapiro, and J. A. Shalika, Rankin-Selberg convolutions; I. Piatetski-Shapiro and S. Rallis, L -functions of
automorphic forms on simple classical groups; S. J. Patterson
and I. I. Piatetski-Shapiro, A cubic analogue of the cuspidal
theta representations; I. Piatetski-Shapiro and S. Rallis, A new
way to get Euler products; I. Piatetski-Shapiro, S. Rallis, and
G. Schiffmann, L functions for the group Gz; J. W. Cogdell and
I. I. Piatetski-Shapiro, Converse theorems for GLn; J. Cogdell,
S. Gelbart, and S. Rallis, The work of Piatetski-Shapiro on Lfunctions; Theta lifts and applications to generalized
Ramanujan conjectures: R. Howe and I. I. Piatetski-Shapiro
A counterexample to the "Generalized Ramanujan conjecture"
for (quasi-) split groups; I. Piatetski-Shapiro, Cuspidal automorphic representations associated to parabolic subgroups
and Ramanujan conjecture; I. I. Piatetski-Shapiro, On the
Saito-Kurokawa lifting; J.-S. U, I. Piatetski-Shapiro, and
P. Sarnak, Poincare series for SO(n,1); J. W. Cogdell and
I. I. Piatetski-Shapiro, Unitarity and functoriality; R. Howe and
P. Sarnak, Theta lifts and applications to generalized
Ramanujan conjectures.
Collected Works, Volume 15
June 2000, approximately 856 pages, Hardcover, ISBN 0-82180930-X, LC 00-021429, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification:
11-XX, 14-XX, 22-XX, 32-XX, 42-XX, 90-XX, Individual
member $82, List $136, Institutional member $109, Order
code CWORKS/ 15N

MEMOIRS
Amenclln

Special Groups

of the

Mathcm~tlcal Sad~ ty

Special Groups
Boolean~Theoretic

Methods

in the Theory of

Quadratic Forms
M.A. Dickmann
F. Miraglia

Amcrl CV~ Ma!hemattc<tiS<>clety

Boolean-Theoretic
Methods in the Theory
of Quadratic Forms
M. A. Dickmann, University of
Paris VII, France, and
F. Miraglia, University of Sao
Paulo, Brazil

This item will also be of interest to
those working in algebra and algebraic geometry.
Contents: Special groups; Pfister forms, saturated subgroups
and quotients; The space of orders of a reduced group.
Duality; Boolean algebras and reduced special groups; Embeddings; Special groups of continuous functions; Horn-Tarski and
Stiefel-Whitney invariants; Algebraic K-theory of fields and
special groups; Marshall's conjecture for pythagorean fields;
The category of special groups; Some model theory of special
groups; Appendix A. The universal theory of reduced special
groups; Appendix B. Table of references for [DM1] and [DMZ];
Bibliography; Index.
Memoirs of the American Mathematical Society, Volume 145,
Number 689
May 2000, 247 pages, Softcover, ISBN 0-8218-2057-5, LC 00020862, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 11E81, 06E99;
11E70, 11E04, 11E10, 12D15, 12]15, 12G05, 03C60, 03C65,
Individual member $35, List $59, Institutional member $47,
Order code MEM0/ 145/ 689N

Probability
Introduction to
Markov Chains
With Special Emphasis
on Rapid Mixing
Ehrhard Behrends, Free
University of Berlin, Germany,
A publication of Vieweg Verlag.
What is a Markov chain? What
methods are there for proving that a
given chain is rapidly mixing? Why should it be interesting to
know these things? The purpose of this book is to answer
these three questions. It is written for readers who have never
before met Markov chains, but have some familiarity with
elementary probability theory and linear algebra.
This book starts with a naive description of a Markov chain as a
memoryless random walk on a finite set. This is complemented
by a rigorous definition in the framework of probability theory.
The most important results from the theory of homogeneous
Markov chains on finite state spaces are then developed.
Here, chains are called rapidly mixing if all of the associated
walks, regardless of where they began, behave similarly after
comparatively few steps: that is, it is impossible from
observing the chain to get information on the starting position
or the number of steps so far. To investigate this phenomenon,
the author thoroughly discusses methods proposed in recent
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decades. Many examples are included to illustrate methods
applied in the book.
The book is self-contained with emphasis on extensive motivation of the ideas. The exposition is complemented by many
exercises.
The AMS is exclusive distributor in North America, and non-exclusive
distributor worldwide except in Germany, Switzerland, Austria, and Japan.

Contents: Part I. Finite Markov Chains (the background):
Markov chains: how to start?; Examples of Markov chains; How
linear algebra comes into play; The fundamental notions in
connection with Markov chains; Transient states; An analytical
lemma; Irreducible Markov chains; Notes and remarks; Part II.
Rapidly Mixing Chains: Perron-Frobenius theory; Rapid mixing:
a first approach; Conductance; Stopping times and the strong
Markov property; Coupling methods; Strong uniform times;
Markov chains on finite groups I (commutative groups); Markov
chains on finite groups II (arbitrary groups); Notes and
remarks; Part III. Rapidly Mixing Chains: Applications: Random
generation and counting; Markov random fields; Potentials,
Gibbs fields, and the Ising model; The Metropolis sampler and
simulated annealing; Notes and remarks; Bibliography; Index.
Vieweg Advanced Lectures in Mathematics
November 1999, 232 pages, Softcover, ISBN 3-528-06986-4,
2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 60]10, 60]20, 60-02,
All AMS members $38, List $42, Order code VWALM/6N

Stochastic Models
Stochastic Models
Luls G. Gorostiza
B. Gall Ivanoff
Editors

Luis G. Gorostiza, Centro de
Investigacion y de Estudios
A vanzados, Mexico City,
Mexico, and B. Gail Ivanoff,
University of Ottawa, ON,
Canada, Editors

This book presents the refereed
proceedings of the International
Conference on Stochastic Models held
in Ottawa (ON, Canada) in honor of
Professor Donald A. Dawson. Contributions to the volume were
written by students and colleagues of Professor Dawson, many
of whom are eminent researchers in their own right.
CMS CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS

S. N. Evans, Kingman's coalescent as a random metric space;
S. Feng, The behaviour near the boundary of some degenerate
diffusions under random perturbation; K. Fleischmann and
C. Mueller, Finite time extinction of catalytic branching
processes; J. Gartner and S. A. Molchanov, Moment asymptotics
and Lifshitz tails for the parabolic Anderson model; L. G. Goros·
tiza and Z.-H. Li, High-density fluctuations of immigration
branching particle systems; A. Greven, On phase-transitions in
spatial branching systems with interaction; A. Greven and
K. ]. Hochberg, New behavioral patterns for two-level branching
systems; B. G. Ivanoff and E. Merzbach, Set-indexed Markov
processes; I. ]eon and P. March, Condensation transition for
zero range invariant measures; A. Klenke, A review on spatial
catalytic branching; M. A. Kouritzin, Exact infinite dimensional
filters and explicit solutions; R. ]. Kulperger, SDE estimation:
Effects of misspecified diffusion functions; T. G. Kurtz, Particle
representations for measure-valued population processes with
spatially varying birth rates; B. MacGibbon, E. Gourdin,
B. ]aumard, and P. Kempthome, Minimax estimation of exponential fatnily means over .fp bodies under quadratic loss;
W. A. Massey and R. Srinivasan, Steady state analysis with
heavy traffic limits for semi-open networks; R. Norvaisa and
D. M. Salopek, Estimating the Orey index of a Guassian
stochastic process with stationary increments: An application to
financial data set; B. Remillard, Large deviations estimates for
occupation time integrals of Brownian motion; D. Sankoff and
M. Blanchette, Comparitive genomics via phylogenetic invariants
for Jukes-Cantor semigroups; B. Schmuland, Some exceptional
configurations; V. Vinogradov, On a conjecture of B. Jorgensen
and A. D. Wentzell: From extreme stable laws to Tweedie exponential dispersion models; H. Wang, Valuation of a barrier
European option on jump-diffusion underlying stock price.
Conference Proceedings, Canadian Mathematical Society,
Volume 26
April 2000, 450 pages, Softcover, ISBN 0-8218-1063-4, LC 00022164, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 60-06,
60G99, Individual member $59, List $99, Institutional member
$79, Order code CMSAMS/26N

Volume26

Previously Announced
Publications

A main theme of the book is the development and study of the
Dawson-Watanabe "superprocess", a fundamental building
block in modelling interaction particle systems undergoing
reproduction and movement. The volume also contains an
excellent review article by Professor Dawson and a complete
list of his work.
This comprehensive work offers a wide assortment of articles
on Markov processes, branching processes, mathematical
finance, filtering, queueing networks, time series, and statistics.
It should be of interest to a broad mathematical audience.

The Arithmetic and Geometry of
Algebraic Cycles

Members of the Canadian Mathematical Society may order at the AMS
member price.

The NATO ASI/CRM Summer School at Banff offered a unique,
full, and in-depth account of the topic, ranging from introductory courses by leading experts to discussions of the latest
developments by all participants. The papers have been organized into three categories: cohomological methods; Chow
groups and motives; and arithmetic methods.

Contents: D. A. Dawson, Stochastic models of evolving information systems; M. Birkner and A. Wakolbinger, A comparison of
free branching and stepping stone models; D. Blount and
A. Bose, Fourier analysis applied to super stable and related
processes; J. T. Cox, A. Klenke, and E. A. Perkins, Convergence
to equilibrium and linear systems duality; M. Csorg6 and
B. Szyszkowicz, Weighted quantile processes and their applications to change-point analysis; C. D. Cutler, Embedding
theorems, scaling structures and determinism in time series;
APRIL

2000

B. Brent Gordon, University of Oklahoma, Norman,
James D. Lewis, University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB,
Canada, Stefan Moller-Stach, Universitat Essen,
Germany, Shuji Saito, Tokyo Institute of Technology,
Oh-Okayama, Meguro-ku, japan, and Noriko Yui,
Queen's University, Kingston, ON, Canada, Editors

The immense recent progress in the theory of algebraic cycles
is based on its many interactions with several other areas of
mathematics. This conference was the first to focus on both
arithmetic and geometric aspects of algebraic cycles. It brought
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Previously Announced Publications
together leading experts to speak from their various points of
view. A unique opportunity was created to explore and view
the depth and the breadth of the subject. This volume presents
the intriguing results. This item will also be of interest to those
working in number theory.
CRM Proceedings & Lecture Notes, Volume 24
January 2000, 432 pages, Softcover, ISBN 0-8218-1954-2,
LC 99-057916, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: llGxx,

l4C30, l4C35, l4C2S, l4Cl7, l4FOS, l4Fl0, l4F42, 14F43,
14F20, 14G35, 19Dxx, 19Fxx, Individual member $66, Ust
$110, Institutional member $88, Order code CRMP/24RT004

Discrete Mathematical Chemistry
Pierre Hansen, GERARD, Montreal, PQ Canada,
Patrick Fowler, University of Exeter, England, and
Maolin Zheng, Lexis-Nexis, Mianmisburg, OH, Editors
This volume contains the proceedings from the first DIMACS
meeting on discrete mathematical chemistry held at Rutgers
University (New Brunswick, NJ). The contributions reflect the
presentations and spotlight the breadth of current research on
the topic. Much of the volume reflects the combined mathematical and physical interest in the new molecules, fullerenes.
The interdisciplinary nature of the contributions pays testament to the fact that "real" chemistry and "real" mathematics
do indeed interact.
This item will also be of interest to those working in discrete
mathematics and combinatorics.
DIMACS: Series in Discrete Mathematics and Theoretical
Computer Science, Volume 51
June 2000, 392 pages, Hardcover, ISBN 0-8218-0987-3,
LC 99-059470, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: OSCSO;
92El0, Individual member $59, Ust $99, Institutional member
$79, Order code DIMACS/51RT004
Independent Study

The Semicircle Law, Free Random
Variables and Entropy

KP or mKP
Noncommutative Mathematics of Lagrangian,
Hamiltonian, and Integrable Systems
Boris A. Kupershmidt, University of Tennessee Space
Institute, Tullahoma
This book develops a theory that can be viewed as a noncommutative counterpart of the following topics: dynamical
systems in general and i.tJ.tegrable systems in particular; Hamiltonian formalism; variational calculus, both in continuous
space and discrete. The text is self-contained and includes a
large number of exercises. Many different specific models are
analyzed extensively and motivations for the new notions are
provided.
Mathematical Surveys and Monographs, Volume 78
May 2000, 600 pages, Hardcover, ISBN 0-8218-1400-1, LC 99058841, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 37J35, 37Kxx,
46LSS; 3SQS3, 49N45, 58]42, Individual member $65, Ust
$109, Institutional member $87, Order code SURV/78RT004
Independent Study

Essays on Numbers and Figures
V. V. Prasolov, Independent University of Moscow,
Russia
This is the English translation of the book originally published
in Russian. It contains 20 essays, each dealing with a separate
mathematical topic. The topics range from brilliant mathematical statements with interesting proofs, to simple and effective
methods of problem-solving, to interesting properties of polynomials, to exceptional points of the triangle. Many of the
topics have a long and interesting history. The author has
lectured on them to students worldwide.
Mathematical World, Volume 16
January 2000, 75 pages, Softcover, ISBN 0-8218-1944-5, LC 99058690, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: OOA99, All
AMS members $12, List $15, Order code MAWRLD/16RT004

Fumio Hiai, Tohoku University, Aoba-ku, Sendai, japan,
and Denes Petz, Technical University of Budapest,
Hungary
The book treats free probability theory, which has been extensively developed since the early eighties. The emphasis is put
on entropy and the random matrix model approach. It is a
unique presentation demonstrating the extensive interrelation
between the topics.
The book is the first essentially full-scale presentation on free
probability theory and includes improvements of results and
proofs in current literature. The combinatorial aspects of the
specialized topics are emphasized; many examples are given.
The book would be a suitable text for graduate courses in free
probability theory.
This item will also be of interest to those working in analysis.
Mathematical Surveys and Monographs, Volume 77
May 2000, 376 pages, Hardcover, ISBN 0-8218-2081-8, LC 99088288, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 46L54;
1SAS2, 60F10, 94Al7, 46NSO, 60]65, 81S25, OSA17, Individual
member $53, List $89, Institutional member $71, Order code
SURV/77RT004
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AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY
''

Bestselling Textbooks
Below is a selection of works from the Graduate Studies in Mathematics, Mathematical World, AMS Chelsea Publishing, and
University Lecture Series, among others, that have been recently adopted for courses in a wide range of private and public colleges and
universities.
Recommended Text

Recommended Tet

Analysis

Partial Differential Equations
Lawrence C. Evans, University of California, Berkeley

Elliott H. Lieb, Princeton University, NJ, and Michael Loss,
Highly recommend the book for students as well as for lectures in POE.
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta
-Monatshefte fiir Mathematik Recommend the book to anybody who wants to learn about classical as
well as modem mathematical analysis.
It is entirely possible that the Evans POE text could eventually become
-European Mathematical Society Newsletter
the benchmark. It is a standard treatment with good notation. It is
extremely well written, with a vel}' attractive format.
-SIAM Review Analysis is a unique book. It is written vel}' much from the perspective of a
user of analysis ... I do not know of any other book that shows so well
For a student wishing to specialise in the theol)l of POEs it provides a
what it takes to do research in applied and variational analysis or to solve
vel}' solid foundation.
-The Mathematical Gazette real analysis problems as they naturally arise in mathematical physics and
quantum mechanics ...
Graduate Studies in Mathematics, Volume 19; 1998; ISBN 0-8218-0772-2;
-Bruno Nachtergaele, University of California, Davis
662 pages; Hardcover; All AMS members $60, List $75, Order Code
GSM/19CT004
Recommended Text

Groups and Symmetry: A Guide
to Discovering Mathematics

It is perhaps the best text for students wanting to specialize in harmonic
analysis or POE.
-Jose Barrionuevo, University of South Alabama, Mobile
Graduate Studies in Mathematics, Volume 14; 1997; ISBN 0-8218-0632-7; 278
pages; Hardcover; All AMS members $28, List $35, Order Code GSM/14CT004

David W. Farmer, Bucknell University, Lewisburg, PA

Recommended Text

Written in a lively conversational style ... entertaining, and sometimes
provoking, and will doubtlessly prove useful to its intended audience.
Techniques of Problem Solving
-Mathematical Reviews Steven G. Krantz, Washington University, St. Louis, MO
Mathematical World, Volume 5; 1996; ISBN 0-8218-0450-2; 102 pages;
Krantz has collected a thoroughly engaging arsenal of problems and
Sottcover; All AMS members $15, List $19, Order Code MAWRLD/5CT004
problem-solving techniques.
-CHOICE
Recommended Text

Introduction to Probability

Solutions Manual for Techniques of
Problem Solving

Second Revised Edition
Charles M. Grinstead, Swarthmore College, PA, and

J. Laurie Snell, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH
The book is a beautiful introduction to probability theol)l at the beginning
level. The book contains a lot of examples and an easy development of
theol)l without any sacrifice of rigor...

1997; ISBN 0-8218-0619-X; 465 pages; Sottcover; All AMS members $23, List
$29, Order Code TPSCT004

-Zentralblatt fiir Mathematik

1997; ISBN 0-8218-0749-8; 510 pages; Hardcover; All AMS members $39, List
$49, Order Code IPROBCT004
Recommended Text

Luis Fernandez and Haedeh Gooransarab, Washington University,
St. Louis, MO, with assistance from Steven G. Krantz
1997; ISBN 0-8218-0628-9; 188 pages; Sottcover; All AMS members $1 o, List
$12, Order Code SMTPSCT004
Recommended Text

Algebra
Third Edition
Saunders Mac Lane, University of Chicago, IL, and
Garrett Birkhoff

Vertex Algebras for Beginners
Second Edition

The book is clearly written, beautifully organized, and has an excellent
and wide-ranging supply of exercises ... contains ample material for a
full-year course on modem algebra at the undergraduate level.
Very good introductional book on vertex algebras.
-Mathematical Reviews
-Zentralblatt fiir Mathematik

Victor Kac, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge

University Lecture Series, Volume 10; 1998; ISBN 0-8218-1396-X; 201 pages;
Softcover; All AMS members $23, List $29, Order Code ULECT/10.RCT004

AMS Chelsea Publishing; 1988; ISBN 0-8218-1646-2; 626 pages; Hardcover;
All AMS members $35, List $39, Order Code CHEU330.HCT004

All prices subject to change. Charges for delivery are $3.00 per order. For optional air delivery outside of the continental U. S., please
include $6.50 per item. Prepayment required. Order from: American Mathematical Society, P. 0 . Box 5904, Boston, MA 02206-5904,
USA. For credit card orders, fax 1-401-455-4046 or call toll free 1-800-321-4AMS (4267) in the U.S. and Canada,1-401-455-4000
worldwide. Or place your order through the AMS bookstore at www.ams.org/bookstore. Residents of Canada, please include 7% GST.

For more publications in your subject area visit the AMS Bookstore: www.ams.org/bookstore.
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Publications in Dynamical Systems from
Societe Mathematique de France
Dynamique et Geometrie
Complexes
Dominique Cerveau, Universite de Rennes /,
France, Etienne Ghys, Ecole Normale
Superieure de Lyon, France, and Nessim
Sibony and Jean-Christophe Yoccoz (in collaboration with Marguerite Flexor), Universite de
Paris-Sud, Orsay, France
A publication of Societe Mathematique de France.

In the last twenty years, the theory of holomorphic
dynamical systems had a resurgence of activity,
particularly concerning the fine analysis of Julia
sets associated to polynomials and rational maps in
one complex variable. At the same time, closely
related theories had a similar rapid development,
for example the qualitative theory of differential
equations in the complex domain.

mathematical audience, especially students or
mathematicians working in different fields.
Disiribuied by ihe AiviS in ihe Uniied Siaies, Canada, and
Mexico. Orders from other countries should be sent to the SMF,
Maison de Ia SMF, B.P. 67, 13274 Marseille cedex 09, France,
or to lnstitut Henri Poincare, 11 rue Pierre et Marie Curie,
75231 Paris cedex 05, France. Members of the SMF receive a
30% discount from list.
This is a volume from the journal Panoramas et Syntheses,
published by the SMF and available by subscription. See
www.ams.org/bookstore/journals for details.
Panoramas et Syntheses, Number 8; 1999; 222 pages;
Softcover; ISBN 2·85629-078-7; List $44; Individual
member $40; Order code PASY/8NA

Geometrie Complexe et
Systemes Dynamiques
Colloque en l'honneur d' Adrien Douady,
Orsay 1995
Marguerite Flexor, Pierrette Sentenac, and
Jean-Christophe Yoccoz, Editors
A publication of Societe Mathematique de France.

The meeting, "Etat de Ia recherche" held at the
ENS Lyon presented the current state of the art in
this area, emphasizing the unity linking the various
sub-domains. This volume contains four survey
This volume presents written accounts of the
this
at
articles corresponding to the talks presented
lectures given at the University of Paris-Sud
meeting.
(Orsay) during the conference in honor of Adrien
sixtieth birthday. The multi-faceted activity
Douady's
D. Cerveau describes the structure of polynomial
field of dynamical systems is reflected in
the
within
differential equations in the complex plane, focusing
the papers in this volume. Topics covered in the
on the local analysis in neighborhoods of singular
book include iteration of polynomials (specifically
points. E. Ghys surveys the theory of laminations
rational fractions, holomorphic foliations,
quadratic),
by Riemann surfaces which occur in many dynamhyperbolic dynamics.
non-uniformly
and
ical or geometrical situations. N. Sibony describes
the present state of the generalization of the FatouJulia theory for polynomial or rational maps in two
or more complex dimensions. Lastly, the talk of
J.-C. Yoccoz, written by M. Flexor, considers polynomials of degree 2 in one complex variable and, in
particular, with the hyperbolic properties of these
polynomials centered around the Jakobsen
theorem.
A general introduction gives a basic history of holomorphic dynamical systems, which demonstrates
the numerous and fruitful interactions among the
topics. In the spirit of the "Etat de Ia recherche de
Ia SMF" meetings, articles are written for a broad

Distributed by the AMS in the United States, Canada, and
Mexico. Orders from other countries should be sent to the SMF,
Maison de Ia SMF, B.P. 67, 13274 Marseille cedex 09, France,
or to lnstitut Henri Poincare, 11 rue Pierre et Marie Curie,
75231 Paris cedex 05, France. Members of the SMF receive a
30% discount from list.
This is a volume from the journal Asterisque, published by the
SMF and available by subscription. See www.ams.org/
bookstore/journals for details.
Asterisque, Number 261 ; 1999; 443 pages; Softcover;
ISBN 2-85629-081-7; List $99; Individual member $89;
Order code AST/261 NA

All prices subject to change. Charges for delivery are $3.00 per order. For optional air delivery outside of the continental U. S., please include
$6.50 per item. Prepayment required. Order from: American Mathematical Society, P. 0. Box 5904, Boston, MA 02206-5904, USA. For
credit card orders, fax 1-401-455-4046 or call toll free 1-800-321-4AMS (4267) in the U. S. and Canada,1-401-455-4000 worldwide. Or place
your order through the AMS bookstore at www.ams.org/bookstore/. Residents of Canada, please include 7% GST.

Classified Advertisements
Positions available, items for sale, services available, and more
ARIZONA
ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
Department of Mathematics

The Department of Mathematics at Arizona State University invites applications
for visiting positions at the assistant professor level for the 2000-01 academic
year commencing fall 2000. All candidates
must have a Ph.D. in mathematics, statistics, mathematics education, or a closely
related area; demonstrated potential for
excellence in teaching at the undergraduate level; and evidence of quality research
in an area of research focus of the department. Preference will be given to candidates with interests in the areas of discrete
mathematics and applied mathematics.
The main campus of Arizona State University has approximately 45 ,000 students
and is located in the rapidly growing
metropolitan Phoenix area, which provides
a wide variety of recreational and cultural opportunities. The Department of
Mathematics currently has 60 full-time
faculty members, 26 lecturers, and over 70
supported graduate students. Departmental computing facilities include networked
clusters of high-end workstations as well
as several graphics computers and access to the university's central computing
facilities .
Applicants must send (i) their resume, (ii)
an AMS cover sheet, (iii) a personal statement addressing their research agenda, (iv)
a statement of teaching philosophy, and
(v) at least three letters of recommendation by the deadline to: Dieter Armbruster,

Acting Chair, Department of Mathematics,
P.O. Box 871804, Arizona State University,
Tempe, AZ 85287-1804. Review of the applications will begin on April15, 2000, and
will continue weekly until the positions are
filled. AA/EOE.

IlliNOIS
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY CARBONDALE
Department of Mathematics
Temporary Positions

2000

MATHEMATICS BOOKS PURCHASED

Pure & appl. adv. & research level, any
age, usable cond. Reprints OK. One box
to whole libraries sought. Contact: Collier Brown or Kirsten Berg @ Powell's
Technical Bks., Portland, OR. Call 800225-6911, fax 503-228-0505, or e-mail
kirsten@technical.powells.com.

Temporary positions as Lecturer are anticipated for the 2000-01 academic year.
Starting date is August 16, 2000. Master's degree in mathematics or admission
to candidacy required; Ph.D. preferred.
Applicants must provide evidence of excellence in teaching and evidence of ability
to teach effectively in English. Preference
given to applicants with research interests
compatible with those of faculty members in the department. Duties consist of
12 credit hours of undergraduate mathematics instruction each semester. Review
of applications will begin April 3, 2000,
and will continue until positions are filled.
Send applications (including transcripts)
to: Temporary Positions, Department of
Mathematics, Mailcode 4408, Southern Illinois University Carbondale, Carbondale, IL
62901-4408.
Southern Illinois University Carbondale
is an Equal OpportunityI Affirmative Action Employer. Women and minorities are
particularly encouraged to apply.

Suggested uses for classified advertising are positions available, books
or lecture notes for sale, books being sought, exchange or rental of
houses, and typing services.
The 2000 rate is $100 per inch or fraction thereof on a single column
(one-inch minimum), calculated from top of headline. Any fractional text
of lf2 inch or more will be charged at the next inch rate. No discounts for
multiple ads or the same ad in consecutive issues. For an additional $10
charge, announcements can be placed anonymously. Correspondence will
be forwarded.
Advertisements in the "Positions Available" classified section will be set
with a minimum one-line headline, consisting of the institution name
above body copy, unless additional headline copy is specified by the
advertiser. Headlines will be centered in boldface at no extra charge. Ads
will appear in the language in which they are submitted.
There are no member discounts for classified ads. Dictation over the
telephone will not be accepted for classified advertising.
Upcoming deadlines for classified advertising are as follows: May issueFebruary 28, 2000; June/July issue-April 25, 2000; August issue-May

APRIL

PUBLICATIONS WANTED

18, 2000; September issue-June 20, 2000; October issue-July 19, 2000;
November issue-August 23, 2000.
U.S. laws prohibit discrimination in employment on the basis of color,
age, sex, race, religion, or national origin. "Positions Available" advertisements from institutions outside the U.S. cannot be published unless they
are accompanied by a statement that the institution does not discriminate
on these grounds whether or not it is subject to U.S. laws. Details and
specific wording may be found on page 1373 (vol. 44).
Situations wanted advertisements from involuntarily unemployed
mathematicians are accepted under certain conditions for free publication. Call toll-free 800-321-4AMS (321-4267) in the U.S. and Canada or
401-455-4084 worldwide for further information.
Submission: Promotions Department, AMS, P. 0 . Box 6248, Providence,
Rhode Island 02940; or via fax: 401-331-3842; or send e-mail to class ads@
ams. org. AMS location for express delivery packages is 201 Charles
Street, Providence, Rhode Island 02904. Advertisers will be billed upon
publication.
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Is your linear algebra textbook older than the World Wide Web?
Does it predate the use of matrix decompositions to build internet search engines?
If so, you should consider this exciting new textbook that brings modern linear algebra to life!

MATRIX ANALYSIS AND
APPLiED LINEAR ALGEBRA
By Carl D. Meyer

Approx. 700 pages

With so many linear algebra textbooks available already,
why should you choose this one?
This is an honest math text that circumvents the traditional
definition-theorem-proof format that has bored students in
the past. Written for applied scientists and engineers at the
junior-senior to beginning graduate level, it includes some
of the more contemporary topics of applied linear algebra
which are not normally found in undergraduate textbooks.
Also, it includes enough material so that professors can pick
and choose topics depending on the level of a particular class.
This book gives enough depth so that it can be tailored to
many different courses.

ISBN 0·89871-454-0

How does this book fit in with existing textbooks?
There are many books available, and each has its own merit. The selection of a textbook
very much depends on the teaching approach and the sophistication of the students. Instructors should take a look at the manuscript on the web or order a desk copy so they can
evaluate for themselves whether this fresh approach is one that would work well for their
students.
This text is a traditional linear algebra book designed to prepare students in mathematics, science, and engineering to deal with a broad range of applications. While the focus of
the text is not computational, it nevertheless provides a firm numerical foundation.
What are the outstanding features of this book? What makes it different?
This book is more rigorous and goes into more depth than some. Other books assume that a
preliminary course has already been taken-this one does not. Because of the broad coverage, it has more flexibility than many of those already available. It contains a variety of
problems and examples ranging from the elementary to the challenging and from simple
applications to discovery problems. The focus on applications is a big difference between
this book and the others.
One of the greatest aspects of this book is the inclusion of historical information. These
personal insights into some of the greatest mathematicians who developed this subject provide a spark for students and make teaching more interesting for both the teacher and the
students.
What features will students like most?
They'll like the clear presentation and informal writing style. The historical comments will
also be a favorite, as well as the comments on numerical performance and possible pitfalls
of algorithms. The detailed applications are valuable to students in seeing how linear algebra is applied to real-life situations.
Why is the CD-ROM included?
The CD-ROM contains information that brings the textbook material to life for the students
and makes them eager to learn! They can find out which mathematicians have lunar craters
named after them, which have a special plaque on the Eiffel Tower, which have been placed
on a postage stamp or bank note, and more.

•

SJaJTl.®SOC I ET Y for IN DUSTRIAL a nd APPLIED MATHEM AT I CS
36 00 Univ e r s ity C ity Science Ce nt e r , Phi l a dl ep hi a, PA 1 9 104-2 688
2 1 5 -382 - 980 0- 2 15- 3 86- 7 999 • acq ui siti o n s@s i am . o r g • www . s i am . o r g

Hardcover

List Price $75
SIAM Member Price $60
Order Code OT71

What's Included?
TEXTBOOK
· More than 240 examples
· 650+ exercises
· Historical notes
· Possible pitfalls of algorithms
· Comments on numerical performance
SOLUTIONS MANUAL
· Complete solutions to all the exercises
CD-ROM
· Entire textbook is searchable
· All solutions
· Can be used on all platforms
· Thumbnail sketches and photographs
of mathematicians
· More detailed information on topics
mentioned in examples
· References for additional study
· Some of the history of linear algebra
and computing

MATHEMATICAL

SciENCEs REsEARCH

INSTI'IUI'E

1000 Centennial Drive, Berkeley, California 94720-5070
The Institute solicits applications for membership during the 2001-2002 year.
MSRI will feature four programs in 2001-2002:
INVERSE PROBLEMS

(Fan 2001)

In the last twenty years or so there have been substantial developments in the mathematical theory of inverse problems, and applications
have arisen in many areas, ranging from geophysics to medical imaging to non-destructive evaluation of materials. The main topics of this
program will be developments in inverse boundary value problems, and inverse scattering problems.
Program committee: D. Colton, J. McLaughlin, W. Symes, G Uhhnann.

INTEGRAL GEOMETRY

(Fall2001)

This program will focus on recent advances in integral geometry, with a focus on the interrelationships between integral geometry and the
theory of representations (Penrose transform in flag domains, horospherical transforms), complex geometry, symplectic geometry, algebraic
analysis, and nonlinear differential equations.
Program committee: L. Barchini, S. Gindikin, A. Goncharov, J. Wolf.

INFINITE-DIMENSIO NAL ALGEBRAS AND MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS (Spring 20o2)
The main topics will center on the representation theory of infinite-dimensional algebras and superalgebras and their applications to other
fields of mathematics and mathematical physics. The program will incorporate interrelations with algebraic geometry (moduli spaces,
geometric Langlands correspondence, etc.) and related fields, as well as applications to conformal field theory, statistical mechanics,
integrable systems, and string theory.
Program committee: E. Frenkel, V Kac, I. Penkov, V Serganova, G Zuckerman.

ALGEBRAIC STACKS, INTERSECTION THEORY, AND NON-ABELIAN HODGE
THEORY (Spring 2002)
Algebraic stacks originally arose as solutions to moduli problems in which they were used to parametrize geometric objects in families .
They have also arisen in studying homological properties of quotient singularities, non-abelian Hodge theory, string theory, etc. This
program will focus on intersection theory on stacks, non-abelian Hodge theory and geometric n-stacks, perverse sheaves on stacks and
the geometric Langlands program, D-brane charges in string theory, and moduli of gerbes and mirror symmetry.
Program Committee: W. Fulton, L. Katzarkov, M. Kontsevich, Y. Manin, R. Pandharipande, T. Pantev, C. Simpson, A.Vistoli.
In addition to these programs, MSRI also continues the COMPLEMENTARY PROGRAM, in which applications from candidates working
in any field of mathematics are welcome. Candidates should specify why a fellowship at MSRI at this time is particularly relevant for their research, for
example, by describing potential interactions with one of the above fields, or indicating interest in one or more of MSRI's joint industrial fellow/
internships.

MSRI has available three award categories available to applicants:
Research Professorships. These awards, which provide partial salary support for at least three months, are intended for mathematicians with Ph.D.s awarded in 1994 or earlier. Application Deadline: September 25, 2000.

Postdoctoral Fellowships. These awards, which provide support for five to ten months, are intended for mathematicians with Ph.D.s
awarded in 1995 or later. There will be several one-semester awards for participants in half-year programs; this could be extended to a full year
in special cases. In addition, together with Hewlett-Packard and Microsoft Research, MSRI will make several fellowship/intern awards.
Application Deadline: November 27,2000.

General Memberships. These awards may provide partial support toward

living and travel expenses. It is expected that general
November 27, 2000.
Deadline:
Application
members will come with partial or full support from other sources.

Further information and application forms are available from http://www.msri.org
or by writing to MSRI, 1000 Centennial Drive, Berkeley CA 94720-5070.
The Institute is committed to the principles of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action.

Come celebrate the
achievements of
mathematics and
contemplate what the
future might bring!

MATHEMATICAL CHALLENGES
OF THE 21sT CENTURY
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA LOS ANGELES
AUGUST 7-12,2000
The purpose of the meeting is to demonstrate, not just to the mathematical community,
but to the world at large, the power of mathematical ideas across the landscape of the
sciences and practical affairs, while still maintaining a close link to ongoing developments. These leaders in their fields have agreed to give plenary talks. There will be 30 in
all who will provide broad perspectives on mathematics in science and practical applications. Ronald L. Graham will give the AMS-MAA Presidents' Lecture.
James G. Arthur
Alexander A Beilinson
Sir Michael V. Berry
Haim Brezis
Alain Connes
David L. Donoho
Charles L. Fefferman
Michael H. Freedman
Helmut H. W. Hofer
Richard M. Karp

Sergiu Klainerman
Maxim Kontsevich
Peter D. Lax
Simon A Levin
Laszlo Lovasz
David Mumford
Peter Sarnak
Saharon Shelah
Peter W. Shor
Yakov G. Sinai

Richard P. Stanley
Dennis P. Sullivan
Clifford Taubes
Jean Taylor
William P. Thurston
Karen Uhlenbeck
S. R. S. Varadhan
Edward Witten
Sing-Tung Yau
Don B. Zagier

For continually updated information on the speakers and events included in this
meeting, visit http://www.ams.org/amsmtgs/mathchall.html regularly.
Program Committee: Richard Askey, Spencer Bloch, Felix Browder (chair), Charles
Fefferman, Peter Lax, Robert MacPherson, David Mumford, Gian-Carlo Rota (deceased),
Peter Sarnak, Audrey Terras, and S. R. S.Varadhan.
Part ofWorld Math Year 2000

Meetings & Conferences
oftheAMS
IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING MEETINGS PROGRAMS: AMS Sectional Meeting programs do not appear in the print version of the Notices. However, comprehensive and continually updated meeting and program information with links to the abstract for each talk can be found one-MATH. See http://www. ams. org/meeti ngs/.
Programs and abstracts will continue to be displayed one-MATH in the Meetings and Conferences section until about
three weeks after the meeting is over. Final programs for Sectional Meetings will be archived one-MATH in an electronic issue of the Notices as noted below for each meeting.

Lowell,
Massachusetts

Special Sessions
Discrete Geometry, Robert Connelly, Cornell University,

University of Massachusetts, Lowell

Marjorie Senechal, Smith College, Robert M. Erdahl,
Queen's University, and Walter J. Whiteley, York University.

April 1-2, 2000

University.

Meeting #952
Eastern Section
Associate secretary: Lesley M. Sibner
Announcement issue of Notices: February 2000
Program first available one-MATH: February 24, 2000
Program issue of electronic Notices: June 2000
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 21, Issue 2

Ergodic Theory and Dynamical Systems, Stanley]. Eigen,

Deadlines
For organizers: Expired
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: Expired
For abstracts: Expired

Quantum Information Theory, M. Beth Ruskai, University
of Massachusetts, Lowell, and Christopher K. King, Northeastern University.

Invited Addresses

Brent, University of Massachusetts, Lowell.

Enumerative Geometry in Physics, Emma Previato, Boston

Walter Craig, Brown University, Traveling water waves.
Erwin Lutwak, Polytechnic University, Lp curvature.
Alexander Nabutovsky, University of Toronto, Variational
problems for Riemannian functionals, arithmetic groups, and
noncomputable functions.

M. Beth Ruskai, University of Massachusetts, Lowell, Quantum information theory.

APRIL

2000

Northeastern University, and Vidhu S. Prasad, University
of Massachusetts, Lowell.
Invariance in Convex Geometry, Daniel A. Klain, Georgia

Institute of Technology, and Elisabeth Werner, Case Western Reserve University.
PDE and Dynamical Systems, Walter L. Craig, Brown University, and C. Eugene Wayne, Boston University.

Syzygies, Irena Peeva, Cornell University.
Teaching Mathematics in the New Millennium, Ronald
Volumes on Minkowski and Finsler Spaces, Juan Carlos
Alvarez, Universite Catholique de Louvain, Dimitri Burago,
Pennsylvania State University, and Gaoyong Zhang, Polytechnic University.
Vorticity in Fluid Flows: Analysis and Methods, Louis F.
Rossi, University of Massachusetts, Lowell, Richard B.
Pelz, Rutgers University, and John Grant, Naval Undersea
Warfare Center.
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Notre Dame, Indiana
University of Notre Dame
April8-9, 2000
Meeting #953
Central Section
Associate secretary: Susan J. Friedlander
Announcement issue of Notices: February 2000
Program first available one-MATH: February 24, 2000
Program issue of electronic Notices: June 1999
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 21, Issue 2
Deadlines
For organizers: Expired
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: Expired
For abstracts: Expired
Invited Addresses
Peter Bates, Brigham Young University, Invariant manifolds
and foliations.
Andras Nemethi, Ohio State University, Title to be announced.
Charles Radin, University of Texas, Austin, Penrose tilings
and hidden symmetries.
David Sattinger, Utah State University, Continued fractions and completely integrable systems.

Special Sessions
Algebraic Coding Theory, Judy Walker, University of Nebraska, and Jay Wood, Purdue University, Calumet.
Algebraic Geometry, Karen Chandler and Scott Nollet,
University of Notre Dame.
Algebraic Methods in Statistics, Marlos Viana, University of
Illinois, Chicago.
Applications of Invariant Manifold Theory, Peter Bates,
Brigham Young University, and Clarence Eugene Wayne,
Boston University.
Commutative Algebra, Juan Migliore, University of Notre
Dame, and Chris Peterson, Colorado State University.
Cooperative Learning in Undergraduate Mathematics Education, Nahid Erfan, University of Notre Dame, and Vic
Perera, Kent State University.
Differential Geometry and Its Applications, Jianguo Cao,
Brian Smyth, and Frederico Xavier, University of Notre
Dame.
Differential Inequalities and Applications, Paul W. Eloe,
University of Dayton.
Geometry and Analysis in Carnot Caratheodory Spaces,
Scott Pauls, Rice University.
Homotopy Theory, William G. Dwyer, University of Notre
Dame, and Michele Intermont, Kalamazoo College.
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Index Theory and Topology, John Roe, Pennsylvania State
University, and Stephan Stolz and Bruce Williams, University of Notre Dame.
Integrable Systems and Nonlinear Waves, MarkS. Alber and
Gerard Misiolek, University of Notre Dame.
Microlocal Analysis and Partial Differential Equations,
Nicholas Hanges, CUNY, Lehman College, and Alex
Himonas, University of Notre Dame.
Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations, Qing Han and
Bei Hu, University of Notre Dame, and Hong-Ming Yin,
Washington State University.
Number Theory, Algorithms, and Cryptography, Eric Bach,
University of Wisconsin, Madison, and Jonathan
Sorenson, Butler University.
Optimization and Numerical Analysis, Leonid
Faybusovich, University of Notre Dame.
Quasigroups and Loops and Their Applications, Michael K.
Kinyon, Indiana University, South Bend, and J. D. Phillips,
Saint Mary's College of California.
Representations of Groups and Related Objects, Chris
Bendel, University of Wisconsin, Stout, and George
McNinch, University of Notre Dame.
Several Complex Variables, Jeffrey Diller and Nancy
Stanton, University of Notre Dame.
Singularities in Algebraic Geometry, Sandor Kovacs ,
University of Chicago, and Andras Nemethi, Ohio State
University.
Symbolic Dynamics, William Geller, Indiana UniversityPurdue University, Indianapolis, and Nicholas S. Ormes,
University of Texas, Austin.

Lafayette, Louisiana
University of Louisiana, Lafayette
Apri114-16, 2000
Meeting #954
Southeastern Section
Associate secretary: John L. Bryant
Announcement issue of Notices: February 2000
Program first available one-MATH: March 2, 2000
Program issue of electronic Notices: June 2000
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 21, Issue 2
Deadlines
For organizers: Expired
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: Expired
For abstracts: Expired
Invited Addresses
Paul Aspinwall, Duke University, Strings, duality, and
geometry.
Michael Renardy, Virginia Tech, The spectral problem for
linear stability of viscoelastic shear flows.
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Robin Thomas, Georgia Institute of Technology, Generalizing the Four-Color Theorem.
Fernando Rodriguez Villegas, University of Texas, Austin,
Periods, L-functions, and arithmetic.

Special Sessions
Continuum Theory, Thelma R. West, University of Louisiana,
Lafayette.
Fluid Dynamics, Michael Renardy, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute & State University.
Graph Theory, Robin Thomas and Dhruv Mubayi,
Georgia Institute of Technology.
L-functions, Periods, and Arithmetic, Fernando Rodriguez
Villegas and Jeff Vaaler, University of Texas, Austin.
Mathematical Models in the Biological and Physical Sciences, Azmy S. Ackleh, Lan Ke, and Robert D. Sidman, University of Louisiana, Lafayette.
Nonlinear Differential Equations and Their Applications,
C. Y. Chan, Keng Deng, and A. S. Vatsala, University of
Louisiana, Lafayette.
Quantum Topology, Patrick M. Gilmer, Louisiana State
University.
Recent Advances in Statistics, Calvin Berry, Kalimuthu
Krishnamoorthy, and Nabendu Pal, University of Louisiana,
Lafayette.
Rings and Their Generalizations, Gary F. Birkenmeier and
Henry E. Heatherly, University of Louisiana, Lafayette.
Scientific Computing, R. Baker Kearfott, Qin Sheng, and
Christo Christov, University of Louisiana, Lafayette.

Odense, Denmark
Odense University
Note: This is a World Math Year
2000 (I¥MY2000) event.

june 13- 16,2000
Meeting #955
First AMS-Scandinaivan International Mathematics Meeting.
Sponsored by the AMS, Dansk Matematisk Forening, Suomen
matemaattinen yhdistys, Icelandic Mathematical Society,
Norsk Matematisk Forening, and Svenska matematikersamfundet.
Associate secretary: Robert M. Fossum
Announcement issue of Notices: March 2000
Program first available one-MATH: Not applicable
Program issue of electronic Notices: None
Issue of Abstracts: None

APRIL

2000

Deadlines
For organizers: Expired
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: Expired
For abstracts: March 15, 2000
Invited Addresses
Tobias Colding, Courant Institute, New York University, Embedded minimal surfaces and applications to 3-manifold
topology.
Johan Hastad, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm,
On efficient approximability of NP-hard optimization
problems.
Nigel j. Hitchin, University of Oxford, The geometry of threeforms.
Elliott Lieb, Princeton University, Title to be announced.
Pertti Mattila, University of Jyvaskyla, What has Menger curvature given to complex and harmonic analysis?
Curtis T. McMullen, Harvard University, The shape of the
moduli space of Riemann surfaces.
Alexei N. Rudakov, Norwegian University of Science &
Technology, Representations ofE(3,6) and the related structures.
Karen Uhlenbeck, University of Texas, Austin, Integrable
systems in geometry.
Dan Voiculescu, University of California, Berkeley, Title to
be announced.

Special Sessions
Algebraic Groups and Representation Theory, Henning
Haahr Andersen and Niels Lauritzen, Aarhus University.
Complex Analysis in Higher Dimensions, Finnur Larusson,
University of Western Ontario, and Ragnar Sigurdsson, University of Iceland.
Differential Geometry, Claude R. LeBrun, State University
of New York at Stony Brook, and Peter Petersen, University of California, Los Angeles.
Discrete Mathematics, Iiro S. Honkala, University of Turku,
and Carsten Thomassen, Technical University of Denmark.
Dynamical Systems, Michael Benedicks, Royal Institute of
Science, Stockholm, and Carsten Lunde Petersen, Roskilde.
Geometric Analysis/ PDE, Gerd Grubb, University of Copenhagen, and Bent 0rsted, Odense University.
]oint EWM and A WM Session, Lisbeth Fajstrup, Aalborg
University, Tinne Hoff Kjeldsen, Roskilde, and Christina
Wiis Tonnesen-Friedman, Aarhus University.
K-Theory and Operator A lgebras, Soren Eilers, University
of Copenhagen, and Nigel D. Higson, Pennsylvania State
University.
Linear Spaces ofHolomorphic Functions, Peter L. Duren, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michael Stessin, State University of New York, Albany, and Harold S. Shapiro, Royal
Institute of Technology, Stockholm.
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Mathematical Physics, Bergfinnur Durhuus, University of
Copenhagen, and Kurt Johansson, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm.
Mathematics Education, Claus Michelsen, Odense, and
Martti E. Pesonen, University of Joensuu.
Stochastic DE and Financial Mathematics, Tomas Bjork, University of Stockholm, and Bernt 0ksendal, University of
Oslo.

Los Angeles,
California
University of California, Los Angeles

Note: This is a World Math Year 2000 (lii!MY2000) event.

August 7-12,2000
Meeting #956
Associate secretary: Robert ]. Daverman
Announcement issue of Notices: May 2000
Program first available one-MATH: May 24, 2000
Program issue of electronic Notices: October 2000
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 21, Issue 3
Deadlines
For organizers: Not applicable
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: Not applicable
For abstracts: May 10, 2000
Invited Addresses
James G. Arthur, University of Toronto, will speak on automorphic forms and the Langlands program.
Alexander A. Beilinson, University of Chicago, will speak
on the geometric Langlands conjecture.
Michael V. Berry, University of Bristol, will speak on waves,
geometry, and arithmetic.
Haim Brezis, University of Paris XI and Rutgers University,
will speak on nonlinear partial differential equations.
Alain Connes, College de France, will speak on noncommutative geometry.
David L. Donoho, Stanford University, will speak on interactions among harmonic analysis, statistical analysis, and
information theory.
Charles L. Fefferman, Princeton University, will speak on
the equations of fluid mechanics.
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Michael H. Freedman, Microsoft Research, The physics of
computation.
Ronald L. Graham, University of California, San Diego,
Mathematics in the 21st century: Problems and prospects
(AMS-MAA Presidents' Lecture).
Helmut H. W. Hofer, Courant Institute, New York University, will speak on symplectic geometry/dynamical systems.
Richard M. Karp, University of Washington, will speak on
computational molecular biology.
Sergiu Klainerman, Princeton University, will speak on
partial differential equations.
Maxim Kontsevich, Institut des Hautes Etudes Scientifiques, will speak on deformations, supermanifolds, and
homotopical algebra.
Peter D. Lax, Courant Institute, New York University, will
speak on mathematics and computing.
Simon A. Levin, Princeton University, will speak on complexity of biology.
Laszlo Lovasz, Yale University, will speak on discrete mathematics and algorithms.
David Mumford, Brown University, will speak on models
of perception and inference.
Peter Sarnak, Princeton University, will speak on analysis
and number theory.
Saharon Shelah, The Hebrew University and Rutgers University, will speak on mathematical logic.
Peter W. Shor, AT&T Labs, will speak on quantum computing/quantum information theory.
Yakov G. Sinai, Princeton University, will speak on dynamical systems.
Richard P. Stanley, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
will speak on algebraic combinatorics.
Dennis P. Sullivan, The CUNY Graduate School, will speak
on applications of combinatorial topology to geometry.
Clifford Taubes, Harvard University, will speak on geometry and topology of the future.
Jean E. Taylor, Rutgers University, will speak on applications of geometric analysis.
William P. Thurston, University of California, Davis, will
speak on three-dimensional topology and geometry.
Karen Uhlenbeck, University of Texas, Austin, will speak
on a subject to be announced.
S. R. S. Varadhan, Courant Institute, New York University,
will speak on stochastic analysis and applications.
Edward Witten, Institute for Advanced Study, will speak
on the mathematical impact of quantum fields and strings.
Shing-Tung Yau, Harvard University, will speak on geometry and its relation to physics.
Don B. Zagier, Max-Planck-Institut fiir Mathematik, will
speak on number theory: modular forms.
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Pseudo-differential Operators, Wavelet Transforms and
Related Topics (Code: AMS SS Fl), M. W. Wong, York
University.
Representation Theory of Infinite Dimensional Lie A lgebras
(Code: AMS SS E1), Yun Gao, York University.
Set Theory and Set- Theoretic Topology (Code: AMS SS G1),
Franklin D. Tall, University of Toronto.

Toronto, Ontario,
Canada
University of Toronto
September 22-24, 2000
Meeting #957
Central Section
Associate secretary: Susan J. Friedlander
Announcement issue of Notices: June/July 2000
Program first available one-MATH: August 10, 2000
Program issue of electronic Notices: November 2000
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 21, Issue 3

San Francisco,
California
San Francisco State University
October 21-22, 2000

Deadlines
For organizers: Expired
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: June 6, 2000
For abstracts: july 14, 2000
Invited Addresses
John H. Conway, Princeton University, Title to be announced (Erdos Memorial Lecture).
George Elliott, University of Toronto, Title to be announced.
Benson Farb, University of Chicago, Title to be announced.
Yongbin Ruan, University of Wisconsin, Title to be announced.
Boris Tsyagan, Pennsylvania State University, Title to be
announced.

Special Sessions
Applied Categorical Structures (Code: AMS SS ]1), Joan
Wick Pelletier and Walter Tholen, York University.
Commutative Algebra and Algebraic Geometry (Code: AMS
SS A1), Anthony Geramita, Queens University, and William
Traves, United States Naval Academy.
Computational Wavelet Analysis (Code: AMS SS H1),
Sebastian Ferrando and Larry Kolasa, Ryerson Polytechnic University.
Discrete and Applied Geometry (Code: AMS SS Ll ), Asia Ivic
Weiss and Walter Whiteley, York University.
Ergodic Theory and Dynamical Systems (Code: AMS SS B1),
Andres del junco, University of Toronto, and Blair Madore,
SUNY, Potsdam.
Functional Differential Equations and Applications (Code:
AMS SS D1), Anatoli F. Ivanov, Pennsylvania State University, and jianhong Wu, York University.
Modern Schubert Calculus (Code: AMS SS K1), Nantel
Bergeron, York University, and Frank Sottile, University of
Wisconsin.
Nonabsolute Integration (Code: AMS SS C1), Patrick
Muldowney, University of Ulster, and Erik Talvila, University of Illinois, Urbana.
APRIL

2000

Meeting #958
Western Section
Associate secretary: Bernard Russo
Announcement issue of Notices: August 2000
Program first available one-MATH: September 11, 2000
Program issue of electronic Notices: December 2000
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 21, Issue 4
Deadlines
For organizers: March 21, 2000
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: June 21, 2000
For abstracts: August 29, 2000
Invited Addresses
Steven N. Evans, University of California, Berkeley, Title
to be announced.
Lisa j. Fauci, Tulane University, Title to be announced.
Kristin Lauter, Microsoft Corporation, Title to be announced.

Special Sessions
Algebraic and Geometric Combinatorics (Code: AMS SS A1),
jesus De Loera, University of California, Davis, and Frank
Sottile, University of Wisconsin.

New York, New York
Columbia University
November 4-5, 2000
Meeting #959
Eastern Section
Associate secretary: Lesley M. Sibner
Announcement issue of Notices: September 2000
Program first available one-MATH: September 28, 2000
Program issue of electronic Notices: December 2000
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 21, Issue 4
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Deadlines
For organizers: April 3, 2000
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: July 18, 2000
For abstracts: September 12, 2000
Invited Addresses
Paula Cohen, Universite des Sciences et Technologies de
Lille, France, Title to be announced.
Brian Greene, Columbia University, Title to be announced.
Sergey Novikov, University of Maryland, College Park, and
Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics, Title to be announced.
Alexander I. Suciu, Northeastern University, Title to be
announced.

Special Sessions
Arithmetic Geometry and Modular Forms (Code: AMS SS D1),
Dorian Goldfeld, Columbia University, and Paula Cohen.
Arrangements of Hyperplanes (Code: AMS SS C1), Michael
J. Falk, Northern Arizona University, and Alexander I.
Suciu, Northeastern University.
Combinatorial Group Theory (Code: AMS SS Al), Gilbert
Baumslag, Alexei Myasnikov, and Vladimir Shplirain,
City College (CUNY).
Commutative Algebra (Code: AMS SS Fl), Irena Peeva,
Cornell University.
Differential Algebra and Related Topics (Code: AMS SS E1),
U Guo and William Keigher, Rutgers University, Newark,
and William Sit, City College (Cli'NY).
Symbolic Computation and Kleinian Groups (Code: AMS SS
G1), Jane P. Gilman, Rutgers University, and Mika K.
Seppala, Florida State University.
The Topology of 3-Manifolds (Code: AMS SS B1), Joan S.
Birman and Brian S. Magnum, Columbia University, and
Walter D. Neumann, University of Melbourne.

Birmingham,
Alabama

For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: July 25, 2000
For abstracts: September 19, 2000

Special Sessions
Analytical Problems in Mathematical Physics (Code: AMS SS
E1), Roger T. Lewis, University of Alabama, Birmingham,
Michael P. Loss, Georgia Institute of Technology, and Marcel Griesemer, University of Alabama, Birmingham.
Billiards and Related Topics (Code: AMS SS C1), Nikolai I.
Chernov and Nandor Simanyi, University of Alabama,
Birmingham.
Inverse Problems (Code: AMS SS A1), Ian Walker Knowles
and Rudi Weikard, University of Alabama, Birmingham.
Relations between Spectral Theory and Analytic Number
Theory (Code: AMS SS B1), Robert M. Kauffman, University of Alabama, Birmingham, and Martin N. Huxley, Cardiff
University, Wales.
Spectral and Transport Problems in Solid State Physics
(Code: AMS SS D1), Peter D. Hislop, University of
Kentucky, and Yulia Karpeshina and Gunter H. Stolz,
University of Alabama, Birmingham.

Hong Kong, People's
Republic of China
December 13-1 7, 2000
Meeting #961
First ]oint International Meeting between the AMS and the
Hong Kong Mathematical Society.
Associate secretary: Bernard Russo
Announcement issue of Notices: To be announced
Program first available on e-MATH: Not applicable
Program issue of electronic Notices: None
Issue of Abstracts: None

University of Alabama, Birmingham

Deadlines
For organizers: To be announced
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: To b e announced
For abstracts: To be announced

November 10-1 2, 2000

Special Sessions

Meeting #960
Southeastern Section
Associate secretary: John L. Bryant
Announcement issue of Notices: September 2000
Program first available one-MATH: October 5, 2000
Program issue of electronic Notices: January 2001
Issue of A bstracts: Volume 21, Issue 4
Deadlines
For organizers: April 10, 2000
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Combinatorial and Computational Methods in Commutative
Algebra and Algebraic Geometry, Vladimir Shpilrain, CUNY,
City College, and Jie-Tai Yu, University of Hong Kong.
Combinatorics and Graph Theory, Beifang Chen, Hong
Kong University of Science and Technology, Jeong Han Kim,
Microsoft, USA, and Che Bor Lam, Hong Kong Baptist University.
Geometric A nalysis, Peter U, University of California, Irvine,
and Luen Fai Tam and Tom Wan, Chinese University of
Hong Kong.
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Integrable Systems, Jishan Hu, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Wen Xiu Ma, City University of Hong
Kong, Peter Olver, University of Minnesota, and MinYan,
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.
Iterative Methods in Scientific Computation, Michael Ng,
University of Hong Kong, and Robert Plemmons, Wake
Forest University.
Low Dimensional Topology, lain Aitchison and Hyam
Rubinstein, University of Melbourne.
Mathematics of Learning Theory, Felipe Cucker and
Stephen Smale, City University of Hong Kong.
Mathematics of Optimization, Kung Fu Ng, Chinese University of Hong Kong, and Jong-shi Pang, Johns Hopkins
University.
Nonlinear Elliptic and Parabolic Partial Differential Equations, Kai Seng Chou, Chinese University of Hong Kong,
Yanyan Li, Rutgers University, and Juncheng Wei, Chinese University of Hong Kong.
Nonlinear Waves, Zhouping Xin, Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences and Chinese University of Hong Kong, and
Xiaoping Wang, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.
Optimization and Applications, Kok Lay Teo and X. Q. Yang,
Hong Kong Polytechnic University.
Representation Theory, Jian Shu Li and Jinsong Huang,
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.
Theoretical and Numerical Aspects of Nonlinear Conservation Laws, Tao Tang, Hong Kong Baptist University, and
Zhouping Xin, Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
and Chinese University of Hong Kong.
Value Distribution Theory and Complex Dynamics, Chung
Chun Yang, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, and William Cherry, University of North Texas.

New Orleans,
Louisiana
New Orleans Marriott and Sheraton New
Orleans Hotel
january 10-13,2001
Meeting #962
]oint Mathematics Meetings, including the 10 7th Annual
Meeting of the AMS, 84th Meeting of the Mathematical
Association of America (MAA), annual meetings of the
Association for Women in Mathematics (A MIM) and the
National Association of Mathematicians (NAM).
Associate secretary: Lesley M. Sibner
Announcement issue of Notices: October 2000
Program first available one-MATH: To be announced
Program issue of electronic Notices: To be announced
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 22, Issue 1
APRIL

2000

Deadlines
For organizers: Aprilll, 2000
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced
For summaries of papers to MAA organizers: To be announced

Columbia, South
Carolina
University of South Carolina
March 16-1 8, 2001
Southeastern Section
Associate secretary: John L. Bryant
Announcement issue of Notices: To be announced
Program first available one-MATH: To be announced
Program issue of electronic Notices: To be announced
Issue of Abstracts: To be announced
Deadlines
For organizers: August 15, 2000
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced

Lawrence, Kansas
University of Kansas
March 30-31 , 2001
Central Section
Associate secretary: Susan]. Friedlander
Announcement issue of Notices: To be announced
Program first available one-MATH: To be announced
Program issue of electronic Notices: To be announced
Issue of Abstracts: To be announced
Deadlines
For organizers: June 28, 2000
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced

Las Vegas, Nevada
University of Nevada
Apri I 21-22, 2001
Western Section
Associate secretary: Bernard Russo
Announcement issue of Notices: To be announced
Program first available one-MATH: To be announced
Program issue of electronic Notices: To be announced
Issue of Abstracts: To be announced
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Deadlines
For organizers: To be announced
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced

T T ,...,.1-,.
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For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced

Williamstown,
Je,...l (;!ey rvtassachusetts

llUUU..l\..t:J.l, l~t:Vv
Stevens Institute of Technology

u

Williams College

April28-29, 2001
Eastern Section
Associate secretary: Lesley M. Sibner
Announcement issue of Notices: To be announced
Program first available one-MATH: To be announced
Program issue of electronic Notices: To be announced
Issue of Abstracts: To be announced

October 13-14, 2001
Eastern Section
Associate secretary: Lesley M. Sibner
Announcement issue of Notices: To be announced
Program first available on e~MATH: To be announced
Program issue of electronic Notices: To be announced
Issue of Abstracts: To be announced

Deadlines
For organizers: September 28, 2000
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced

Deadlines
For organizers: March 11, 2001
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced

Lyon, France

San Diego, California

July 17-20,2001
First ]oint International Meeting between the AMS and the
Societe Mathimatique de France.
Associate secretary: Lesley M. Sibner
Announcement issue of Notices: To be announced
Program first available one-MATH: Not applicable
Program issue of electronic Notices: None
Issue of Abstracts: None
Deadlines
For organizers: To be announced
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced

Chattanooga,
Tennessee
University of Tennessee, Chattanooga
October S-6, 2001
Southeastern Section
Associate secretary: John L. Bryant
Announcement issue of Notices: To be announced
Program first available one-MATH: To be announced
Program issue of electronic Notices: To be announced
Issue of Abstracts: To be announced
Deadlines
For organizers: March 5, 2001
526

San Diego Convention Center
January 6-9, 2002
]oint Mathematics Meetings, including the 1 08th Annual
Meeting of the AMS and 85th Meeting of the Mathematical
Association of America (MAA).
Associate secretary: John L. Bryant
Announcement issue of Notices: To be announced
Program first available on e-MATH: To be announced
Program issue of electronic Notices: To be announced
Issue of Abstracts: To be announced
Deadlines
For organizers: April4, 2001
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced
For summaries of papers to MAA organizers: To be announced

Pisa, Italy
june 16-20, 2002
First ]oint International Meeting between the AMS and the
Unione Matematica Italiana.
Associate secretary: Lesley M. Sibner
Announcement issue of Notices: To be announced
Program first available one-MATH: Not applicable
Program issue of electronic Notices: None
Issue of Abstracts: None
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Meetings & Conferences

Deadlines

For organizers: To be announced
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced

Boston,
Massachusetts
Northeastern University
October S-6, 2002

Eastern Section
Associate secretary: Lesley M. Sibner
Announcement issue of Notices: To be announced
Program first available one-MATH: To be announced
Program issue of electronic Notices: To be announced
Issue of Abstracts: To be announced
Deadlines

For organizers: March 5, 2002
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions: To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced
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Meetings and Conferences of the AMS
Associate Secretaries ofthe AMS

Western Section: Bernard Russo, Department of Mathematics, University of California, Irvine, CA 92697; e-mail:
brusso@math.uci.edu; telephone: 949-824-5505.
Central Section: Susan j. Friedlander, Department of Mathematics, University of Illinois at Chicago, 851 S. Morgan (M/ C 249),
Chicago, IL 60607-7045; e-mail: susan@math. nwu. edu; telephone:
312-996-3041.

The Meetings and Conferences section of the Notices gives
information on all AMS meetings and conferences approved
by press time for this issue. Please refer to the page numbers
cited in the table of contents on this page for more detailed
information on each event. Invited Speakers and Special Sessions are listed as soon as they are approved by the cognizant
program committee; the codes listed are needed for electronic
abstract submission. For some meetings the list may be incomplete. Information in this issue may be dated. Up-todate meeting and conference information is available on the
World Wide Web at www. ams. org/meeti ngs/.

Meetings:
2000
April1-2
April8-9
April14-16
June 13-16
August 7-12
September 22-24
October 21-22
November 4-5
November 10-12
December 13-17

Lowell, Massachusetts
Notre Dame, Indiana
Lafayette, Louisiana
Odense, Denmark
Los Angeles, California
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
San Francisco, California
New York, New York
Birmingham, Alabama
Hong Kong, People's
Republic of China

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

519
520
520
521
522
523
523
523
524

New Orleans, Louisiana
Annual Meeting
Columbia, South Carolina
Lawrence, Kansas
Las Vegas, Nevada
Hoboken, New Jersey
Lyon, France

p. 525

p. 524

2001
January 10-13
March 16-18
March 30-31
April21-22
April28-29
July 17-20

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

525
525
525
526
526

Eastern Section: Lesley M. Sibner, Department of Mathematics, Polytechnic University, Brooklyn, NY 11201-2990;
e-mail: lsi bner@magnus. poly. edu; telephone: 718-260-3505.
Southeastern Section: John L. Bryant, Department of Mathematics, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL 32306-4510; email: bryant@math . fsu . edu; telephone: 850-644-5805.

October 5-6
October 13-14

Chattanooga, Tennessee
Williamstown, MA

p . 526
p. 526

San Diego, California
Annual Meeting
Pisa, Italy
Boston, Massachusetts

p. 526

2002
January 6-9
June 16-20
October 5-6

p. 526
p. 527

Important Information regarding AMS Meetings
Potential organizers, speakers, and hosts should refer to page
106 in the January 2000 issue of the Notices for general information regarding participation in AMS meetings and conferences.
Abstracts
Several options are available for speakers submitting abstracts,
including an easy-to-use interactive Web form. No knowledge
of LaTeX is necessary to submit an electronic form, although
those who use LaTeX or AMS-LaTeX may submit abstracts
with such coding. To see descriptions of the forms available,
visit http: I /www. ams. org/abstracts/i nstructi ons. html,
or send mail to abs-submi t@ams. org, typing help as the subject line; descriptions and instructions on how to get the template of your choice will bee-mailed to you.
Completed abstracts should be sent to abs-submi t@
ams. o rg, typing submission as the subject line. Questions
about abstracts may be sent to abs-i nfo@ams .org.
Paper abstract forms may be sent to Meetings & Conferences
Department, AMS, P.O. Box 6887, Providence, RI 02940. There
is a $20 processing fee for each paper abstract. There is no
charge for electronic abstracts. Note that all abstract deadlines
are strictly enforced. Close attention should be paid to specified deadlines in this issue. Unfortunately, late abstracts cannot be accommodated.

Conferences: (See http: I /WVWJ. ams. o rg/meeti ngs/ for the most up-to-date information on these conferences.)
june 11-July 20, 2000: Joint Summer Research Conferences in the Mathematical Sciences, Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley, MA.
(See pages 1325-30, November 1999 issue, for details.)
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Outstanding &highly recommended*-New Books from Cambridge!
New editions!

New volumes in

Cambridge Texts in Applied Mathematics

Oriented Matroids
Second Edition
Anders Bjorner, Michel Las Vergnas, Bernd Sturmfels,
Neil White, and Gunter Zeigler

From the reviews of the First Edition:
"Quite good literature for the student. "
-Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society

Managing Editor: D. G. Crighton

This dynamic series provides a focus for the publication of
high-quality textbooks at the advanced undergraduate and
beginning graduate levels.

Rarefied Gas Dynamics

'.11n outstanding addition to the literature.... highly recommended."
-*Mathematical Reviews

From Basic Concepts to Actual Calculations
Carlo Cercignani

Encyclopedia ofMathematics and its Applications 46
2000
560 pp.
0-521-77750-X
Paperback

Presents the concepts, methods and applications of kinetic
theory to rarefied gas dynamics. Cercignani treats problems
in plane geometry using all the approximation techniques.
He devotes a special chapter to evaporation and condensation phenomena and includes helpful problems.

$49.95

Foundations of Mathematical Genetics
Second Edition
Anthony W. F. Edwards
The second edition of this classic work features a new chapter
on the Fundamental Theorem of Natural Selection.
2000

133 pp.

0-521-77544-2

Paperback

$19.95

0-521-65992-2

Paperback

$29.95

Symmetry Methods for Differential
Equations
A Beginner's Guide
Peter E. Hydon

Singular Perturbations of
Differential Operators
S. Albeverio and P. Kurasov
A systematic mathematical study of these operators, with
particular emphasis on spectral and scattering problems. The
methods discussed are based on a new concept of symplectic
structure of the "boundary form."
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 271
2000
448 pp.
0-521-77912-X
Paperback

Volume 21
2000
328 pp.

A straightforward introduction to the subject that employs
many worked examples to illustrate the major symmetry
methods. Written for postgraduates and advanced undergraduates, the text enables readers to master the main techniques quickly and easily. Features include some methods
not previously published in a text, including those for
obtaining discrete symmetries and integrating factors.

$49.95

Volume 22
2000
248 pp.

Holomorphic Dynamics
5. Morosawa, Y. Nishimura,
M. Taniguchi, and T. Ueda

0-521-49786-8

Paperback

$29.95

High Speed Flow

A comprehensive introduction to the dynamics induced by the
iteration of various analytic maps in complex number spaces.
The authors emphasize the role of classical complex analysis
in understanding holomorphic dynamics and offer up-to-date
coverage of the modern theory.
Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 66
2000
350 pp.
0-521-66258-3
Hardback

$69.95

Computer Science with
Mathematica®

C. J. Chapman
Covers subsonic and supersonic flight, shock waves, highspeed aerofoils, and temperature changes. Starting from
first principles, the book gives complete and elementary
derivations of all results. Chapman includes many exercises
and an extensive bibliography, providing access to the
entire literature from 1860 to the present, with over two
hundred items published since 1990.
Volume 23
2000
350 pp.

0-521-66647-3

Paperback

$29.95

Roman Maeder

Shows how computer-aided mathematics has reached a level
where it can support effectively many of the computations in
science and engineering. Besides treating traditional computer
science topics, Maeder demonstrates how these computerbased tools can be used to do scientific computations.
2000

400 pp.

0-521-66395-4

Paperback

$27.95

Available in
bookstores or from

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS

40 West 20th Street, New York, NV 10011-4211
Call toll-free 800-872-7423 Web site: www.cup.org
MasterCardNISA accepted. Prices subject to change.

SPRINGER FOR MATHEMATICS
JIRI HERMAN , Gymnazium Brno; RADAN KUCERA,
Masaryk University; and JAROMIR SIMSA, Academy
of Sciences of the Czech RepubHc, all Brno, Czech
Republic; Translated by KARL DILCHER, Dalhousie
University, HaHfax, Canada

EQUATIONS AND
INEQUALITIES
Elementary Problems and Theorems in
A lgebra and Number Theory
This collection of
over 1000 problems
presents methods for
solving problems in
three areas of mathematics: equations and
systems of equations,
algebraic inequalities,
and elementary number theory. The problems can be used to
prepare for the International Mathematical Olympiads or the Putnam Exam. Each topic
covered begins with a short theoretical discussion, followed by carefully worked-out examples,
along with exercises which range from routine
to rather challenging problems.
2000/ APPX. 360 PP./HARDCOVER/ $69.95
ISBN 0.387·98942.0

MARC HINDRY, University of Paris, France and
JOSEPH H. SILVERMAN , Brown University,
Providence , Rl

DIOPHANTINE GEOMETRY
An Introduction
The study of Diophantine equations has fascinated mathematicians since antiquity. Modem
methods use techniques from algebraic geometry in order to describe the solutions of
Diophantine equations. This introduction to the
subject presents complete proofs of four of the
fundamental finiteness theorems of Diophantine
geometry. It provides extensive background
material as well as details on current results
which pave the way for further research.
Contents: The Geometry of Curves and Abelian
Varieties Height Functions • Rational Points on
Abelian Varieties • Diophantine Approximation
and Integral Points on Curves • Rational Points
on Curves of Genus Greater Than 2 • Further
Results and Open Problems
2000/ 576 PP., 8 ILLUS./ HARDCOVER/ $69.95
ISBN 0.387-98975-4
ALSO IN SOFTCOVER: $39.95/ ISBN 0.387-98981·1

DAVID A. HARVILLE, IBM T.J. Watson Research
Center, Yorktown Heights, NY

MATRIX ALGEBRA FROM
A STATISTICIAN'S
PERSPECTIVE
This book provides a thorough and unified coverage of fundamental concepts, as well as the
specialized topics encountered in areas of statistics such as linear statistical models and multivariate analysis.
1997/ 648 PP., 9 ILLUS./HARDCOVER/ $69 .95
ISBN 0.387-94978-X

BRUNO POIZAT, Universite Claude Bernard Lyon I,
Villeurbanne Cedex, France; Translated by
MOSES KLEIN, University of Wisconsin , Madison

A COURSE IN
MODEL THEORY
An Introduction to Contemporary
Mathematical Logic

MURRAY ROSENBLATT, University of CaHfornia ,
San Diego , CA

GAUSSIAN AND NON·
GAUSSIAN LINEAR TIME
SERIES AND RANDOM FIELDS
The book is concerned with linear
time series and random fields in both
the Gaussian and
especially the nonGaussian context.
The principal focus
is on autoregressive
moving average
models and analogous random fields.

This book, translated
from the French, is
an introduction to
A Course in
Model Theory
first -order model theory. The first six
chapters are very
basic: starting from
scratch, they quickBruno Point
ly reach the essential , namely , the
back-and-forth
method and compactness, which are
illustrated with examples taken from algebra. The
next chapter introduces logic via the study of the
models of arithmetic, and the following is a
combinatorial tool-box preparing for the chapters on saturated and prime models. The last ten
chapters form a complete but accessible exposition of stability theory, the core of the subject.

Conte n ts: Reversibility and Identifiability • Mirtimum Phase
Estimation • Homogeneous Gaussian Random
Fields • Cumulants, Mixing and Estimation for
Gaussian Fields • Prediction for Minimum and
Nonminimum Phase Models • The Fluctuation
of the quasi-Gaussian Likelihood • Random
Fields • Estimation for Possibly Nonminimum
Phase Schemes

2000/ APPX. 448 PP. / HARDCOVER/ $59.95
ISBN 0.387-98655-3
UNIVERSITEXT

1999/ 256PP. / HARDCOVER/ $69.95
ISBN 0.387-98917-X
SPRINGER SERIES IN STATISTICS

CHARALAMBOS D. ALIPRANTIS, Purdue University,
West Lafayette, IN and KIM C. BORDER,
CaHfornia Institute of Technology, Pasadena

HERMANN THORISSON, University of Iceland,
Reykjavik, Iceland

INFINITE DIMENSIONAL
ANALYSIS
A Hitchhiker's Guide
This book develops topology, convexity, Banach
lattices , integration, correspondences (multifunctions) , and the analytic approach to Markov
processes. The choice of material was motivated from problems in control theory and economics, although the material is more applicable
than applied. In this new edition material has been
reorganized to form three new chapters: chapter 4 collects many of the purely set-theoretical
results about measurable structures such as
semirings and s - algebras . The chapter on correspondences is divided into two separate chapters, one dealing with continuity, the other with
measurability. The material on measurable correspondences is more detailed and better written. In addition, the authors have revised the
exposition of numerous proofs and seventy pages
of new material has been added: there is now
an extended treatment of analytic sets in Polish
spaces and new material on Borel functions.
1999/ 650 PP., 211LLUS./SOFTCOVER/ $69.95
ISBN 3-540-65854-8

~~lo
'!;_~ Springer
"'t~·

www.springer-ny.com

COUPLING, STATIONARITY,
AND REGENERATION
This is a book on coupling, the method of establishing properties of random variables and processes (or any random things) through a joint
construction on a common probability space. This
is a general method relevant in all fields of probabilistic inquiry but the thrust is toward characterizations, approximations and asymptotics.
Contents: Random Variables • Markov Chains
and Random Walks • Random Elements •
Stochastic Processes • Shift-Coupling • Markov
Processes • Transformation Coupling •
Stationarity, the Palm Dualities • The Palm
Dualities in Higher Dimensions • Regeneration
2000/ 488PP., 20 ILLUS./$79.95
ISBN 0.387-98779-7
PROBABILITY AND ITS APPLICATIONS

ORDER TODAY!
CALL: 1-800-SPRINGER • FAX: (201)-348-

4505 • WRITE: Springer-Verlag New York, Inc.,
Dept. 51536, PO Box 2465, Secaucus, NJ
07096-2465 • VISfl': Your local technical
bookstore • E-MAIL: orders@springer-ny.com
• INS1RUCTOIIS: Call or write for info on
textbook exam copies
YOUR 30-DA Y RETURN PRIVILEGE IS
ALWAYS GUARANTEED!
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